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THE ~AINMAKERS
To the guar~ of the sky,
For the on~ w~o ask why.
Some people like you help mankind,
Others scoff o~ every n~ find.
Keep doing the @~st you can
Of h~elping your fellow-man.
For some b~ie~e and othe~
Thunderbird
l~gh~ at those

~on’t
who don’t.

Marianne Bruce Miller

MARIONNELSONBRUCE
M~rion Bruce was born on January 31, 1899 at Winterset,
Iowa to
Richard and Bertha Bruce. He passed away on February 12, 1975 at the
University
of Minnesota Hospital and was laid to rest at the Black Hills
National Cemetary near St~ugess,
South Dakota.
Marion moved with his family to Wall, South Dakota, in 1904, attended
school there and in Rapid City, then graduated from South Dakota State College
in 1921. He married Alvera Peterson
on December 5, 1925 at Cust~. They made
their home in Scenic,
and in 1933 Marion took a positionwith
the Bureau of
Indian Affairs,
serving for 13 years. In 1945, the Bruce family moved to
McIntosh, South Dakota.
In the years which followed,
Marion was not one to remain an
part of the community. Already an Army veteran of WWI and WWII, he
a member of the Order of Eastern Star, Masonic Bodies, the Am~can
Post,
and a Member of the State
H~torical
So~i~y.
Other inter~ts
spo~o~hip of the Water Floridation
Program which he organized
and
through the South Dakota State Legislature
until its final passage.

inactive
became
Legion
in~uded
followed

But Marion’s real int~est
and pioneering
thr~t came in the field
of
weather modification.
We can rem~ber when he started
his own "rainmaking"
experiments
by soaking briquets
in silv~ iodide and burning them in h~
cook stove,
then going out~ide to observe ~oudS for possible
effects.
The
silver
iodide soaked corn cob was another of Marion’s innovation.
We al~o
remember Marion speaking in me~ting rooms throughout the country t~ying to
get people interestedin
weather modification.
Beginning in 1950, he visited
laboratori~,
spoke with s~ientists,
examined the experiments
of others,
and
did a few of his own. He was a t~ue student of the field.
Above all, Marion wrote letters;
lots of them~ He wrote them to
everyone~ Z These ~a~sic letters
contained
the seeds of weather modification concepts
which have been put to prance in years gone by and will continue to influence
programs of the f~ture.
The thoughts of Marion, along
with his p~tering,
perserverence
and strong persuasiven~s,
did much to
move weather modification
research along the road to an active applied
science.
Today, the technology
of in,easing
rainfall
and de~reasing
hail
damage by wether modification
techniqu~
has moved to such a level of
respectability
that federal,
state and local governments
a~ over the world
are funding research and operational
programs. Many s~ientific
uncertainties remain, but the day that precipitation
management will become a fully
accepted technology
by scient~ts
and lay persons atike,
has been consid~rably hastened by the thoughts and deeds of M~ion Nelson Bruce.
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Rapid anvil formation in the cloud at 14 minutes after seeding by 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene
airborne smoke generator:
August 22, 1974 near
Rapid City, South Dakota, 1621MDT, aircraft
at 20,000’. The original
cloud width was 2 miles and sufficient
amount of supercooled water was
observed while seeding through the cloud. 18 gm of 1,5-dihdroxynaphthalene
was released in the single and only path at -13°C level. As can be seen
in the photograph, the seeded cloud showed a marked dynamic effect of
growth at the beginning. The cloud base also came up as the cloud developed upward. The ring-like
cloud on the right-hand side of the anvil
base appears to have formed due to the sudden uplift
of the seeded cloud,
resembling a voltex smoke ring. The seeded cloud produced a marked virga
at about 40 minutes after seeding. This study is supported by the Weather
Modification
Program, RANN, NSF and the South Dakota Department of Natural
Resource Development.
Submitted by:

N. Fukuta, J. A. Armstrong, and A. Gorove,
Denver Research Institute,
University
of Denver
Denver, Colorado 80210

PROJECTSUNSHINE
by
VincentJ. Schaefer
Atmospheric
SciencesResearchCenter
StateUniversity
of New York.

The effectiveness
of the utilization
of the sun’senergyto provide heat for buildingsi~ dependenton the directunimpededflux of its
raysonto or into solarcells,heat panels,windowsand similarunits
whichutilizeradiationand convertit into some usefulformof energy.
The presenceof clouds,especially
of the stratustype,greatly
reducesthe periodsof sunshinereceivedat a specificlocation,especially in the NortheastUnitedStatesand much of the Mid West.Such clouds
of the strati-form
type,oftencovervast areasof the earthwith a continuousdeck of stable,slow movingclouds.In the wintertime,
when sunshinewouldbe most useful,such cloudsoftenpersistfor many days.
Overa considerable
portionof the UnitedStatesstratusclouds
in the wintertimeare oftensupercooled.
Quitefrequentlythey are less
than a kilometerthick,and in factare oftenless thatthreehundredmeters
(1000feet).Unfortunately
the scatteringeffectiveness
of the droplets
in such cloudsisextremely
efficientso that with cloudinessthe usable
radiativeflux fromthe sun is reducedto onlya smallfractionof the
potential
energythat wouldreachthe earthundercloudless
skies..
Wheneverthe temperature
at groundlevelis near O°C (32OF),there
is a stronglikelihood
that thesecloudswill be in a supercooled
state.
Wheneverthis occurs,such cloudscouldeasilybe removedby seedingthem
with smallfragmentsof dry ice.
Of all the thingsthat can possiblybe doneby cloudseeding,the
removalof a deck of supercooled
cloudsis the easiest.Whilesome
aspectsof cloudseedingare stillcontroversial,
thereis no argument
whateverthat supercooled
stratuscloudsand groundfog can be profoundly
modified.In fact,this type of operationis now routinein the vicinity
of commercial
airportsaffectedby supercooled
fogs and low stratus
throughoutthe UnitedStatesand in many othercountiesthroughout
the
world.
The firstcloudseeding,whichI carriedout on November13, 1946,
transformed
an alto~tratus
cloud to a mass of fallingice crystals.On
the 25th of the same month,I seededa supercooled
groundfog and saw it
disappear.
The followingspring,under,the aegisof ProjectCirrus,
we producedextensiveholesand parallel,one mile wide stripsof cloudfree air by seedingthem withcrusheddry ice, usingabouta pound(45~
grams)per mile of flight.Shortlyafter conductingthesedemonstrations,
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I prepared recommendationsfor removing extensive areas of stratus clouds
by flying back and forth between two fixed points on the ground, the
length of the flight path depending on the rate of movementof the cloud
deck. The seeding flight was planned to be at right angles to the
direction of cloud movement, scheduled so that at the end of the round
trip the cloud deck would have movedone mile. Thus, if the plane had
a ground speed of 120 miles per hour, and the cloud was moving 6 miles
per hour, the plane s’houl.d return to its starting point every 10 minutes.
Thus, each leg of the flight would be 5 minutes long, or 10 miles. By
flying for five hours, the plane should modify an area 30 miles by I0
miles, or 300 square miles. Seeding with dry ice at the rate of a pound
per mile would require 600 pounds of dry ice costing about $ 72. Zf the
flight cost was $ 75/hour, the total cost for providing sunshine for
perhaps a half day would be considerably less than $500.00 dollars. In
an area like NewYork City or the Capital District of Bew York State as
examples, from one to ten million persons would enjoy sunshine on a day
that normally would be overcast. Whether such cloud decks would re~form
would depend on the dynamic factors present at the particular time.
As with any operation related to natural phenomena,there are li~e|y
to be problems which might nullify the effectiveness of such an effort.
If there were several layers of clouds rather than a single deck, such an
effort would be much more complicated and perhaps impossible to carry out
effectively.
~f the atmosphere had a convergence~ of moist air occurring
at cloud level, new cloud might form as fast as the other cloud was removed. Occasionally, with the ground temperature at OoC, the air aloft
might be warmer so that the cloud was not supercooled and thus could not
be affected by seeding.
However, the type of stable stratiform cloud deck which is of common occurrence over extensive portions of the United States in the wintertime is thin, supercooled, stable and persistent, and above it the sun
shines bright3y without any higher clouds present. ~ have often flown
from Albany to Chicago and even to Denver with nothing but this type of
cloud covering the earth. Last winter I observed such a cloud covering
all of northern Arizona and extending at least as far into Utah as Salt
Lake City. It was ideal for a dry ice modification operation. Satellite
photos show this type of cloud pattern to be a con~non winter feature over
the northern United States. I believe there are exciting possibilities
that should be actively explored for their potential of increasing the
supply of solar energy received in the mid-latitudes of the United States.
The removal of such clouds would be most useful if they could be
eliminated for the period of 0900 - 1600. Ideally one would like to
have the clouds reform in the late afternoon to prevent night time radiative cooling~
To be most effective and practical it is important that the plane
used for the dry ice seeding operation should be equipped with suitable
navigational aids so that it can be flown between two specific geographic
reference points. In addition it should be equipped with a dry ice dispenser which can reduce sheets of dry ice to fragments that are pea size
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and smaller in a continuous and reliable manner. The dry ice fragments
to be most effective must have such a size that most of them will fall a
minimumdistance of 300 meters (1000 ft.) before they. have evaporated.
Particles should not be larger than 1 cm (3/8"). To be most effective
and economical they should range in size from 1 cm, as a maximum,to imm,
average size being about 0.5cm (.3/16").
Dry ice powder will be wasted unless the plane is partially im~
mersed within the top of the cloud. The most effective procedure is to
have a dry ice fragmenting device which dispenses between one and two
pounds of suitable sized fragments per mile of flight.
Our field studies at Yellowstone have.indicated that the concentration of particles in a modified cloud should not exceed 200 per liter.
Crystals formed in a supercooled cloud having such concentrations, produces particles of 100 microns and larger which have fall velocities of
30cm per second andmore. It is desirable if at all possible, that the
ice crystals formed from dissipating a cloud deck fall to the ground or
evaporate within 1 hour after the seeding run has been made.
With the increasing need to develop alternative sources of energy
for heating and cooling buildings such as homes, greenhouses,, factories
and offices the possibilities
of increasing the sunshine reaching the
earth is a challenging objective. Quite apart from the additional energy
that would attend a successful engineering operation are the less tangible but equally important sociological effects likely to occur.
will

Since we know how to conduct such an operation I hope someone
come forth to see whether such an operation is worthwhile~

SEEDINGSINGLE CLOUDSUSING
PYROTECHNIC
CARTRIDGES,1973-74
D. L. McNaughton
Department of Meteorological
Salisbury,
Rhodesia

Services

INTRODUCTION
Experiments conducted in 1968-69, which involved seeding single
cumulus clouds using silver iodide burners mounted on an Air Force Dakota,
indicated that the rainfall
could be increased by seeding suitable cells
at about 14,000 ft a.sol.,
just below their centres (McNaughton~ 1970).
However, in an operation in which a large number of clouds are dosed, it
is much easier if the seeding can be carried out from near cloud-top.
This
is because, firstly,
the turbulence inside a growing cloud is much less
near the top than it is lower down. Secondly, it is important to seed only
those clouds which have attained sufficient
height for the treatment to
work, the height being best estimated by flying
at cloud-top level. The
top-seeding technique is different
from that used lower down in the cloud,
and separate confirmation
of its effectiveness
is therefore necessary; this
was the prime objective of the 1973-74 experiments.
FACILITIES
1973-74 was the first
season of a six-year cloud seeding research
programme using an aircraft
donated to Government through the University.
The aircraft
was a turbocharged Cessna 320, and was flown by a pilot from
the Department of Civil Aviation.
Two Very pistols
were locked in a panel on the starboard side of the
aircraft.
These fired specially
manufactured pyrotechnic cartridges
which
burned for about 40 seconds~ emitting a smoke containing silver iodide particles
during a 4,000 ft fall through the cloud. Two types of cartridge
were available,
with chemical compositions similar to the TBI (LW83) and
TB2 (EW20 or 2AL2) formulations
described by St.-Amand et al. (1970).
rain collector
was mounted on top of the aircraft
about 200 mmabove the
skin of the fuselage. It was very similar
to the collector
used in earlier
experiments in Rhodesia (McNaughton, 1970). A standard 5-inch (127
raingauge rim was fitted
to a forward-pointing
funnel to form the raincollecting
aperture.
This led via a 25 mmbore tap into a separating chamber
in the aircraft,
from which the air escaped upwards and out of the back of
the collecting
funnel; the rainwater could then be collected
and measured
from the bottom of the separating chamber.
Radiosondes were sent up at dawn from Salisbury every day. These
gave the temperature, stability
and water content of all levels of the

atmosphere where cloud development is possible.
This information
enabled
suitable experimental days to be selected, and provided an estimate of cloudtop temperature, when used.in conjunction with the aircraft
altimeter.
Standard aviation "alticor"
procedures were followed for converting the
altimeter
readings to true heights above sea level, in order to relate them
to the heights calculated from the radiosonde data using the hydrostatic
equation.
-EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN
The experimental unit was the isolated
cumulus cloud. This was
considered better than the fixed area experiment in which any increase in
rainfall
due to seeding is diluted by large and variable quantities
of
natural rain, because the aircraft
is never able to seed all clouds affecting the area during the 24 hours prior to the reading of the riangauges.
Even single clouds which outwardly appear similar often give very
different
quantities
of natural rain, and these differences
are much greater
than any increment in rainfall
due to seeding. Evidence of any effect of
seeding can therefore be obtained only after a long series of trials
on
clouds selected according to strict
criteria,
designed to make the sample
as homogeneous as is practical.
Approximately half the clouds are seeded,
and the other half are deliberately
left alone on a randomized bases. The
total rainfall
given by each cloud is measured, and a comparison is made
between the rain obtained from seeded and non-seeded clouds. Even then,
sensitive statistical
tests are required to establish an overall difference
between the rainfalls
of the two categories,
because there is a considerable
overlap between them.
EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE
Cloud selection
Clouds were selected
specifications:

for

experiment if

they met the following

(1)

Only solid-looking
cumuliform clouds were accepted which
had not yet glaciated but were still
growing, this being
indicated by a sharp and well-defined
cloud-top outline.

(2)

The temperature at cloud-top had to be -10°C or colder,
because of indications
both in Rhodesia (McNaughton, 1972)
and in Australia
(Bethwaite et al., 1966) that successful
seeding is usually achieved within this temperature range.
When there were no clouds available reaching -lOOC, supplementary experiments were carried out on warmer clouds;
these were all seeded occasions without a randomizing procedure.

(3)

A cloud system was never chosen unless it
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seemed likely

that its rain would not become indistinguishablefrom
that of an extraneous system. In practice this meant
selecting clouds at least 8 km from the nearest rain.
Multicell systems were accepted, provided their top
heights and temperatureshad been measured. The reason
for this was that Americanexperimentshave indicated
that if seeding can bring about an amalgamationof adjacent cells, then the effect on increased rainfa|lis
particularlygreat (Simpsonand Woodley,1970).
When isolatedcloud systems could not be found, supplementaryexperimental trials were conducted on whatever was available,with the idea of
investigatingthe effects of seeding under very wet conditions.
Seeding
After a cloud had been declaredas selected for experiment,it was
photographed,and its top height and temperaturewere measuredor estimated.
An envelopewas then opened containingan instructioneither to seed the
cloud or to leave it alone. The seeding penetration was usually carried
out I-2,000 ft below cloud top, and the cartridgeswere fired as soon as
strong updraughtswere encountered.If the cloud system contained more
than one growing cell, then one cartirdge was fired into each cell. Whenever the cloud-toptemperaturewas colder than -10°C, a TB2 cartridge was
used. If peripheral cells were dosed whose temperatureswere warmer than
-10oc, then TBI cartridgeswere used, because at warmer temperaturesthe
more expensiveTBI formulationis superior (St.-Amand& Elliot, 1972).
Rain measurement
After seeding, the aircraft
descended quickly to 1-2,000 ft below
cloud base in order to measure the rain. As far as possible measuring flights
were made through the heaviest part of the shower in two fixed orthogonal
directions
alternately.
Successive runs were usually three to five minutes
apart, and for each one the duration of the flight
through rain, the altimeter
flight
level, the outside air temperature and the indicated airspeed were
noted. These parameters enabled the true airspeed to be computed, giving
the dimension of the shower at that instant in that particular
direction.
Also, after every run through rain the volume of water scooped up by the
collector
was measured and recorded. Whenever possible,
this procedure continued until the cloud had stopped raining,
on non-seeded as well as seeded
occasions.
Althoughclouds were not selected unless further than 8 km from the
nearest rain, sometimes during the course of the experimentextraneousrain
broke out alongside the shower being measured, and occasionallythe experimental cloud was absorbed completely by a large adjacent storm. Because no
cloud-top measurementshad been taken of this second system, such experiments
had to be abandoned.In practice whenever foreign rain came within 2 km of
the selected experimentalcloud, it became impossibleto take accurate
measurementswithout collectingsome water belongingto the other cloud.
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The rainmeasuringprocedurewas very similarto thatused in
Australiaby Bethwaiteet al. (1966)usinga raindropimpactor.The 1968-69
Rhodesianexperiments
used an impactorand collectorsimultaneously,
and
showedthat eitherinstrumentcouldbe used successfully
to distinguish
different
rainfallintensities.
ESTIMATEOF TOTALRAINFALL
Graphswere plottedof the variationin timeof the north-south
and
of the east-westdimensions
of the shower,or of whicheverorthogonal
directionswere used for the rain measurements.
The calculations
were exactlyas
used in the 1968-69program(McNaughton,
1970).In this paper it was shown
that the rateof rainfall,at any giveninstant,can be regardedas proportionalto a productVb, whereV is the volumeof rain collectedduringa
run, and b is the widthof the showerperpendicular
to that run. Thus
anothergraphwas drawnof the variationin time of the rate of rainfall,
and the area underthis graphgavethe totalrainyieldfromthe cloud.
Allowancefor time-lagbetweenseedingand rain
The probablelag betweenseedinga cloudand the production
at cloudbase of the associatedrain can only be estimatedapproximately.
In the
raindropimpactorrecordsfrom the 1968-69cloud-seeding
experiments
in
Rhodesia,nearlyall raindropshad a diameterof between1 mm and 3 mm.
Accordingto Gunn and Kinzer(1949)this wouldgive them a terminalvelocity
in stillair of 750.to1,500ft/minute.Upcurrentsin the cloud,and collisionswith clouddropletswould of courseslow thesespeedsdown. It
must alsobe remembered
that most raindropsstarttheirlivesas ice crystals,
whoseterminalvelocities
vary greatlywithtype,but are probablyless
thana quarterof thoseof raindropsof comparable
size (Nakayaand Terada,
1934).It is not possibleto make accuraterealisticcalculations
of hydrometeorfall-timesunderour conditions,
but it seemsperfectlyreasonable
that for cloudswith depthsof about15,000ft thesetimescouldbe anythingup to 20 minutes,and quitepossiblymore. Addedto this is the time
lag betweencartridgeignitionand the glaciation
of the cloudtop,which
mightbe 3-5 minutes,dependingon the heightthroughwhichthe chemicals
haveto be carriedupwards.
It is therefore obvious that any positive effect of seeding will stand
out more clearly if we subtract, from each cloud’s total, any rain measured
so soon after seeding that it is likely to be purely natural rainfall.
Thus
it was decided to take four different "starting points" for the calculations
of rainfall,
these being I0, 15, 20 and 25 minutes after the first seeding;
or the time that seeding would have taken place in the clouds that were not
dosed. It was never possible to bring the aircraft down to cloud base for
rain measurementsearlier than 10 minutes after seeding.
RESULTSOF EXPERIMENTS
TableI showsin chronological
orderthe list of cloudsbelongingto
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’TABLE, I
Ran~omised

Clouds,.from..which’an

est.imate

" When selected
?.Date

5eedln~
flight
level

Cloud
Top
FL

Temp.
of top
" °C

~
after:
Cloud
Depth
ft ,

x= I0

of r~in

’~eedin~

x= 15

:Rain
DDuration
~(~ins)

x=.20

-~6

~0 300

- Nil

207

-13

I~ 000

Nil

218

-I~,5

10 800

Nil

z97

-~0

8 7oo

Nil

21.5l

-I~5

11 800

~438

230

-~6

~ ~00

>I 211

193

- 8

~2 300

--I~,5

~3 °0.
9

217

-~&

~ 7oo

205

-13,5

12 900

235

-17

16 000

~0

-~

~ 500

-I0,5

~2 200

-1~

11 800

-13,~

13 500

Z9

16

-IZ,5

13 900

Trace

Nil

-~

~ 600

7&

30

-~6

13 800

~19

Nil

Nil

~38

215

~639
63

>%8

53

14

grew nor,

disper.sed~in’the

hour.

after

Top:fl~ght;level~,unohanged:.%O.=inutes:after
seeding°

Double-cell: structure. =:Gre~into

a~ .¯
cumulonimbus.

>35

Lightning

.was~observed:

~O-minutes

after::seeding,

26
2o

6
~9

Top ne~ther~
seeding.

~fter

At~he end of.a~l£ne~ but. di~.not~ actually merge
wi~h other~ rain.

166

’>597

~OP: fl~ht, lleVel::gO@~.?30 minutes.
selection.

Multlcell-cluster. Two shower= cells ¯ observed.

~&38

>1 210

¯ Othe~ notes. (eogo,: subsequent~ growth)

. x~25
Nil

2~8

239

yield

~0

Double

cell,

¯ tol
Base broken.
;Startling
(Top -8oc ~er 5::mlns~)

fade,

when selected,

Traeo
Top dispersed
of seedin~.

Tra~e

Trace

Trace

and collapsed

’Mu-lt£¢ell. structure.

within five

minutes

TABLE I (Contd.)
Randomised Clouds from which an estimate of rain ~i~id is possible! 1973-74
When selected
Seeded
or not

Seeding
flight
level

s

195

Cloud
Top
FL

Temp.
of top
°C

RAIN (103 m~ from x mins.
~ after seedlng

Cloud
Depth
ft

x=lO

x=15

x=2.0

x=25

after
seedins
rain
ceased.

Rain
Duration
(mins.)

Other

notes

(e.g.~

218

-14

13 1o0

I 792

I 679

I 595

I 55&

88

Double-cell structure.

s

22.5

-13

13 500

157

116

87

49

47

Double-cell structure.

N’

2~.7

-13

~3 700

N

21o

-12~5

12 600

6

2o8 .

-12

12 400

1

1

1

I

(32)

22.1

-~4

~4 300

.314

209 ’

~25

67

223

-tA

1& ~oo

77

53

, 25

220

-10,5

I~ 500

29

8

208

-10,5

12 800

221

-14,5

15 300

101

S
S

~78
’186

N
S

204

N
S

2.~7/200

225

12.7

~8

50

7

Top flight level only 205 ~hen first
observed. Cloud leaning quite badly.

1

Nil

25

Double-cell
structur
e¯

85

61

45

Top collapsed slowly.
in its dying moments.

Merged with a line’

No further growth by 10 minutes after
seeding.

~4 5oo

218

-12~5

14 600

1o0

. 68

N

218

-13,5

i4 600

630

616

225

-15,5

15 300

60

33

S

200

-10,5

12 5OO

142

74

38

N

230

-16

15 000

79

45

17

21o

-12

13 000

~

I

!

208/200

growth)

38

N

S

subsequent

Double-cell structure.

36
:

574
II

45

Double-cell structure. Grew about I 000 ft
during the 3 minutes after selection.

2

30

Multi-cell structure. Top collapsed slowly
after seeding.

~6

37

"366

/
S

N

2o2/187

235

Double-cell structure.
I

(30)

7

Adjacent cell also seeded, but with top
at flight level 193.
Top collapsed slowly after selection.

only

the random sequence. Columns 4, 5 and 6 give the cloud-top height and temperature and the cloud depth at the moment of selection.
It was not always
possible to observe subsequent changes in cloud-top heights, but if it was,
then notes have been inserted in the right-hand section of Table I.
Table II shows that, on average, there was no built-in
bias in
favor of the seeded clouds,when they were selected. If anything the nonseeded clouds seemed slightly
better endowed, being deeper, and also having
colder tops.
Columns 7-10 inclusive
of Table I give the total rain in kilocumes
measured after the four different
threshold times, varying between 10 and
25 times after seeding, or the equivalent for non-seeded clouds. A kilocume is 1,000 cubic meters, so that one kilocume of water weighs 1000 metric
tons.
Column 11 of Table.l gives the time between seeding (or the equivalent)
and the termination
of rain. If the start of rain was observed, then the
actual rain duration has been entered in cloumn 12, and the figure in column
11 appears in brackets, because it can be misleadingly
high if the rain was
late in starting.
(See. for example the 17th January 1974: the actual rain
duration was only 2 minutes, but the termination
time was 20 minutes after
seeding). If the start of rain was not known, then column 12 is left blank.
TABLEII
Average Top Temperatures and Cloud Depths at the Moment of Selection

Seeded clouds
Non-seeded clouds
Indicated

Depth
ft.

Top
Temperature
°C

13,100
13,500

-13.3
-13.7

increase in rainfall

Table III shows the average rain produced both by the 20 seeded and
by the 16 non-seeded clouds measured after the four different
starting
times. These averages include all occasions of nil rainfall.
It is significant
that there is a consistent and steady improvement in the uplift
in
rainfall
as the starting
time for measurements is made later;
from I0
minutes onwards the uplift
was approximately threefold,
and after 25 minutes it was just over fivefold.
It is also important to notice that the
differences
of seeded minus non-seeded rainfalls
were, to a first
approximation, constant and independent of the starting
time of measurements:
this difference
was in every case about 160.kilocumes.
This fact supports
¯ the hypothesis that most if not all of the additional
rain due to seeding
was produced comparatively late in the cloud’s lifetime.
It

isworth

noting

that

experiments
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conducted in Florida

in 1968 and

1970 also showed an improvement in results
ing (Simpson et al., 1971).

with increasing

time after

seed-

TABLEIII
Indicated Increase in Rainfall
(Averages include all nil rainfall
occasions)
Rain measurement from x minutes after

"seeding"

x = 10

x = 15

x = 20

x = 25

Average rain,
Seeded clouds
(103 m3)

259

235

213

194

Average rain,
Non-seeded clouds
(103 m3)

90

75

59

36

Rainfall ratio,
seeded/non-seeded
clouds

2.87

3.14

3.63

5.32

Rainfall
difference
seeded minus non.seede~ clouds
(10 ~ 3)
m
Significance
level
( ~ne- tai Ied)

The likelihood

169

0.22

of the results

160

0.23

154

158

0.14

0.09

bein 9 pure chance

The clouds were arranged in descending order of rainfall,
and labelled according to whether they were seeded or not. Using the rainfalls
measured from the 25-minute starring time, the ranking.lreads
(SSSSS)
SSSSNNSNSSSSNNSSSNNNNSSS
(NNNNNNN)
(The five S’s and sevenN’~enclosed
sions tying for bottom rank).

in brackets

are all

nil-rainfall

occa-

It will be seen that the four clouds with the heaviest rain were all
seeds, and also that nine clouds out of the top 12 were seeded ones. A
Mann and Whitney permutation significance
test shows that there is only a
0.09 probability
of an equally or more favorable arrangement occurring by

o Ii -

chance. In other words, this is a nine to one indication that the silver
iodide treatmentincreased the rainfall measuredafter 25 minutes from
seeding.
Similar rankings and significancetests were also carried out for
the 10, 15 and 20-minutestarting times, and the results are includedin
Table Ill. Like the seed/non-seedratios, the significancelevels mostly
improve as the starting time becomes later. It should be mentioned that
on many occasionsthe rain measurementsdid not start much before 15 minutesafter seeding, making it necessary to extrapolate the graphs to
calculate the 10-minutetotals, which are therefore less accuratethan
the others. For this reason the lack of improvement in the significance
level between 10 and 15 minutes is not important.
In the Appendixthere is an explanationof the Mann-Whitneyprocedure used in the calculations,includingthe correctionnecessary when
tied ranks occur.
The effect of a very wet season on the results
The 1968-69 Rhodesian experimentssuggested that seeding tended to
be less effective on days of fairly general rain, than on days when showers
were isolated (McNaughton,1970). This is consistentwith experience overseas (Bethwaiteet al., 1966, Simpson et al., 1971).
1973-74 was one of the wettest rainy seasons on record in Rhodesia.
In Table Ill the average rainfall per non-seededcloud, measured from the
10-minute startingpoint,is 90 kilocumes,and measured from 25 minutes
it is 36 kilocumes. Both these quantitiesare greater than the 1968-69
non-seededaverage rainfallof 16 kilocumes,and this is why the three to
fivefolduplift achieved in 1973-74 is less than the ninefold increase
producedby seeding in 1968-69.
Table IV includes the results of rainfall
measurements taken on
clouds which belonged to a much larger system; very often they were part
of an almost continuous line of storms or showers, as noted in the righthand section of the table. Ashas been explained above, these measurements
cannot be regarded as accurate, because of the difficulty
of excluding
foreign rain; however, an approximate estimate of rainfall
has been made.
There are too few of these experiments to justify
any separate statistical
treatment, but it is noteworthy that on 6th February the rainfall
from a
non-seeded section of a storm-line
appeared to be substantially
heavier
than that from any of the isolated seeded clouds in Table I. The rain
from the two other non-seeded members of a large storm system on 7th December and 11th January was also high, exceeded by only six or seven of
the randomized single clouds of Table I.
In other words, in conditions of copious natural rainfall
it appears
that the benefits of cloud seeding are reduced, and this is probably why
the positive effect of seeding was not as clear-cut
in 1973-74 as it was
in 1968-69.
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TABLE IV
.Supplementary

RAIN (103 m~from
after"seedlng"

When selected

Date

Seeded
or not

Seedln9
flight
¯level

Cloud
Top
FL

.S

7/I~/7~

~/ 1/7~

197)-7~

x mins.

Minso
after
s.e~dlng
rain
ceased

Temp.
.of top
oc

Cloud
Depth
ft

-15 "

1~ 600

217

17%

1&1

119

?90

?~O

?20

?8

S

226.

23o

-lb,5

15 300

S

~83

~83

- 9

10 300

S

18o

190

-11)5

IO ~00

Nil

NIl

Nil

Nil

S

~oo ,

21o

-15,5

12 500

>1 154

>1 13~

>1 115

>1 052

s

206

210

-I~)5

9 ~OO

~
Nil

Nil*

Nil*

S

19o

205

-12,5

11 600

S

207

-1~ "

10 200

Trace

N

-

233

-18

15 500

7191

7183

?129

S

210

218

-12

13 800

Heavy

Heavy

Heavy

5368

,2~5

Mod/heavy

Nil*

,Trace

.S

257

2~0

-17

~6 OOO

>~28

S

200

210

-12

12 8O0

30

28

23

5196

5181

516~

235

-18

16 OOO

17/ 1/7~

S

185/192

197

-1~5

io 300

51 alT~

S.

~8o/19o

2o~

-11

~2 5O0

Nil

Nil

225

-15

I~ 500

>2 362

N
S
.S
S
S

-

13

Nil.

2

>&26

185

i93

- 6

il ~oo.

8
Nil

seeding,
nearby.

and heavier

storm line;
measurements
Collector
leaking.
to

other

rain.

Collector

still

structure.

Multicell.
~ave:muchheavier
similar
clouds ar, ound.

rain

than

Returned
to base 25 mtns.
after
seeding.
*Rain seen in the area soon after.

Nil*

Part of
earlier.

a system

randomly

seeded

Absorbed
by adjacent
system;
measuring runs possible.

one hour

only

3

Mult£cell structure.

29

Merged with other rain in a continuous llne
of showers.

Nil

Nil

5~22

12 OOO

Double-cell

Nil

26

N~I

- 9

Very close
leaking.

12

52 0~7

200

growth after
similar’clouds

.Nerved
with
inaccurate.

?36

5151

. Nil

2OO/181

growth)

Grew to ~8 OOO ft. Comparable clouds around
9ave only light rain.

>2 129

13 500

subsequent

Absorbed by an adjacent system.

Nil

-12

Substantial
rain than

78~

>2 212

215

11 100

13

(e.go)

(53)

Trace

Nil

181

- 6)5

13.

Other ¯ notes

. (mlns)

(~a?)

10

Trace

-

"Rain
Duration.

Not
known

Approximately

N

28/ ~/7~

Experiments

Nil

1

Trace

Nil

¯ Nil ¯

Nil

Nil

This
one.

structure

exper~nent

Multi~ell.
only light

in a storm-line.
s~multaneous

Comparable
rain.

with

clouds

No further
growth observed
warm for seeding.
Nil

IO

Leanin@ very badly. Had already begun
collapsing) (top ~7}°C after 5 minut&s)
Multicell

~76

~.6~

5b,07

Top flight level estimated at least 210,
minutes after seeding.

a random

around
:

top

g~ve

remained

too

Broken base and.bad lean. Top probably too
warm for seeding.

The nil-rainfall

seeded occasions

Table I includes a number of occasions when no rainfall
fell from
clouds, even after seeding. However, this has also been the case in
experiments conducted overseas; see for example the Australian
results
given by Bethwaite et al. (1966), and also accounts of Russian work reported by Kornienko 1--~0).
The implication
is that cloud seeding does not always succeed in
producing extra rain; however, the occasions when it does work seem to be
more than enough to compensate for the failures.
Attempts have been made overseas, with varying success, to discover
a means of knowing in advance whether or not seeding is likely
to be worthwhile, on any given day. So far, all of these have utilized
the available
radiosonde and upper wind data, usually in a computerized model.
The non-randomized seeding trials
Table IV includes the results of clouds which, for
were seeded without an envelope being opened.

various

reasons,

On 28th February and 1st March, using Tbl cartridges,
two clouds
with tops at about -6oc were seeded, one of which had a very broken base
and a pronounced lean. Neither gave any significant
rain. However further
experiments on clouds warmer than -10°C will be necessary before firm conclusions are made as to their seedability.
Four other occasions in the table are noteworthy: these are 5th
November, 15th November, 2nd January and 21st February. On each of these
days there was a wide choice of possible clouds, all fulfilling
the selection criteria.
However, the cloud selected and seeded produced heavy rain,
whereas similar clouds around gave only light rain. Although measurements.
were not taken from the other showers, their rain-shafts
were completely
transparent,
whereas the rain from the seeded clouds was opaque and therefore much more intense.
On 15th November Table IV shows that the first
attempt at seeding
produced nothing, but the second experiment resulted in very substantial
rain. To begin with, this was the only rain visible
from the aircraft,
which commandeda view of at least 100 km in all directions.
Later on a
few light showers broke out about 15 km away.
CONCLUSIONS
Randomized trialscarried
out on 20 seeded and 16 non-seeded clouds
resulted in heavier average rainfall
on the seeded occasions. As the time
of commencementof the rain calculations
become later,
so the indicated
uplift
from seeding increased progressively
from threefold to fivefold.
The difference
between the average seeded and non-seeded rainfall
yields
was approximately
160 kilocumes. A ranking test showed a nine to one
probability
in support of the fivefold
increase in rainfall,
when measure-
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ments started

25 minutes after

seeding.

There is evidence that the effect of seeding is less under wet conditions.
The experiments were carried out during one of the wettest
seasons in Rhodesian history,
and the results were not as spectacular as
they were in 1968-69.
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APPENDIX
If there are nI seeded and n2 non-seeded units, and T is the sum of
the ranks of the seeded clouds, then the expected value of T
E(T) = ½ I ( N +1) where N = I + n2
If there are tj observations tied for the jth rank, then the variance,
incorporating the correction for all ties, is given by
2=
~"

nln2
12N.--~- I)

2
I N(N - I)

- t3
( j - tj))
Z

)

The required probability is then determined by the position in the
normal distribution
of the value of
E(T) - T -
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INTRODUCTION

In order to meet the need for effective,
ecologically
and operationally
safe, and economical ice nuclei in weather modification,
we
have been developing practical
smoke generators for three selected organic
nucleants.
They are 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene
(DN), metaldehyde (MA),
phloroglucinol
(PG). In laboratory
tests they have been shown to be
active as silver iodide. The characteristic
features of these seeding
agents are compared with those of Agl in Appendix A. In contrast with
their numerous advantages, the only problem associated with the organic
ice nuclei has been the generation of fine smoke particles
needed for
practical
cloud seeding (Fukuta, 1972).
It has been shown in experimental and theoretical
studies that
organic particles
in a size range of 0.1 um radius or slightly
less are
most suitable
for cloud seeding purposes. An airborne generator of MA
smoke using the chemical in the powder form fluidized
with Cab-O-Sil was
developed (Fukuta, 1967) and was tested in summertime cumuli (Fukuta,
1972). As reported, the seeding demonstrated a clear effect of ice
phase precipitation
element formation on the radar screen. The smoke
generator was, however, too bulky and awkward for operational
applications.
For this reason, an extensive effort has been put forth in our laboratory
to design practical
smoke generators for the above organic nucleants.
In this paper, we shall discuss the newly developed airborne
organic smoke generator utilizing
the jet mixing method of smoke production and its field test using DN in summertime cumuli over the
Rapid City area of South Dakota in August 1974. The field program was
in cooperation with the Division of Weather Modification,
South Dakota
Department of Natural Resource Development.
II.

NEWJET MIXING AIRBORNEGENERATOR
OF ORGANICSMOKE

The principle
used in the airborne generator is that of the jet
mixing method of vapor.condensation
for smoke particle
production.
In
the method, a water suspension of the nucleant is sprayed directly
into
the hot exhaust gas of an aircraft
engine. The suspension droplets
rapidly vaporize in the hot environment and the vapor mixture is quickly
quenched by mixing with the cold air moving past the aircraft.
The
rapid quenching results in organic particles
of about 0.1 ~m in radius
as confirmed in the laboratory.
The exhaust gas of the aircraft
engine
provides a free heat source for the vaporization
process. The exhaust
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gas has proven to be harmless to the nucleating activity
particles produced.

of the smoke

Fig. 1 shows schematically the structure of the new airborne
generator. Fig. 2 gives the actual view of the generator installed on
the side of one of the engines of the Piper Aztec aircraft used in the
field program. The generator consists of a steel tube 75 cm long, with
an outside diameter of 12.5 cm, and a wall thickness of 1.6 mm. The
engine exhaust gas is delivered to the generator by meansof an extension
elbow 7.5 cm in diameter which passes through a steel flange end plate.
The exit plane of the generator is open allowing the exhaust gas, steam,
and organic vapor to pass through. The extension elbow and the main body
of the generator are covered with asbestos cloth to minimize the cooling
due to the cold air passing by these components.
The nozzle used to spray the nucleant and water mixture is a hollow
cone stainless steel Whirljet Spray Nozzle, model 1/8 AO.5. It is located
on the centerline of the generator tube at the exit plane of the exhaust
pipe elbow as shown in Fig. I. The suspension is pumpedfrom a 19 ~ tank
located in the cabin of the aircraft to the nozzle using a variable delivery
pressure pump. The 12 volt FMI Lab Pump, model RP-BCA,is capable of delivering from 0 to 750 ml of mixture per minute at a maximumpressure of 5.7
bars (70 psig). A diagram of the delivery system is shown in Fig.
It was determined during the start of the testing program that the
delivery line between the pumpand the nozzle needed to be purged immediately after a seeding operation. This was necessary because any residual
organic material.in the nozzle would decomposeunder the extreme heat of
the engine exhaust gas and ultimately plug the fine orifice of the nozzle.
The purging was accomplished using a small cylinder of compressed air
connected to the delivery line through the three-way valve.
The delivery line is 6.25 mmwire-wound tygon tubing, 2.4 m long.
In order to prevent the freezing of the suspension in the tubing at high
altitudes, the steel reinforcement wire of the tubing was connected to
the 12 volt power source of the aircraft.
This provides 20 watts of
heating along the delivery line which proved to be adequate for the
purpose. The delivery line was also wrapped with insulation.
The centerline temperatures of the generator at the inlet and exit planes are
measured using chromel-alumel thermocouples. During the seeding operations the temperature 8f the exhaust gas just prior to the spray nozzle
was measured to be 650 C. BRfore spraying, the tempRrature of the
generator exit plane was 500vC. This dropped to 480~C when the nucleant
and water mixture was sprayed at a rate of 5 gm per second. The gauge
shown in Fig. 3 is used to monitor the delivery line pressure to the
nozzle.
III

SEEDING
PROCEDURE

The seeding procedure conducted during this program is as follows.
Except for the first test case, in which the cloud was seeded below the
base, the nucleant was released during direct penetrations through the
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clouds usually at the -5°C level.
This normally involved one penetration. A ~% by weight suspension of DN in water, delivered at a rate of
5 gm sec- to the nozzle, was used for all tests. The seeding altitude
was usually between 16,000 (4.9 km) and 17,000 (5.2 km) ft. The typical
sizes of the clouds seeded were 2 to 5 miles in diameter, with cloud
heights being less than their widths. The aircraf~
speed during the
seeding was maintained to be II0 knots (57 m sec - ). The type of clouds
seeded was usually isolated
cumulus_ Aircraft
windshield glaciation
during the cloud penetration at -5~C
or colder was checked and considered
as the measure of the liquid water content (LWC) of the cloud - and thus
its potential
seedability.
The LWChas been qualitatively
classified
as
low, moderate, or high by personnel aboard the aircraft.
The method used
to evaluate the seeding effects involved visual observations during which
photographs were taken to detect vertical
development, anvil formation,
glaciation,
and virga formation with respect to time and altitude
in comparison with similar
control clouds selected. Once a cloud was seeded,
the usual procedure was to fly to a higher altitude
in a westerly direction
to an observation area approximately 10 miles from the test case. This
allowed the cloud to be viewed and photographed under optimum conditions
relative
to the positio~ of the sun. The airplane would then proceed to
execute controlled
360 ~ turns, so that at, say, 5 minutes intervals,
the airplane would be in the same position to observe the test case.
The details of the log of all seeding operations can be obtained upon
request.
IV.

RESULTSOF SELECTEDCASES

During this testing program the cloud conditions in the Rapid City
area were generally unfavorable.
Of the 19 days in which the generator
was operational,
on only 4 did clouds occur which contained sufficient
supercooled liquid water to satisfy a reasonable seedability
requirement.
The remainder of this section will discuss four test cases occuring on
2 of these 4 days.
Two clouds with high LWCwere seeded on August 22, 1974. The
atmosphere on this day was relatively
unstable, being indicated by the
existence of large storm activities
in the area and the presence of
reasonably tall
clouds. Cloud I is shown in Fig. 4. The first
photograph was taken through the aircraft
windshield as it approached
the cloud 2 minutes before seeding. The cl~ud was observed to be in a
building stage. The cloudowaS seeded at -5uC (16,000 ft) for 20 seconds,
and 11 minutes later at -8 C (17,000 ft.) for 30 seconds with a total
I0 gm of DN. Twenty minutes after the first
seeding, strong vertical
development was already evident. The cloud completely glaciated
into a
cirrus type, as seen 65 minutes after the initial
seeding. Virga from
the cloud base was observed (not shown in these photographs) 25 minutes
after the first
penetration.
Similar control clouds in the immediate
vicinity
of this test case, as well as for all the following
cases to be
discussed, did not shown signs of vertical
development, glaciation,
or
virga formation, during the same period of observation.
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oln general for an unstable
the -5 C level by penetration,
it
develop virga of good intensity.
to start at about 5 to 10 minutes

atmosphere, when a cloud was seeded at
usually took about 20 to 25 minutes to
The vertical
development was observed
after seeding.

The second cloud see~ed on August 22, 1974 is shown in Fig. 5.
The cloud was seeded at -14vC (20,000 ft) for 75 seconds with a total
15 gm of DN. The cloud was thus seeded in a highly supercooled zone.
A very rapid anvil formation happened without developing strong virga,
indicating
a possible overseeding effect.
The cloud base apparently
came up without increasing the total height of the c|oud.
The first
test case of August 24, 1974 is shown
atmosphere on this day was classified
as ~nstable. The
was moderate. The cloud was seeded at -5 C (16,500 ft)
with 36 gm of DN. Vertical
development, glaciation
and
occurred as seen in the figure.

in Fig. 6. The
LWC of this cloud
for 181 seconds
virga formation

Cloud2 of August 24, 1974 is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The seeding effects on this test case were most dramatic. Fig. 7 shows airborne
observations of the cloud while Fig. 8 shows ground base observations
from the radar facility
at the Rapid ~ity Airport.
The LWCof this cloud
was high. The cloud was seeded at -5uC (17,000 ft) with 32 gm of DNo
Strong vertical
development quickly occurred. The cloud top was initially
estimated to be at an altitude
of about 20,000 feet. 13 minutes after
seeding, the pilot estimated that the top had risen to 25,000 ft to
30,000 ft. The cloud development led to a glaciated
anvil formation.
Virga was observed from both the top and bottom portion of the cloud just
10 minutes after seeding. The virga increased in intensity
from the cloud
base as time progressed. Eventually the cloud became completely glaciated
and formed into a cirrus type stretching
tens of miles.
At the time of seeding, the cloud location was at a VOR-DMEreading
of 235o - 20 nautical
miles from the Rapid City VORTACstation.
~he cloud
location 45 minutes after seeding was at a VOR-DMEreading of 230~ - 20
nautical miles. The cloud was therefore
moving laterally
in relation
to
the radar facility
where the photographs of Fig. 8 were taken. These
photographs thus give an accurate perspective of the cloud develop.ment.
V.

SUMMARY
ANDCONCLUSIONS

The results of this short program demonstrates the effectiveness
of 1,5-dihdroxynaphthalene
under actual field
conditions.
The evidence
is strong that when sufficient
supercooled liquid water is present in
the seeded cloud, the cloud reacts in an expected manner although the
evaluation methods we employed were of semiquantitative
nature. It has
also been established that the extremely simple jet mixing type generator
is capable of delivering
this organic material in a form suitable for
cloud seeding purposes.
The importance of cloud seeding agents in weather modification
can hardly be overestimated.
It should be recognized that there is a
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definite
need for cloud seeding materials which are not only effective
but also economical, biodegradable and free of other secondary problems such
as the downwind effect.
DN is one organic nucleant which satisfies
these
requirements.
Before the developed technology on DN smoke production is
handed over to the programs of experimental as well as operational
seeding, a truly quantitative
field test must be carried out. The need of
such a test is obviously acute, for the future of weather modification
largely depends on the new generator technology of seeding agents.
VI.
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2 minutes before seeding
Aircraft altitude: 16,000 ft

20 minutes after seeding
Aircraft altitude: 20,000 ft

65 minutes after seeding
Aircraft altitude: 20,000 ft

Cloud 1 seeded at -5°C (16,000 ft) for 20 sec and at -8°C (17,000 ft)
August 22, 1974, Rapid City, S. Dakota.
30 sec, total of lO gm of DN.
Figure 4
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2 minutes before seeding
Aircraft altitude : 20,000 ft

13 minutes after seeding
Aircraft altitude: 20,000 ft

15 minutes after seeding
Aircraft altitude: 20,000 ft

Cloud 2 seeded at -14°C (20,000 ft) for 75 sec~ total of 15 gm of DN.
August 22, 1974, Rapid City, S. Dakota.
Figure 5
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5 minutes before seeding
Aircraft altitude: 16,500 ft

i0 minutes after seeding
Aircraft altitude: 18,000 ft

26 minutes after seeding
Aircraft altitude: 18,000 ft

Cloud i seeded at -5°C (16~500 ft) for 181 sec, total of 36 gm of DN.
August 24, 1974, Rapid City, S. Dakota.
Fi g~re 6

3 minutes before seeding
Aircraft altitude: 17,000 ft

12 minutes after seeding
Aircraft altitude: 18,000 ft

19 minutes after seeding
Aircraft altitude: 18,000 ft

Cloud 2 seeded at -5°C (17,000 ft) for 161 sec, total of 32 8m of DN.
August 24, 1974, Rapid City, S. Dakota.
Figure 7
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6 minutes after seeding

14 minutes after seeding

24minutes after seeding

Cloud 2 seeded at -5°C (17,000 ft) for 61 sec, total of 32 gm of DN.
Photos taken from the ground, approximately 22 nautical miles from the
cloud. August 24, 1974, Rapid City, S. Dakota.
Figure 8

APPENDIX
A
MAJORFEATURES
OF ORGANIC
ICE NUCLEIGENERATORS
~1) ECONOMY
(Industrial,
Metaldehyde
1,5-Dihydroxynaphthalene
Phloroglucinol
Agl

Price
average, $/Ib)

0.9- 1
3-4
8- 10
130.0
55

pyrotechnics
raw material

The price of Ag went up by a factor of 3 last year.
(2) ECOLOGY
Bacteria
Organics
Agl
(at its ~olubility=
-~)
3 x I0

Algae

Fish
(incl. baby)
Grow
Grow
No appreciKilled
able change

Grow
Someeffect

EFFECT
(3) DOWNWIND
Due to evaporation of small particles,
ice nuclei is null or minimal.

the downwind effect

(4) AIRCRAFTSAFETY
Organic (suspension in water); not flammable
i n Acetone device
Agl Pyrotechnic

; combustible

(5) LONGTERMAVAILABILITY
Organics; good
Agl
; poor
TEMPERATURES
(6) HIGHACTIVITYAT WARM
Supersonic nozzle method
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ABSTRACT
Visual observations on clouds and measurements of cloud liquid
water content and temperatute were made during a warm cumulus cloud seeding experiment which is in progress at Poona. Such observations and
measurements relating
to 32 seeding traverses in six cloud complexes of
different
thickness are presented and discussed.
Clouds of vertical
thickness of 5,000 ft or more showed 1) rise in
temperature of I to 2°C, 2) rise in liquid water content up to 2 grams
per cubic meter and 3) growth by a few thousand feet in the vertical,
before
onset of rain, following seeding.
The above features appear to be due to dynamic effect of salt seeding. These are explained, qualitatively,
based on the chain reaction process involving condensation and updraft generation.
INTRODUCTION
The dynamic effect of silver iodide seeding is known from the various accounts of the field experiments conducted (Sax, 1969; Schleusener et
al., 1970; Dennis and Schock, 1971; Simpson et al., 1971; 1972; Woodley and
Simpson, 1972) and from the numerical models developed (Saunders, 1957;
Simpson et al., 1965; Weinstein and MacCready, 1969; Simpson and Wiggert,
1971; Orville
and Hubbard, 1973; Fukuta, 1973). The characteristics
of the
effect reported are a rise, by a fraction
of a degree to a few degrees
Celsius, in the temperature of the cloud; and an increase, by some thousands
of feet, in its vertical
thickness.
These features are a consequence of
the added buoyancy to the cloud from the heat of fusion as supercooled water
is converted to ice. The massive seeding which is required to produce the
said dynamic effect is called ’Dynamic Seeding’ A cloud subjected to
dynamic seeding is shown to yield considerably more rain than if it were
unseeded or seeded in the conventional manner.
Many experiments of salt seeding in warm cumulus clouds were reported
(Biswas and Ramana Murty, 1968; Biswas and Dennis, 1971; Sutherland and
Booker, 1973; Cunningham and Glass, 1972). But, the dynamic effect,
if any,
of salt seeding has not been established.
But the possibility
of such
effect is seen reflected
in the results reported of the salt seeding experi-
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ments in marine air (Woodcockand Spencer, 1967).
A randomized cloud seeding experiment with cross over design has
been in progress in the low rainfall
region east of Poona(18 o o
32’N, 73
51’E, 559 m MSL) in the Deccan Plateau (Krishna et al., 1974). Under
program of this experiment, isolated cumulus clouds of different thickness
were repeatedly seeded, in the monsoonseason (June to September) 1973,
on a number of seedable days with commonsalt until each cloud so seeded
exhibited either development of precipitation
or dissipation.
Measurements
and observations madein clouds, which subsequently developed precipitation,
pointed out a rise in their temperature by 1 to 2oc, and an increase in
their vertical thickness by a few thousand feet, following seeding, suggesting that dynamic effect could be induced also in warm cumulus clouds by
salt seeding. Also, an increase in cloud liquid water content by a fraction
to a few grams per cubic meter was noticed, following seeding, in such cases,
supporting the above contention. The cloud also showed growth in lateral
direction following seeding. These measurementsand observations are presented and discussed below.
MEASUREMENTS
ANDOBSERVATIONS
Temperature observations were madewith the vortex thermometer on
board the DC-3 seeder aircraft.
Measurementof cloud liquid water content
(LWC~was madewith Johnson Williams hot wire meter model LWH(range 0 to
gm/mJ). Observations on vertical thickness of the cloud, before and after
seeding, were madeby flying, where possible, at the top of the cloud, or
by estimation.
EXPERIMENT
The experiment entailed dispersal of seeding material, along with a
predetermined level flight path, in the entire target area at a height of
a few tens to a few hundred meters above the cloud base, whenever the target area was densely covered with clouds. But, when isolated cumulus clouds
or cumulus cloud complexes were present in the target area, the experiment
entailed seeding them repeatedly by following a flight path which involved
repeated traverses through them at constant altitude. The seeding material
used was a pulverized mixture of salt and soapstone taken in the ratio of
I0:I with particle mode diameter of about I0 microns. The rate of seeding
varied between I0 and 30 kg per 3 km flight path. The cruising speed of
the aircraft
is about 180 kmph. The details of the experiment as well as
the procedure followed for selection of seedable days were described (Krishna et al., 1974).
The experiment relating to repeated seedings provided material for
the present paper. The maximumnumber of traverses madethrough a cloud
complex, in the cases dealt with here, was six.
Observations of temperature, liquid
thickness were madeas mentioned in 2.
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water content (LWC)and cloud

RESULTS
Visual observations were made of the developments which took place
in clouds following
seeding. The features noticed ranged from dissipation
to heavy rain depending upon the initial
vertical
thickness of the cloud
at the time of seeding. Clouds of vertical
thickness up to 1,500 ft (category I) dissipated.
Those of vertical
thickness between 1,500 and 5~000 ft
(category II) produced visible rain, while those whose initial
vertical
thickness exceeded 5,000 ft (category III)
produced heavy rain.
The results obtained of the measurements of LWC, temperature and
cloud dimensions, in two specific cases under each of the three categories
I, II and III are given, together with details of seeding, in tables I to
3 and figures I to 6. It may be noted that the relative
measurements rather
than the absolute values are more important in the present study. The
liquid water content increased following
seeding, in the cases of categories
II and III.
The extent of increase noticed in the case of category III was
marked. The temperature increased over sections along the flight
path
following
seeding in all the categories.
The vertical
and lateral
thickness
increased following
seeding, in categories II and III.
A few specific
cases considered are discribed below.
Category I:
Two cloud complexes, one of initial
vertical
thickness of 1,500 ft
(cloud A) and the other of 1,000 ft (cloud B), were seeded on 19th July
1973. Both of them dissipated,
after developing gaps, within I0 minutes
of completion of seeding. Also, their lateral
thickness,
as indicated by
the time periods of traverses within,
decreased as seeding progressed
(column 2 of table I~). The LWCmaximum decreased from 0.40 gm/m~ in traverse I to 0.05 gm/m 3in traverse V in the case of cloud A. It decreased
from 0.25 to 0.05 gm/m from traverse I to IV in the case of cloud B. The
initial
maximumtemperature inside the cloud (this is the maximum temperature which was noted inside the cloud in the very first
traverse made
through it) was much the same as the temperature of the air outside the cloud
in both the cases, which was 20°C for cloud A and 18°C for cloud B (see
table la). It rose, in each case, by loC in subsequent traverses.
Category II:
A cloud complex of initial
vertical
thickness of 5,000 ft was seeded
on 12th August 1973. It gained by 2,000 ft in the vertical,
following
seeding. Also, its lateral
thicknes~ increased as seeding progressed. The
LWCmaximumincreased from 0.50 gm/m~ in traverse I to 2.80 gm/m3 in traverse
IV. The initial
maximum temperature (160C) inside the cloud was lower than
the temperature of the air outside the cloud by 2oc (see table 2a). It rose
by l°C in traverses III and IV. Visible rain occurred over a flight
path of
6 to 10 km in traverses IV and V. The temperature fell by 4°C in traverse
IV and by lOC in traverse V, from the maxima in the corresponding traverses,
following
rain. The raingauge on the surface in the region below, which
measures 24 hours rainfall,
recorded 5.6 mm.
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A cloud complex of initial
thickness of 4,000 ft was seeded on 13th
August 1973. It gained by 2,000 ft in the vertical,
following
seeding.
Also, its lateral
thickness increased as seeding progressed. The LWC maximum in traverse I increased from 0.80 gm/m3 to 1.80 gm/m3 in traverse V.
The initial
maximum temperature (14°C) inside the cloud was lower than the
temperature of the air outside the cloud by l°C (see table 2a). It rose
by I°C in traverses III,
IV and V. Visible rain occurred in traverses III
and V over a flight
path of 6 to I0 km when the values of LWCnoted were
high. The raingauge in the region recorded 2.2 mm.
Category III:
A cloud complex of initial
thickness of 7,000 ft was seeded on 3rd
August 1973. It gained by 4,000 ft in the vertical
following
seeding.
Also, its lateral
thickness increased as seeding progressed. The LWCmaximum increased from I.~ gm/m3 in traverse I to more than 3.0 gm/m3 ~rom
traverse IV (the range of J-W LWCmeter used is limited to 3.0 gm/m ).
The initial
maximumtemperature (12°C) inside the cloud was lower than the
temperature of the air outside the cloud by 2°C (see table 3a). It rose
by 2°C in traverses II, III,
V and VI. Rain was noticed from traverse II.
Heavy to very heavy rain was noticed over a flight
path of I0 km in traverses IV to VI. The temperature showed a marked decrease in traverses 11,
IV and VI, from the maximumin the corresponding traverses,
following
rain.
The raingauge in the region below recorded 91.3 mm.
A cloud complex of initial
thickness of 10,000 ft was seeded on 4th
August 1973. It gained by about 4,000 ft in.the vertical
following
seeding.
Also, its lateral
thickness increased as seeding progressed. The value ~f
LWCmaximum increased from 0.6 gm/m~ ~
in traverse I to more than 3.0 gm/m
from traversei"IV.
The initial
maximumtemperature (14°C) inside the cloud
was lower than the temperature of the air outside the cloud by 2oc (see
table 3a). It rose by 2°C in traverse II and by l°C in traverses III,
IV
and V. Rain was noticed over flight
paths of 6, 8 and 12 km respectively
in traverses III,
IV and V. The temperature fell by IoC in traverses III,
IV and V, following
rain, from the corresponding maxima. The raingauge in
the region below recorded 28.6 mm.
DISCUSSION
The cloud complexes, except those which dissipated following seeding,
were initially
colder than the environment by 1 to 2oc. Irrespective
of
whether there was dissipation
or rain following seeding, the temperature
inside the cloud complexes increased by 1 to 2°C as seeding progressed. The
temperature inside the raining portions was generally lower than that in
the non-raining
portions up to 4°C. Except in the cases of dissipation,
the LWCshowed build-ups,
sometimes exceeding 200 per cent of the initial
value, as seeding progressed. The regions of higher LWCshowed also higher
temperatures in some traverses.
Regions of. high liquid water content have
been reported to be associated with high temperatures from measurements
made in USSR(Vulfson et al., 1973). The cloud complexes, after seeding,
showed growth in the vertical
up to 60 per cent and in the lateral
upward of
20 per cent,.following
seeding. These findings
point out ~bat the cloud
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complexes became warmer, larger and collected more condensate mass, following seeding. Similar features were said to have been noticed from the
experiments conducted in USA when warm convective clouds were seeded with
hygroscopic particles
in updraftsat or below mid-cloud level (Clark et al.,
1972).
NO observations were made in the present study on similar cloud
complexes which were not seeded for the design of the experiment was such
that it precluded any isolated cloud complexes in the target area to be
left unseeded during the period of seeding. Consequently there were no data
available,
which may serve as control,
for the purpose of comparison. The
present observations on the seeded clouds do not, therefore,
confirm that
the features noticed in those clouds, were due to seeding alone. However,
the measurements relating
to the first
traverse in each case are considered
to represent, to a large extent, the natural conditions of the cloud in
question because, in the seeder aircraft,
the locations of the temperature
and LWCsensors were upwind of that of the seed-releasing
gadget, besides
being at higher elevation.
The salt particles
introduced into the cloud in the present experiments are presumed to make up for the deficiency,
if any, of the large size
droplets which are required for the efficient
operation, inside the cloud,
of coalescence mechanism to release rain. If that was the only role played
by the salt particles,
it is not clear why, in addition to rain, increases
of temperature, LWC, and cloud volume should follow seeding. These particles
might have actually played a complex role involving
also a dynamic effect.
The following remarks are offered in this connection.
The rise in cloud temperature noticed, which is a degree or two,
appears to be consistent,
for the value of LWCalso showed a build-up up
to 2 grams per cubic meter, and it is clear from first
principles
that increase of condensate mass by I gm in one cubic meter of air would raise the
temperature of that air by about 2.5°C. But, the problem then is to identiby the process by which such large increases in condensate mass as were observed following
seeding, were brought in. It is not realistic
to expect that the
effect following
condensation on the salt particles
will explain this feature
unless the effect is considered to be highly localized.
If the dry salt
particles
of size I0 microns would form droplets of more than double their
size while being carried up through the first
few hundred meters of the
cloud, and if the condensates so formed on the entire material seeded, which
is 1,500 kq, are uniformly distributed
within the body of the cloud, which
may be 1011 m3, its liquid water content may not rise by more than 10-4 3.
gm/m
But, if such effect of seeding is considered to be localized
in a strip of
a few tens of meters wide and deep along the path length seeded, increases
in liquid water content to the extent observed become possible.
But the two
alternatives
considered are the two extremes and, in between them a number
of alternatives,
which are possible,
exist. Consequently localized
increases
in liquid water content, of varying magnitude, become possible which should
give rise, in their turn, to localized
increases in temperature.
Such
increases in temperature may h~Ip induce updrafts or accelerate the prevailing updrafts (an increase of IUC in cloud temperature increases updraft speed
by a few meters per second, Cunningham and Glass, 1965; Matsumoto et al.,
1967; Simpson and Wiggert, 1971), enabling further build-up of cloud liquid
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water content, for, updraft and liquid water content are closely connected.
Consequently, there will be further localized
increases in temperature
and the cycle repeats until either no more moisture supply from below is
possible or the rain-caused downdrafts become dominant. Thus, the condensate mass, though small, brought about by salt-particle
seeding could act
as a trigger
to set off a dynamic chain reaction facilitating
rapid cloud
growth as was observed following
seeding. It may be mentioned that observations in cumulus clouds have indicated high LWCin the updraft regions
and low or zero LWCin the downdraft regions (Takeuchi, 1972). Also, accumulation of LWCin the updraft region has been indicated in the numerical
calculations
reported (Schlesinger,
1973).
The dissipation
noticed following seeding in the case of shallow
clouds, in the present experiments could, perhaps, be understood in terms
of the replacement of the ascending currents by the descending ones (Lebedev
and Aleksandrov, 1965). When hygroscopic particles
are introduced into
shallow cloud, the water removed by the hygroscopic particles
evaporates
beneath the cloud, cooling the subcloud layer, causing descending currents.
CONCLUSIONS
Following seeding by salt particles
the cloud, in certain regions,
showed a rise in temperature from 1 to 2°C as well as rise in LWCup to 2
grams per cubic meter, before onset of rain. The cloud also grew by a few
thousand feet, in the vertical,
following
seeding. These characteristic
features, which appear to be the dynamic effect of salt seeding, were noted
in all the situations
when the initial
vertical
thickness of the cloud
exceeded 5,000 ft at the time of seeding. A kind of chain reaction involving the process of condensation and updraft generation has been invoked to
explain qualitatively
the features observed.
The observations reported in the present
development of more realistic
models simulating
clouds (Silverman and Glass, 1973).

study would be of value for
warm rain process in cumulus
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A SUMMARY
OF RAIN INCREASE
OPERATIONS
IN CENTRAL
MICHIGAN
DURINGTHESUMMERS
OF 1972, 1973, AND1974
Irving P. Krick*
Irving

P. Krick, Inc.
Of Texas

In an earlier paperI published in the May 1973 issue of the Weather
Modification Journal we detailed the philosophy and principles employed
by our group in weather modification operations. In the discussion herein
we shall review an operational program conducted in central Michigan for
three successive summers-- 1972, 1973 and 1974.
Readers. maybecurious as to our selection of this particular project. Considerable attention was focused on it by the national media in
November1974 because of a jury trial in Caro, Michigan, resulting from
a lawsuit 2 filed by a farmer and his neighbors in Tuscola County. They
claimed hail damagetoan area located some 60 miles downwind from the
eastern boundary of our target area on the afternoon of July 11, 1972,
their contention being that this phenomenonwas related to our cloudseeding
operations in Gratiot County.
The defendants were Irving P. Krick, Inc., of Texas and SumnerFarms,
Inc., the latter being our clients in Gratiot County. After a lengthy court
trial involving expert witnesses for both the defendants and the plaintiff,
the jury ruled in favor of the defendants on all counts. A review of the
3.
case appears in this Journal
The cloudseeding project discussed herein involves three counties
in central Michigan, namely Gratiot, Montcalm and Isabella. The purpose of
the program is to augmentnatural rainfall
during the critical
growing
months, primarily July and August, in order to increase crop production.
Corn is one important crop grown throughout this region. The modeof operation is the same as that used in our other weather modification projects -i.e., ground-based equipment installed at strategic locations and selectively

1 "Applying Ultra Long Range Weather Prediction and Weather Modification to Environmental .Management"
2 Michael Reinbold vs. Irving P. Krick et al. -- File #2734, Tuscola
County Circuit Court
3 "Proof of Legal Causation in Weather Modification Litigation:
Michael Reinbold vs. SumnerFarms, Inc. and Irving P. Krick, Inc." by Ray
Jay Davis and Pierre St.-Amand
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activated.
Experienced controllers
at our Weather Central in Palm Springs
determine seeding potential
continuously
as derived by specific procedures applied after an examination of ongoing surface and upper air
observations of wind conditions,
the vertical
temperature/moisture
profiles
and other weather measurements. Appropriate ground units are operated
during all favorable weather regimes.
Figure.1 depicts the target area and the ground generator network.
The approximate location of the plaintiff’s
farms north of Caro is also
shown. Table I summarizes the periods of operation for each summer and
the total generator hours by months. The Agl output was 0.5 gm/hr at a
rate of about 6x1014/gm. The cumulative effect of the work during the
three summers is depicted graphically
in Figure 2 -- a very simple target
control type analysis.
There is always the possibility
of a rainfall
pattern that, by chance, would show the target in a more favorable light.
However, if such an anomalous pattern were a chance occurrence, it would
tend to be cancelled out when cumulative rainfall
data for several seasons
are examined. In the Gratiot-Montcalm-lsabella
County area we have the
opportunity
to compare the precipitation
pattern for three consecutive
seasons of operations.
Rainfall
over the three summer periods (expressed
in percent of normal) both inside and outside the target area is shown.
The actual rainfall
data are taken from official
U. S. Government
publications.
The normal values plotted are the summations of the longterm July and August normals, which approximate the period of operations.
Because cloudseeding programs have been carried out in many areas of the
Nation since the early 1950’s, the reference normals used in our analyses
are those established prior to that time, so that any effect .of cloudseeding
on the data is removed.
The model plotted
Actual Precipitation
Normal Precipitation

at each official

reporting

station

is as follows:

= Percent of Normal Precipitation

It can be noted that an area of maximum rainfall
is located within
the target.
Montcalm, Gratiot and Isabella Counties received from 50% to
90% more moisture than upwind areas to the south, the direction
from which
airstreams arrive and are treated for rain enhancement over the project.
Thus the composite for the thr~e seasons provides a data interval
from which a meaningful assessment of the effects of cloudseeding can be
made. Precipitation
totals were typically
erratic
across Michigan during
each individual
season. However many of these variabilities
were smoothed
out in the composite.
Statements by various farmers at the court trial
confirmed that crops
were substantially
above normal during the years reviewed in this summary.
The increased in corn yields were of the same order as the rainfall
departures from historical
normals.
Mr. John Baker, Director

of the County Extension
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Service for

Gratiot

C~unty, reported that corn yields on his 800-acre farm were approximately
80 bu/acre before cloudseeding and were much higher during cloudseeding
years -- being 160 bu/acre in 1972, 120 bu/acre in 1973, and 130 bu/acre
in 1974. Mr. William Bigelow, President of SumnerFarms, Inc., reported
similar results, as did several other farmers from Gratiot County.
Thus, while the information dispensed by the media may have inferred
that cloudseeding operations are inconclusive because the court action confirmed that there was no effect at the plaintiff’s
farms, the analysis of
rainfall
and crop data for a three year period reveals that the cloudseeding
program in central Michigan is producing results of high economic value.

TABLE1
Summaryof Operational Data for
Central Michigan Projects

OPERATING
INTERVALS
1972: June 12 - 15, June 19 - 20,
June 26 - July 15, and
July 25 - August 17
1973: June 22 through August 31
1974: June 29 through September 3
HOURS
OF OPERATION
1972

1973

1974

June

318:15

120:00

26:00

July

673:00

876:30

530:30

August

416:00

521:45

1267:00

September

0

0
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158:30
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CLOUDSEEDING
FROM
SPACE
BY HIGHALTITUDEROCKETS
F. Winterberg
Desert Research Institute,
University of NevadaSystem,
Reno, Nevada89507

ABSTRACT
A new cloud seeding technique is proposed which promises the smooth
distribution of the seeding agent over. a large air volume and hence target
area. In the proposed method the seeding agent is cast into millimeter:size
pe1.1ets consisting of a mixture of the seeding agent and a chemical strongly reacting under contact with water. Especially promising for this purpose seem to be mixtures with the alkal.metals Na, K and perhaps Ca. For
i0 kilogram of seeding material about ~ 107 millimetersize pellets are
required. The pellets are lifted with a rocket up to an altitude of ~I00
km, and are centered around a high explosive, which after reaching the
desired altitude is detonated. The pellets thereby acquire velocities of
~105 cm/sec and are shot into all directions.
At an altitude of ~ I00
km the air density is so low that the pellets will travel over long horizontal distances before being slowed down by air friction.
As a result
the pellets will fall down onto the earth covering a large area which can
be easily I00 x I00 km2 wide. Estimates indicate fall times of less than
one hour from the initial
height of 100 km to the surface of the earth.
If the pellets penetrate into clouds of supercooled fog they will collide
with dreplets of supercooled water. Estimates show that after falling
through a cloud wlth a thickness of~l km the millimetersize pellets will
collect on their surface a water volume which is equal to their own volume. Therefore, if the pellets consist in about equal parts of Agl and
K the potassium-water reaction will burn them up along their fall through
the cloud releasing the Agl in form of a small smoke trail.
For an area
of I00 x I00 km2 and for 107 pellets these smoketrails are separated
by ~ 30 m~ters ensuring rapid dispersion of the seeding agent by turbulent mixing. By comparison no .conventional cloud seeding technique from
the ground or the air could achieve so easily such a smooth distribution
of the seeding agent over a large target area. The same technique may
be also applicable to the seeding of air supersaturated with regard to
ice for the formation of cirrus veil clouds. In this case the seeding
agent could be possibly released by coating the pellets with a hygroscopic
substance which upon the collection of water would trigger a chemical
reaction such as the potassium water reaction igniting in turn a pyrotechnic reaction.
The principal problem of present cloud seeding techniques is the
smooth distribution
of the seeding agent over ~ large target area and hence
air volume. The actual amount which is needed for an effective seeding
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operation would be rather small. For example, estimates indicate
that
2,
only a few 10 kg of Agl would be needed to seed an are. of i00 x i00 km
which is a ridiculously
small amount of seeding material considering
the size of the target area. In view of these small needed quantities
the prospect of artificial
weather modification
would seem to appear highly promising if an effective
means for the dispersion for the seeding
material over a wide target area can be found. Present methods for dispersing the seeding agent either work from the. ground O~ from airplanes.
In either case a large number of generators or airplanes is required to
guarantee a sufficiently
uniform initial
distribution
of the seeding
material.
After its distribution
from either ground based generators or
airplanes the dispersion of the seeding agent is caused by turbulent
mixing. This mixing process is governed by turbulent
diffusion
with the
characteristic
turbulent diffusion
time

: x2_

~

where x is the linear distance over which the seeding agent has to be
dispersed, ~ is a mixing length and v the turbulent
velocity for the
scale of ~. If the seeding agent is spread over an area A of the planetary boundary layer one has A = nx 2, with n sources for the initial
release of the seeding agent and which are separated by the distance x,
hence
T : A/nzv

(2)

Eq. (2) shows that the turbulent
diffusion
time is inversely
proportional
to the number of the sources. This shows that for short diffusion
times,
and which are required for a good uniform distribution,
the number of
sources n should be made as large as possible.
The required number of
these generators or airborne missions may in fact be so large to make the
operation either uneconomical or technically
impractical.
As an example let us assume that the mixing length is ~ = 10s cm
and the turbulent
velocity v = 102 cm/sec, from which would follow that
-7
2
~ = 10
x sec. Thus for x = 106 cm = I0 km one has ~ = I0 s sec m I
day, and for x = i0 s cm = I km one has ¯ = 103 sec m 1/3 hour, and for
x = 104 cm = 100 meters one has T = 10 sec. Therefore, the separation in
between the sources should be less than I km and preferentially
I00 meters.
From n = A/x ~ it thus follows for A = I00 x I00 km2 = 1014 cm2 and x =
i0 s cm that n = i0 ~, and for x = 104 cm that n = 106. These are very
large source numbers, even if airplanes are employed for the seeding operation. In case an area of 500 x 500 km2 = 2.5 x 10is cm2 shall be seeded,
swhich is a typical
area covered by a cyclone, it follows that for x = 10
cm still
n = 2.5 x 10 s sources would be required.
Such a large number of
sources seems to exclude the seeding of these storms by conventional means.
In order to make possible

a smooth seeding over a large
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target

area, implying a large number of sources, a new technique is proposed
shown in Fig. 1 and 2. In this novel technique the seeding agent is cast
into small millimetersize
pellets which are centered around a high explosive to be launched by a rocket up to a height of ~ 100 km, at which
the explosive charge is detonated, ejecting the pellets at high speed
into all directions
(Fig. i.).
In this way pellet velocities
as high
I km/sec are easily attainable.
At the high altitude
the pellets suffer
little
air friction
and accordingly travel over large horizontal
distances
before being slowed down. The pellets
need about ~ i00 seconds to enter
the denser regions of the atmosphere after which they begin to fall vertically
down.
The advantage of the method based on going into space is obvious.
Because of the vacuum of space a very uniform initial
distribution
of the
seeding material over a very large target area and thus air volume is
possible.
In contrast to conventional
dispersion
methods depending primarily on the relatively
slow diffusion
velocities
in the atmosphere and
requiring
a large number of individual
seeding generators, here only one
primary source is needed to be placed into the payload of a high altitude
rocket.
In Fig. 2 the arrangement of the pellets centered around the high
explosive is illustrated.
The high explosive is placed fin the center of
the device. The expl~sive charge may be of the order of a few I0 kg. The
pellets are separated from the high explosive by a gap the purpose of which
is to soften the shock of the high explosive and to accelerate the pellets
less violently.
In this way the pellets can be prevented from disintegrating by the detonation shock.
The distribution
of the pellets over the target area in general is
non-uniform.
However, almost any desired distribution,
including
a uniform
one, can be achieved by a nonspherical explosive charge or a nonspherical
arrangement of the pellets surrounding the charge. This may be of importance if for example, the center of a storm shall be. seeded by a higher
degree than its periphery.
The initial
velocity
of the pellets is supersonic. Their slowing
down range due to air friction
is therefore determined by the drag for supersonic velocities
with a drag force given by
.F = ~r 2 2
pv

’

(3)

where r is the pellet radius, p the air density and v the initial
pellet
velocity.
From eq. (3) one computes the slowing down range z due to air
friction
by putting Fz = (m/2) 2, with m = (4 ~/3).ppr 3 th e pe llet ma ss an d
pp the pellet density, hence
~ = 2ppr/3p

(4)

putting for the pellet density pp ~ 3 gm/cm3 and for the pellet diameter
2r = 10-I cm, one would have ~ = 10-1/p cm. The air densities at the
altitudes 50 km, 75km and i00 km are p = 10-6 gm/cm3, 10-8 gm/cm3 and
3 with the ranges ~ =i km, I00 km and I0 ~ km. It thus follows
10-I° gm/cm
that for an altitude of I00 km the air friction is negligible and the
pellets are therefore injected into parabolic orbits.
To estimatethe maximumhorizontalrangefor the pelletswe take
trajectories
with a horizontalinjectionvelocity.One can easilyverify
that if h >> v2/2g,whereh is the initialheightabovethe groundat
whichthe pelletsare injectedinto theirtrajectories,
the pelletswith
a horizontalinjectionvelocityhave the largesthorizontalrangein reachin~ the ground. For v= = lOScm/sec, g ~ 103 cm/sec one has v2/2g = 5 x
I0 cm, so that for h
107 cm the condition h >> v~/2g is fairly well
satisfied.
Neglecting air friction
one then obtains for the maximumhorizontal range xo
x ~(2hlg)
o

I/2v

(5)

For v = 105 cm/sec, and h = 107 cm, one has x_U ~
1.4 x 10;cm = 140 km.
.
The horizontal rangewill be actually smaller s~nce
the pellets after
losing, altitude will enter denser regions of the atmosphere where they
will be slowed down in their horizontal motion by air friction.
At an
altitude of 50 km where the density has increased to p ~ 10-6 gm/cm3 the
friction ranges of the pellets have fallen to ~ I km, and from there on
after having lost most of their kinetic energy the pellets start falling
vertically
down. In order to get a more realistic
estimate of the horizontal range one must therefore subtract in eq. (5) from the value of =
I0 ~ cm about ~ ~0 km = 5 x 106 cm and thus would obtain xo = I0 ~ cm = I00 km.
by

The time t o for the pellets

to reach the ground in free.fall

is given

(6)

t o = (2h/g) ~/2

For the above, given values of h = 107 cm this time is t_ = 140 sec. The
actual fall times are different because a fraction of t~e pellets has a
vertical velocity component < I0 ~ cm/sec and because of air friction.
A
pellet with a downwardvertic-al velocity of I0 s cm/sec would reach the
ground in = 70 sec. The friction
however, will result in larger times.
After the pellets have fallen to the altitude of ~ 50 km at which they
lose rapidly their kinetic energy, their vertical motion from there on is
determined by the balance of the frictional
force and the gravitational
force, which for sufficiently
small Reynolds numbersis determined by Stokes
law
V

2 r2g
Pp
P~

(7)

=.~
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In eq. (7) u is the kinematic viscosity
which for an ideal_gas is given
u = ~E/3, where ~ is the mean free path with ~ = I/p, and c the thermal
velocity.
It thus follows that for constant E the product pu is independent of p and hence of the altitude,
which would result in a constant fall
velocity.
However, this conclusion has to be modified for two reasons:
1) Above an altitude
where ~ >r the friction
is determined by that of
Knudsen gas for which the friction
decreases in proportion to the density.
For r ~ 10-I Cm this roughly happens above 50 km. 2) For large Reynolds
numbers the friction
is larger than in Stokes law and hence the fall velocity smaller. The Reynolds number is given by R = rv/~. At sea level u ~
I0 1 cm2 sec-1 and for millimetersize
spheres the experimentally
determined
fall velocity is v ~ 103 cm/sec, hence R ~ 103 so that Stokes law cannot
be applied. But since ~ ~ i/p it follows that R ~ p such that a decrease
in the air density by a factor 103 at an altitude
of 50 km would make R =
I. In this case Stokes formula according to eq. (7) would yield v ~ 104
cm/sec, which is about I0 times larger than the experimentally
obtained
fall velocity
at sea level. In summary the fall time is roughly determined
by the free fall time to reach an altitude
of ~ 50 km which is givenby eq.
(6) by subtracting
from h = 107 cm the value 5 x G cm. he nce t = I0 0 se c,
plus the time required to fall from the altitude
of 50 km to the°ground.
If we assume that the average fall velocity is therefore about ~5 x 103
cm/sec this would result in a frictional
fall time of ~ 103 sec ~20 minutes.
The total fall time is hence determined primarily
by the frictional
fall
time below the altitude
of 50 km.
After entering a cloud of supercooled fog the pellets
droplets of supercooled water. Along a distance they collide
volume given by "

w = ~r2s

’

collide
with
with a water

(8)

where ~ is the ratio of the water volume to the air volume in the cloud and
r the pellet
radius. From eq. (8)onecomputes the distance o t he p ellets
have to fall through the cloud of supercooled water droplets ~n order for
volume,
by puttingup an
~r2s
r3, volume
hence which is equal to their own
them to collect
amount
of water
° = (4~/3)

(9)

s o = 4r/3~

Typical clouds have a relative
water volume ~ = 10-G. With apellet
diameter
of 2r = 0.I cm it thus follows that s = lOScm = I km, which just has the
right magnitude for the expected clou~ thickness.
Therefore, if the pellets
are of millimetersize
and consist of a mixture of the seeding agent and an
alkali
metal such as potassium or sodium, they will burn up by contact with
the water droplets during their fall through the cloud. This is one reason
for the choice of millimetersize
pellets.
If

it

should turn

out that

a less violent
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burning

should be required

this could be achieved by diluting the alkali metals with calcium. Calcium
alone would lead to a rapid corrosion of the pellets under contact with
water. Rather mixing the seeding agent with an alkali metal one could also
coat the pellets with it. In this case, after the coating has caught fire
by contact with water droplets of the cloud, some pyrotechnic reaction as
for example being used for Agl seeding, could be triggered to release the
seeding agent. By making two coatings, one outer with calcium and a second
inner with potassium (or sodium), one could make the pellets first fall
down into the cloud a certain specified distance during which the calcium
coating is being dissolved and after which the potassium gets in contact
with the cloud water droplets catching fire triggering the pyrotechnic reaction.
If the seeding material has a volume of ~ 104 cm3 this would imply
~ 107 millimetersize
pellets. The pellets entering the cloud covering the
area of I00 x 100 km2 = 10TM cm2 would be separated by a horizontal distance
x = (1014/107)I/2 cm ~ 30 meters. Each pellet thereby would create
vertically
descending smoke trail releasing the seeding agent. At the small
spatial separation of the pellets this would result in a rapid dispersion of
the seeding agent in less than I00 seconds by turbulent mixing. The excellent expected dispersion with the easily feasible numberof 107 pellets, is
a second reason for choosing millimetersize pellets.
sBut even if the pellet diameter is = 0.5 cm this would give ~ 10
pellets with a horizontal distance in between two pellet trails of x ~ 300
meters, which would still
ensure good turbulent mixing over a period of
one hour. But here, the radius would be too large for the pellets during
their fall through the cloud to collect up an equal volume of water, and
rather a pyrotechnic reaction would have to be triggered as described above.
Larger pellets however, have the advantage of shorter fall times and of
being less sensitive to the influence of horizontal wind motion.
If the pellets are released at an altitude of ~ 100 km they can seed
an area of I00 x 100 km2 which by order of magnitude is the size of a
hurricane. In case a cyclone shall be seeded typica|ly covering an area of
500 x 500 km2, the horizontal range of the pellets must be of the order ~
500 km. According to eq. (5) this could be done by going to h = ~ km
and at the same time increasing the pellet velocity by a factor 2 to v ~
2 x I0 s cm/sec. Furthermore, for a 25 fold increased target area roughly
~ 25 times more seeding material would be needed. The first and last
requirement could be simply satisfied by using a larger rocket. To reach a
higher initial
pellet velocity could be achieved by filling
the gap, shown
in Fig. 2, in between the high explosive and the intermediate spherical
shell by hydrogen gas under high pressure. Because of its low molecular
weight, hydrogen at a given temperature by comparison with other gases has
the largest thermal expansion velocity. The detonation of the high explosive will heat up the hydrogen gas to a temperature of several thousand
degrees and by its radial expansion will accelerate the pellets to velocities
of a few km/sec. The free fall time at an altitude of h = 500 km is about
~ 300 sec, and the time for the friction
fail in the denser part of the
atmosphere the same as before, so that again the seeding operation is completed in less than one hour.
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The cost for a rocket capable of reaching an altitude
of about 100
km and with a payload of ~ I00 kg is less than $104. This is substantially
less than the cost which would arise if the same seeding operation is performed by airplanes requiring~about
~ $I0 s to achieve a comparable dispersion. A rocket with a payload of ~ I000 kg seeding material to reach ~ 500
km would cost less than $10s, whereas the cost to perform the same operation
G.
with airplanes could run as high as $2.5 x I0
It has been suggested to the author by Dr. P. Squires (private
communication) that the proposed concept may perhaps be also applicable to
the seeding of clear air supersaturated with regard to ice, leading to the
formation of cirrus veil clouds. If such cirrus veil clouds could be
created over vast areas they would substantially
reduce the solar radiation
influx due to their large albedo. In this case the seeding agent may be
possibly released by coating the pellets with a hygroscopic substance collecting water and which upon contact with water produces heat preventing
freezing.
The water accumulated in the hygroscopic coating would then
trigger
a chemical reaction,
for example, a potassium-water reaction,
which
in turn would trigger a pyrotechnic reaction.
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H

FIGURE
1. Thepellet trajectories, h is the height at whichthe pellets are released by action of an explosive charge. H is the scale
height of the atmosphericboundarylayer abovethe groundG.
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FIGURE
2. Thearrangementof the high explosive surroundedby the pellets, a, high explosive; b, gap filled with a gas or vacuum;
c, solid spherical shell; d, spaceoccupiedby the pellets; e, supportingstructures in between
the high explosiveand the solid shell; f,
outer shell of charge.
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ABSTRACT
A conceptual model based on basic cloud physics reasoning has been
combined with the results of a summercloud seeding program (Project Cloud
Catcher) to formulate hypotheses of precipitation
efficiency in cumulus
clouds. The hypotheses describe the dominant physical characteristics
or
mechanismswhich are responsible for the efficiency with which a cloud
system (seeded or unseeded) precipitates.
INTRODUCTION
Precipitation
enhancementcan work in three different ways. One
way is by increasing, the efficiency with which a cloud turns its condensed
water into rain. Another is by increasing the amount of water the cloud
processes. A third way combines the first two. This paper considers the
first of these mechanisms..Using the data from a cumulus cloud seeding
experiment, estimates of precipitation
efficiency were madefor each test
cloud system. Then each test case was scrutinized in an attempt to identify
dominant physical characteristics
or mechanismswhich might be responsible
forthe zero, very low, low,medium or high efficiency with which it precipitatedJ From. this information generalized hypotheses were formulated.
The test cases were subdivided according to the best match between their
physical characteristics
or anticipated precipitation
mechanismsand the
hypothesis descriptions. Then differences between these groups of test
cases were examined for statistical
significance.
THEEXPERIMENT
The Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology, conducted a cloud seeding experiment (termed "Project
Cloud Catcher") near Rapid City, South Dakota, from approximately June
to August 15 of 1969 through 1972. The details of this project are described by Dennis and Koscielski (1972) and Koscielski and Dennis (1972).
Project Cloud Catcher was a randomized field experiment designed to
determine the effects of salt and silver iodide ~ seeding upon convective

Will also be referred to as Agl.
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clouds in the northern Great Plains. The primary data acquisition
sources
were radar, instrumented aircraft,
time-lapse cloud cameras, and a rain
gage network. Test cases were declared on clouds ranging from small, isolated cumuli to groups of towering cumuli already showing radar echoes.
Values of Ze, the equivalent radar reflectivity
factor,
were recorded on
magnetic tape. Rainfall
for each test case was estimated through the use
of Ze-R relationships.
PRECIPITATIONESTIMATES
Two different
radars were used in the project.
A 3.2-cm radar was
used during the first
2 years, and a lO-cm set was used the last 2 years.
Consequently, two different
Ze-R formulas were used to transform radar
reflectivity
to rainfall.
Rainfall
in the test cases of 1969 and 1970 was
estimated by converting the equivalent radar reflectivit~
factors at
10,000 feet to rainfall
rates by the relation
ZA = 200 RI’°.
The formula
Z_ = 155 R1.88 was used in computlng ralnfall
for the 1971 and 1972 cases.
T~e first
relation
is the familiar
Marshall-Palmer (1948) formula while
the second was developed in connection with the North Dakota Pilot Project
(Smith, et al., 1975). e i s i n mm6/m3 and Ris the rain fall rate
in mm/hr .
The Drecipitation
from each test case was obtained by summing the contributions of precipitation
from all cells within the test. In some cases only
a fraction
of the cells precipitated.
CONDENSED
WATERESTIMATES
The total water condensed by a convective cell is a function of the
vertical
flux of air, its water vapor characteristics,
the vertical
and
horizontal
areas of influence,
the duration of the upward motion, and
entrainment of environmental air through the top and sides. Most of these
factors vary both spatially
and temporally,
especially
the updraft area,
updraft speed, and entrainment.
Since Project Cloud Catcher was not designed to obtain detailed space and time measurements of these factors,
for this study estimates were made of the average values of those quantities
that are directly
related to the condensation process. The total water
condensed (TWC) by each cell then was estimated according to the following
relationship:
TWC= A’W.p’~MR’t

(1)

A is the average area of the updraft, W is the average updraft speed, ~ is
the air density, ~MR is the mixing ratio difference
between base and top
of the cell and t is the duration of the updraft,
Entrainment was neglected.
For this investigation
the following
ing the total water condensed for each test
(1)

Condensed water was estimated

for

procedure was used in estimatcase:
each cell

within

the test

a. The updraft area (A) and duration of cell life (t)
estimated from radar data and time-lapse cloud photographs.
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cases.

b. The updraft speed (W) was obtained utilizing
the output from
a one-dimensional, steady-state convective cloud model (Hirsch,
1972). This model was run on a representative sounding for each
experimental day. It predicts different cloud depths depending
on the updraft radius that is assumed. The model-generated cloud
depth chosen as the one representative of each case generally
was the one closest to the actual cell having the largest depth.
The maximumupdraft speed in the model-computed updraft profile
twas the one used in the computation of condensed water,
c. The air density(p) was computedfor cloudbase heightusing
radiosonde
information.
d. The mixing ratio difference (AMR) was computed from a thermodynamic chart considering average cloudl)ase and top characteristicso
(2) The total condensed water was a summation of the condensed water
for all cells in that case.
SAMPLE
SIZE
Table 1 summarizes sample size characteristics
of the cloud Catcher
data. Of the 122 cases that were analyzed, nearly twice as many were
obtained during the first 2 years compared with the last 2 years and there
were significantly
.more single-cell
cases during the first 2 years. Forty
percent of the cases fell in this category while less than I0 percent were
so characterized during the last 2 years.

Based on model results as of May, 1974.
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Table 1
Number of Cloud Catcher cases analyzed and the
number of individual
cells involved.
(Percentage of total is shown in parenthesis)

Number of cases
Natural
Salt seed
Silveriodide
Number of cells
Cases with
cell
Cases with
cells
Cases with
cells
Cases with
or more

1969r70

1971-72

1969-72

80

42

122

33 (41%)
29 (36%)
18 (23%)

13 (31%)
21 (50%)
8 (19%)

170

117

46 (38%)
50 (41%)
26 (21%)
287

one
32 (40%)

4 (9%)

36 (30%)

23 (29%)

15 (36%)

38 (31%)

13 (16%)

13 (31%)

26 (21%)

12 (15%)

I0 (24%)

22 (18%)

two
three
four
cells

CONCEPTUAL
MODELOF .PRECIPITATIONEFFICIENCY
General hypotheses of how the precipitation
process operates in
both naturaland seeded clouds have been presented in references ranging
from meteorology and cloud physics text books to cloud seeding experiment
reports.
The objective
of this section is to combine general hypotheses
based on basic cloud physics reasoning with experimental results to arrive
at more specific
hypotheses regarding precipitation
efficiency
expectations
from various type cloud systems. The hypotheses have been divided among
five categories of expected efficiencies
- zero, very low, low, medium, and
high. Each hypothesis is stated (i) in a general form and then (2)
specific terms as the Cloud Catcher data seemed to support it.

ZEROEFFIClENC~
H_y~othesis #1
1) Shallow clouds are too short lived, have updrafts
and liquid-water-contents
too low to produce any precipitation
water condensation -coalescence process.

too slow
by the all-

2) Any clouds less than 2 km deep or less than 4 km deep when cloud
base temperatures are warmer than 2°C (whether seeded or not) are not
expected to produce precipitation.
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VERYLOWEFFICIENCY
Hypothesis #2
1) Deep clouds whose tops reach to the -40°Cf level or higher and
which have strong updrafts create extensive cirrus shields and precipitate
inefficiently.
These cloud systems can be madeeven more inefficient
through ice phase seeding which freezes up more of the cloud water that
would normally be used in accretional growth of precipitation
particles.
2) Clouds whose tops are colder than -40oc and are seeded with Agl
are expected to be very inefficient
precipitators.
Hypothesis #3
1) Mediumdepth clouds are long lived enough, have moderate updrafts and high enough liquid-water-contents
to produce efficient
precipitation primarily by an all-water coalescence and drop breakup process.
Ice phase seeding can significantly
reduce the precipitation
efficiency by
freezing up the drop multiplication
and growth regions.
2) Clouds whose depths range about 5 to 6 km and whose tops are
warmer than -30oc are expected to precipitate very inefficiently
when
seeded with Agl.
Hypothesis #4
1) Shallow-to-medium depth clouds, while potentially deep enough
to support an effective coalescence process, often are so narrow that entrainment shortens their lifetimes and shrinks the areas of high liquidwater-content thereby reducing their rain production significantly.
2) Clouds whose depths range about 4 to 5 km and whose widest cell
has a diameter less than about 1 km (whether seeded or not) are expected
to precipitate very inefficiently.
Hypothesis #5
1) Deep clouds with excessively strong updrafts are inefficient
because most of the precipitation
embryos do not have time to grow to
adequately sized rain or graupel particles.
Such systems produce extensive
cirrus clouds but little
rain.
2) Unseededclouds whose top temperatures are colder than -30oc,
which have a maximumupdraft speed greater than 25 m/sec (as predicted by
the Hirsch convective model) and are predicted not to allow sufficient

~ Cloud top temperatures were estimated using a thermodynamic chart
and assuming a moist-adiabatic

ascent from cloud base to top.
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time for precipitation
formation by a single particle
microphysics model
are expected to precipitate
very inefficiently.
Agl seeding probably
would have little
or no positive
effect on the precipitation
formation
mechanism.
LOWEFFICIENCY
Hypothesis #6
1) Deep clouds with strong updrafts are inefficient
because precipitation
forms high up where cloud is mostly ice. These systems also
produce extensive cirrus clouds.
2) Unseeded clouds whose top temperatures are colder than -30°C,
which have maximum updraft speeds within the range 15 to 25 mm/sec (as
predicted by the Hirsch convective model) and are predicted to have sufficient
time for precipitation
:formation by a single particle
microphysics
model, are expected to precipitate
inefficiently,
although somewhat better
than the stronger updraft cases described in Hypothesis #5.
MEDIUMEFFICIENCY
Hypothesis #7
1) Medium depth clouds are long lived enough, have moderate updrafts and high .enough liquid-water-contents
to produce efficient
precipitation primarily
by an all-water
coalescence and drop breakup process.
Hygroscopic seeding can reduce the precipitation
efficiency
somewhat because the seeding embryos do not travel as high up into the cloud as the
natural embryos would have, therefore they don’t sweep out as much water
and consequently are smaller when precipitating
out the cloud base. It
might also decrease the effectiveness
of the drop breakup zone.
2) Salt seeded clouds whose depths range about 5 to 6 km and whose
tops are warmer than -30oc are expected to precipitate
somewhat less efficiently
than if they had been left unseeded.
.Hypothesis #8
1) Shallow-to-medium depth clouds, while potentially
deep enough
to support an effective
coalescence process, often are so narrow that
entrainment shortens their lifetimes
and shrinks the areas of high liquid-

~ A one-dimensional,
steady-state,
microphysics model developed by
Musil (1970), which computes the growth of a precipitation
particle
in
specified cloud environment was used to objectively
estimate whether precipitation
could form before embryos exit through cloud top.
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water-content
therebyreducingtheir rain productionsignificantly.
When
the cloudsare wideenoughto diminishthe effectsof entrainment,
this
potential
can be realized.
2) Cloudswhosedepthsrangeabout 4 to 5 km and whosewidestcell
has a diametergreaterthanabout1.5 km (whetherseededor not).are
expectedto precipitate
fairlyefficiently,
althoughnot as efficiently
as the slightlydeeperclouds.
Hypothesis
#9
1) Deep cloudswith strongupdraftsare inefficient
becauseprecipitationformshigh up where the cloudis mostlyice. Thesesystemsproduce extensivecirrusclouds.They can be made more efficientthrough
hygroscopic
seedingwhichspeedsup the precipitation
formationmechanism.
2) Salt seededcloudswhosetop temperatures
are colderthan -30°C
and whichhave a maximumupdraftspeedwithinthe range15 to 25 m/sec
(as predictedby the Hirschconvectivemodel)are expectedto precipitate
somewhatmore efficiently
than if they had been leftunseeded.
The quantityof salt used in the experiment
probablywas much less
than optimumfor this size cloud,and efficiencies
may have been higher
if optimumquantitywas used.
HIGHEFFICIENCY
Hypothesis
#I0
1) Medium-to-deep clouds cannot attain maximumefficiency by an
all-water coalescence process and are not cold enough to maximize the
benefits of a diffusion and low density accretion ice growth (Bergeron)
process. The efficiency of these systems can be increased through ice
phase seeding.
2) Agl seededcloudsWhose top temperatures
are between-30ocand
-40°Cprecipitate
veryefficiently.
Hypothesis #11
I) Shallowcloudswhich are too shortlived,have updraftstoo
slowand liquid-water-contents
too low to produceany precipitation
by
the all-watercondensation-coalescence
processcan be efficientprecipitatorswhenthe Bergeron.
processcan operate.
2) Cloudswhosedepthsrange 2 to 4 km, whosetop temperatures
rangeabout-4°Cto -22°Cand whi-chare eitherseededwith Agl or have
cloudbasetemperatures
colderthan 3oc precipitate
very efficiently.
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Hypothesis #12
drafts
tation

1) Medium depth clouds are long lived enough, have moderate upand high enoughliquid-water-contents
to produce efficient
precipiPrimarily
by an all-water
coalescence and drop breakup process.

2) Unseeded clouds whose depths range about 5 to 6 km and whose
tops are warmer than -30oc are expected to precipitate
very efficiently.
Hypothesis #13
1) Deep clouds withmoderate updrafts are very efficient
because
precipitation
forms lower in the cloud and diffusion
and accretion growth
of the precipitation
particles
uses up much of the cloud water that would
be processed out the top as cirrus if the updrafts were stronger.
2) Salt seeded and unseeded clouds whose top temperatures are colder
than -30°C and have a maximumupdraft speed less than 15 m/sec (as predicted
by the Hirsch convective model) are expected to precipitate
very efficiently.
DISCUSSION
A condensed summary of the hypotheses just discussed appears as part
of Table 2. This table lists
the estimated precipitation
efficiencies
and
amounts for the Cloud Catcher cases (ranked on efficiency)
that fall under
each hypothesis. Some of the hypotheses have only a few cases supporting
them. Five out of. the thirteen
hypotheses have fewer than six cases supporting them, and three have fewer than four cases. Five of the hypotheses
have fairly
good support (from a statistical
testing viewpoint),
with more
than ten cases under them.
Definite
overestimates (>1.0) of precipitation
for eighteen cases. The maximum possible efficiency
assigned in these situations.

efficiency
were made
value of 1.0 has been

An analysis of the distribution
of efficiencies
that have been
placed in each category according to the conceptual model shows that the
data lend support to the various hypotheses. Figure I is a relative
frequency histogram of the estimated precipitation
efficiencies
for the
Cloud Catcher cases in each expected efficiency
category. Both the sequence
of median efficiencies
and the graphical representation
show a shift toward
higher efficiencies
as one progresses from the zero to high efficiency
categories.
A Rank-Sum test was applied to various combinations of population
samples (of efficiencies)
in order to determine whether or not their differences were significant.
The combinations chosen basically
shared the
same cloud depth characteristics.
For instance the sample form Hypothesis
#7 was compared with #12. Both were for medium depth clouds, salt seeded
in Hypothesis #7 and left unseeded in Hypothesis #12. The results of these
tests are summarized in Table 3. Of the sixteen tests performed only two
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9o.

ZERO EFFICIENCY
(20 CASES)
MEDIAN = 0

VERY LOW EFFIGIENGY
(I
CASES)
MEDIAN= .09

LOW EFFIGIENGY
( I 5 CASES)
MEDIAN = .19

MEDIUM EFFIGIENGY
(30 CASES)
MEDIAN = .~,25

HIGH EFFICIENCY
(39 CASES)
MEDIAN= .’74

IO0
90

40
30
2o-

o
PRECIPITATION
EFFICIENCY

produced probabilities
greater than .10 (the lower the probability level,
the more significant
is the difference between the samples). Seven tests
resulted in probability levels of less than or equal to .005 while twelve
had probabilities
of .025 or lower. As encouraging as these results may
appear, they must Still be interpreted with restrained enthusiasm, particularly in the situations where one of the samples involved has only a few
elements in it. However, four of the test results seem to lend solid
support toward the credibility
of certain of the conceptually conceived
hypotheses. The four test comparisons were Hypotheses #i vs #ii, #6 vs
#9, #6 vs #13, and #9 vs #13. Each sample in these combinations had at
least twelve elements.
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Table 3
Probability levels from Rank-Sumtest which tests the null
hypothesis that the medians (of efficiencies)
of two populations are equal against a one-sided alternative.
See
text or Table 2 for description of hypotheses.
(Number of cases under each hypothesis is shownin parenthesis)
Hypothesis
Number
1
(20)
2

(3)

6
(15)

9
(21)

.i0

10
(6)

11
(12)

12
(5)

.005
.025

(5)

13
(16)

.005
.005

.005

>. I0

4

(7)
5

8
(2)

. OO5

3

(3)

7
(7)

>. 10

6
(15)
7

.025

.025

.005

.005
.10

(7)

9
(21)

.025
.025

CONCLUDING
REMARKS
The hypotheses that have resulted from this study support the view
that considers precipitation
mechanismswithin convective clouds as being
affected by many cloud processes. They further suggest that an order of
domination of physical mechanismswhich affect precipitation
efficiency
exists, and that a single higher ordered mechanismcan drastically
shift
the efficiency up or down.
In order to gain acceptance, the conceptual model hypotheses need
to be tested on other data to see if they provide similar support. The
hypotheses should also be tested on numerical cloud models. The controlled
environment of these models probably provides the best opportunity not only
for recognizing whether these theories are true but also for defining their
limits of effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION
Lead iodide introduced into a supercooled cloud can act according
to two different machanisms: through contact of the nucleating ice particle with a supercooled drop or through ice growth at a suitable site on a
nucleating particle.
A third possibility
- the freezing of a supercooled drop by direct
interaction between the water and a particle completely immersed in it must
be excluded because of the relatively
higher solubility
of lead iodide in
water.
In this paper some possibility
studied.

of ice formation onPbl2 particles

are

METHOD
The following criterion was chosen to demonstrate the existence of
ice on a single particle of the nucleating agent. The ability of a particle
to initiate
freezing when brought into contact with a supercooled water
droplet (down to several tenths of a degree centigrade) was taken as proof
.of the existence of ice on the particle surface.
Experiments were carried out in a small chamber (15 cm3 in volume)
cooled with liquid nitrogen. The chamber was in the shape of a vertical
cylindrical
hole 16 mm.in diameter drilled in brass block. Eight mutually
connected channels were bored in the walls of the block. Liquid nitrogen
dosed periodically into the channels evaporates and cools the brass block.
The bottom of the chamberwas closed with a stopper, whereas the top was
equipped with a holder for a thermocouple. The thermocouple was melted into
a thin-wall glass capillary.
The chamber had another four holes placed symmetrically in the horizontal plane so that their optical axes. were mutually perpendicular and
intersected each other in the geometrical center of the chamber. A water
droplet suspendedon the tip of the thermocQuple was placed in the center
of the chamber through the upper opening. Two of the horizontal holes
permitted illumination and observation of the droplet in mutually perpendicular directions.
The cooling system was automated and a suitable cooling

rate could be chosen. In addition,
an alternative
tated temperature control of the chamber.

heating

system facili-

PROCEDURE
A drop of distilled
water was suspended on the glass capillary
cover-.
ing the thermocouple and placed in the chamber. A fine glass filament
carrying a small amount of Pbl 2 powder on its rounded tip was introduced
through one of the horizontal
~oles. This filament was attached to a micromanipulator by means of which the filament could be brought into contact
with the water drop. At the beginning of an experiment the tip of the
filament was kept 2-3 mmaway from the drop surface. To allow for a thermal
gradient in the chamber another thermocouple without a glass cover was inserted through another horizontal
hole and placed in the same distance from
the drop surface. Due to its symmetrical position
in relation
to the position of the Pbl~ position this thermocouple indicated with sufficient
accuracy the temperature of the Pbl~ particles
in the chamber. The signal
from either of the thermocouples cab be selected by a commutator and registered by a recorder.
In the first
stage of the experiment, the temperature in the chamber
was decreased slowly down to the value Tn measured by the thermocouple
inserted through the horizontal
hole. T~e drop does not freeze during this
cooling process. Then the temperature in the chamber was slowly increased
to the value Ts which was close to OvC b~t always below the freezing point,
usually in the range from -0.5°C to -l.5vC. The small temperature difference
between the two thermocouples in the chamber disappeared during the slow increase
in temperature.
The Pbl 2 particles
at the glass filament tip were brought
into contact with the drop by means of the micromanipulator
while the response of the thermocouple carrying the drop was recorded. Freezing of
the supercooled drop kept at a temperature slightly
below zero indicated
the existence of ice on the Pbl 2 particles.
Several experiments were
carried out according to the above procedure with clean glass filaments
after removal of all adhering Pbl 2 particles,
to show that ice was not
formed on the glass surface. This was, in fact, confirmed by a seriss of
experiments in which the temperature of the filament tip reached -I0 C but
subsequent contact with the drop did not initiate
freezing.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Table 1 gives the experimental conditions for 20 experiments, carried
out according to the described procedure. Analyses of the experimental data
in table I proved that the droplet temperature at the moment of a contact
(always close to O°C) had no influence on whether the droplet froze or not.
The only condition
thatmust be fulfilled
is that Tsis < OuC. The last two
columns in table 1 give mean values of T_ and Ts in experiments when droplets had frozen and when had not; however, exact physical meaning cannot
be associated with these values. It is obvious that the mean temperature
To, of previous cooling was considerably lower (-5.8oc) in cases when the
droplet had frozen than when freezing was not observed (-3.8oc),
while the
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meantemperature during contact was almost the same in the two groups of
experiments. For better characterization of this phenomenon,90 experi-.
ments were performed according to the described procedure varying only the
temperature of the preliminary cooling of the Pbl 2 particles.
Table 2
gives the relative frequencies of the cases in which freezing occured related to the temperatures of the preceeding cooling expressed for temperature intervalsof loC. Afterthe previouscoolingof the Pb~2 particles
to a temperature
from -3.1°Cto -4.0°C,freezingof dropletoccurredon
contactin one thirdof all cases(the firstcolumnin table2>; with cooling temperatures
rangingfrom -4.1octo -5.0°C,ice was Formedin two-thirds
of all experiments;
after.cooling
below-6.0°C,freezingwas invariably
observedin all experiments.
The relativefrequencyValuesin the second
columnof table2 were calculatedfor temperature
intervalsof L.OoCexcluding casesin whichfreezingoccurredat lowertemperatures
than thosecited.
The mediantemperature
of preciouscoolingleadingto the freezingof
dropletswas -4.7°C,as followsfrom ~he datain table2.
Further, the affect of elevated temperatures onthe ice-nucleating
properties of Pbl 2 was
investigated. For this purpose two samples of Pbl
2
powder were heated to 200°C and 300oc respectively.
Until further use,
the samples were kept in a dessicator above P205. According to the above
described procedure 40 experiments with thermally treated Pbl 2 particles
were performed to assess its ice-nucleating ability.
The resu|ts of experiments with Pbl~ particles heated to 200°C, 300°C and not thermally treated
are graphically represented in figs. la, Ib and ic. It is apparent that
the heating of Pbl 2 decreased the temperature limit necessary for ice formation on the surface of the Pbl 2 particles.
The meantemperature of ice
formation is approximately -4.0oc for thermally untreated samples and in
the ranges from -9oc to -I0°C and from -11°C to -.12°C for Pbl 2 samples
heated to 200oc and 300oc, respectively.
It was observed that, after
heating the Pbl2 sample to 300°C, the majority of the cases (about 80%)
which the ice was formed on the particle surface fall in the narrow temperature range from -11°C to -12oc. Wecan presume that heating to this temperature results in changes in the particle structure which leads to the
attainment of higher uniformity of the particle surface and consequently to
poorer nucleating ability.
A detailed investigation
of the mechanismof
this processis outsidethe scope of this work.We can assumethat this
processis relatedto adsorptionof watermolecules.on
crystalfaces;under
the effectof crystallatticethesemoleculestendto becomeorganizedin
an ice-likestructure/ 1 /. Edwardsand Evans / 2 / came to the conclusion
that watermoleculesadsorbedon the crystalsurfaceof some ice-nucleating
agentsare essentialfor their nucleatingproperties.
Aboveauthorsassumed
that watermoleculesadsorbedon the crystalsurfaceare in a disorganized
stateat temperatures
abovea certaincriticaltemperature
and in an organized statebelow that temperature.
This assumptionis in agreementwith
the observations
of otherauthors/ 3 /,/ 4 / which confirmedthe relation
between the activity of ~ce-nuleating agents and the humidity of the ambient
air.
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TABLE1.
Occurrence of freezing at various experimental conditions.

Exp. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

T

-2,8
-7,0
-7.7

-0.7
-0,7
-0.9
-0.8

-3.5
-6.6
-5.4
-4.8
-5.2
-4.3
-2.1
-4.5
-4.6
-5.4
-6.3
-6L6
-6.8
-5.2
-6.8
-7.7
-3.2

meanvalue

a)

T

-I.0
-0.9
-I.0
-0.6
-0.6
-0.9
-0,8
-0.9
-0.8
-0.4
-0.5
-1.0
-0.8
-0.3
-0.2
-1.0

-3.80
-5.80

-0.85
-0,65

did not freeze
froze
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Result a)

TABLE2.
Frequency of freezing

T .(°C)
o

of droplets

in various

cumulative frequency
of freezing events
(%)

o
Above -3.1

temperature

ranges.

increase in freezing
frequency in given
range

O

D

from -3.1 o o
to -4.0

30

30

from -4.1 o o
to -5.0

61

31

from -5.1 o o
to -6.0

81

20

from -6.1 o o
to -7.0

100

19

a) to the lower temperature

limit

of the given range
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FIGURE1
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METROMEX:
LESSONSFOR PRECIPITATION ENHANCEMENT
IN THE MIDWEST
Richard G. Semonin and Stanley A. Changnon, Jr.
lllinois
State Water Survey
Urbana, lllinois
61801

SUMMARY
The evluation of 3-years of METROMEX
field operations and data interpretation
have~ultedin
valuable design information
for purposeful
weather
modification
in the Midwest. The operational
experience gained in METROMEX
has shown the efficacy
of mid-cloud level seeding and the necessity for either
two radar systems or a sophisticated
single system to serve the dual purpose
of evaluation and aircraft
guidance. The interpretive
analyses for the establishment of the METROMEX
precipitation
anomaly exemplify the wisdom of combinatorial
evaluation of statistical,
physical and climatological
data from
surface and airborne meteorological instruments and from. other geophysical
observations
related to precipitation
modification.
The sensitive
evaluation methodology developed for METROMEX
is considered directly
applicable to
future weather modification
experiments in the Midwest.
1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the .primary values of the study of inadvertent weather modification was recognized as early as 1969 (Changnon, 1969) to be the use of its
results
in planned weather modification.
In the subsequent planning for
METROMEX
and its specific
impacts, it was thus clear that results for a program designed 1) to measure an urban-related
precipitation
anomaly, and
then 2) to describe its causes would i~a~~~ many direct benefits to planned
weather modification
(Changnon et al., 1971)o Basically,
these applications
or lessons have since been realized in two general areas: I) the operational
aspects of the field experiment, and 2) in the research-analytical
aspects
of a program.
The lllinois
State Water Survey has been involved for several years
in the orderly planning for weather modification
experiments in lllinois.
The general thrust of these plans has been to develop experimental designs
that were essentially
applicable to all areas of the Midwest and other regions with similar
precipitation
climatologies.
Basically,
these design-related programs have concerned all possible topics including
social-economic
impacts and interactions,
seeding systems, operations,
cloud physics, and
evaluation,
and in essence they have been hopefully addressed to all aspects
of well-designed
weather modification
experiments. Two such experiments have
been under intensive
study of the design for optimum execution. The first,
concerning precipitation
management in lllinois,
has been a multi-year
program sponsored partially
by the National Science Foundation (Schickedanz
and Huff, 1971), and also by the Bureau of Reclamation (Changnon, 1973).
In parallel,
in the lest 7 years we also have been in the process of designing a midwestern hail suppression experiment (Changnon et al., 1974). Both
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of these design programs were to a degree built
be generated in METROMEX.
2.

upon results

expected to

OPERATIONAL
LESSONS

The operational
effort
of METROMEX
involving a daily forecasting
module,
operations of 2 radar systems, and extensive network of raingages and other
meteorological
instruments,
field and network crews, and an aircraft
which
was performing updraft releases of tracer materials,
as opposed to seeding
materials,
have provided us with a wealth of experience relating
to operational aspects of a planned program to modify convective storms. The operational aspects of METROMEX,
the only large inadvertent
weather modification
field research program in the world, are described elsewhere (Cataneo, 1974).
a. Radar
Certain aspects of the radar operations in METROMEX
have provided
several important lessons for planned weather modification
efforts in the
Midwest. Our echo climatological
studies of the past (Changnon and Huff,
1961) established the frequent complexity of convective precipitation
systems in the area. Complex cellular
zones and multi-line
activity
are not
uncommon, and as such they have required, for the METROMEX
"target (study)
area", considerable flexibility
in radar operations.
The 2 radars used by the Water Survey in METROMEX
have included a
lO-cm FPS-18 set operated in a PPI and CAPPI mode, and a 3-cm TPS-IO radar
system operated in a RHI mode. The PPI and CAPPI modes of operation have
been extremely useful in the evaluation program of METROME×
(Huff, 1973),
and the value of radar data as an evaluation tool in Midwest seeding
experiments is unquestionable.
The RHI radar has been used in conjunction
with the PPI to discern the most active cells for vectoring aircraft
in a
simulated seeding (tracer release) operation.
Effective
seeding projects
in Illinois
must include capabilities
for extensive nocturnal operations
because 32 percent of all lllinois
hail (Changnon, 1970) and 50 percent
of all convective rainfall
occurs at night (Huff, 1971). This necessitates
radar vectoring of seeding systems to complex multi-cellular
systems.
Hence, radar requirements for a well-executed
weather modification
project,
as based upon the lessons of METROMEX,
tell us that for a moderate
sized area, either 2 radar systems are needed, or a very flexible
and
sophisticated
single system is required.
Essentially,
a radar system operating in some 3-dimensional mode of observation is required for directing
seeding aircraft.
In addition,
since radar data are to be used in evaluation
of the seeding activities
(Mueller,
1974), radar data are needed from
rather semi-fixed mode collecting
3-dimensional precipitation
data on a
frequent basis over the target area and possibly over the surrounding control areas. If a single lO-cm system is used, it must be capable of a 3dimensional programmable operations with I) a facility
for storage of information for real-time operational
decision-making,
and with 2) a digital
recording of reflectivity
data in a fixed mode (sector) must be available.
METROMEX
evaluation efforts
coupled with the occurrence of convective precipitation
at all times in the Midwest clearly shows the need for a 24hour opearational
requirement for the radar. This reflects
on the require-
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ments of an engineering-technical
support staff,
and on standby capabilities such as FPS-18 radar system with its standby dual channel. This dual
channel feature of the FPS-18 proved to be an extremely important feature
in providing backup radar support to METROMEX.
A standby power system
at the radar site is also needed to prevent loss of data in severe electrical storms.
b.

Seedinc~ System

METROMEX
has taught invaluable lessons regarding the requirements
for seeding systems. The tracer aircraft
operation in METROMEX
concerns
release of tra~ers into updrafts of cells approaching a rather small fixed
area of 700 mi . Semonin (1972) has described some of the difficulties
encountered
MEX
results
in
shown
releasing
by
Semonin
tracers
(1972)
into
and
Midwest
Gatz
(1974)
convective
clearly
systems.
indicate~_~hatTh
The
METROe
more than one seeding aircraft
would be needed for an area of I000 mi
frequency of cells,
and the difficulties
of maneuvering aircraft
between
multi-cellular
~ystems, suggest that a system for cloud base seeding over an
area of 2000 mi~ would require 3 to 4 aircraft.
The METROMEX
tracer results further show the possibility
of successful ground-based seeding. Tracers released from^ground-based generators
have been observed in rainfall
within the 700 mi Z target area. However, it
is also clear from these experiments, as with the aircraft,
that many generators would be required to affect a target area of 2000 mi ~. This successful
finding on surface tracers is complicated by the fact they were performed in
the urban area during the afternoon convective periods, and various vertical currents .created by mechanical friction
and heating of the city may have
greatly assisted in the transport
of the tracer material to cloud base levels.
Ground releases of seeding agents certainly
would not be as effective
during
nocturnal hours due to the surface inversion/s.
Flights of our Precipitation
Enhancement Project in the METROMEX
area
in 1973 often involved mid-cloud, near freezing level penetrations to sample
showers and growing congestus. Their aircraft
operations prove that the
number of seeding aircraft
would be less if mid-cloud (12,000-20,000 ft)
seeding could be used. However, this requires a tradeoff
to more expensive,
higher performance aircraft
capable of shower-storm penetrations
with seeding systems. Results from METROMEX
and our other design studies suggest
that the mid-level or high-level
seeding approaches are likely
the optimum
seeding delivery systems to be employed in planned weather modification
efforts
in the Midwest. The tracer experiments of METROMEX
have taught
us that there are many difficulties
encountered at cloud bases including
detection of updrafts due to visual limitation
for detecting new turrets
(unless sophisticated
radar detection of updraft areas can be reliably
developed).
3. RESEARCH-ANALYTICAL
LESSONS
a. Evaluation
One of the major lessons,

or series
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of lessons,

learned

from METROMEX

concern the evaluationsof
rain and hail anomalies. Prior Survey research
(Schickedanz and Huff, 1971; Schickedanz and Changnon, 1970) has addressed
the subject of statistical
evaluation of advertent weather modification.
Precipitation
anomalies, both in time and space, exist in various
locales and these can be assessed as due to 1) natural sampling variations, 2) urban-industrial
effects,
3) orographic-marine
effects,
4) observer errors, 5) man-made purposeful modifications,
and 6) exposure-site
changes. The climatological-statistical
identification
of urban-related
precipitation
changes in METROMEX
has required a variety of techniques integrated with theoretical
considerations,
good judgement, and continuing
awareness of three important considerations
(Changnon and Schickedanz, 1971).
First,
an initial
consideration
has been that statistical
evaluations
are always based on some degree of space-time dimensiona| comparisons (pointto point, point vs area, etc). The second consideration
is that the climatological-statistical
assessment of inadvertent
precipitation
modification
is a problem somewhat similar to that in planned weather modification,
but
importantly
there are problems inherent in the inadvertent
investigation
and
evaluation that do not exist in planned experiments that are carefully
designed and executed. The chief problem in the statistica|
evaluation of inadvertent modification
is that the treatment effect (urban effect)
is not
assigned at random and is uncontrollable.
This eliminates
the usual ~reatment versus non-treatment comparisons so useful in planned weather modification. Also, in this same consideration
is the problem that the target area
for the precipitation
alteration
is not as well defined or known as it is in
planned weather modification.
Thus, theoretical
models and actual surface
precipitation
observations must be employed and evaluated just to define the
presumed "target"
for inadvertent
precipitation
modification.
Finally,
it is important to include physical analyses (often case
studies) as well as historical
and statistical
analyses in analyzing the
effects.
In fact, physical observations
and theory must be employed to
help ascertain the effects as well as to explain the results of the statistical analyses. In essence, the evaluation of METROMEX
has been a rigorous
training
experience in developing evaluation techniques and expertise and
as such has taught many valuable lessons for evaluating planned weather modification.
In essence, there have been three principal
lessons learned about
evaluation from METROMEX.
The first
concerns utilization
of the raincell
concept as the basic rain evaluation entity (Schickedanz, 1972). The dense
raingage network and radar data of METROMEX
allowed objective delineation
of the isohyetal patterns of eac~ convective entity (see Fig. i - a raincell
example), and within the 2000 mi study area, 600-900 such raincells
have
been found each summer (Schickedanz, 1973). Such a detailed time and space
classification
of individual
storms has permitted the comparison, essentially
on a target-control
basis, of raincells
under city inf|uences with those in
various surrounding rural control areas and other potential
rural effect
areas such as the large river bottomlands and Ozark Hi|l areas. The raincell
as an evaluation entity has proven to be an extremely powerful too| in
developing a large volume (sample) of information
in a relatively
short
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period. The data not only provide information
on surface rainfall
quantity,
but they also provide useful information
for ascertaining
various cell properties
including
the lifetime,
lengt b, width, etc. As shown
in Table I, raincell
analyses for METROMEX
have established 1) the percentage change (increase) that occurs in storms over St. Louis, as opposed
rural cells,
2) the alteration
of storms occurring over the MississippiMissouri Rive~ Bottomlands northwest of St. Louis, and 3) the changes in
storms produced over the Ozark Hills to the southwest of St. Louis. The
raincell
analysis has also discerned that there is a change produced in
some raincells
that occur over the large but distinctly
separate industrial
area of Alton-Wood River (Fig. I) north of St. Louis (Table
The second major evaluation lesson learned from METROMEX
was the
importance of using geophysical data, other than rainfall
and meteorological
data, to validate the precipitation
anomalies. To this end, Changnon (1973)
employed crop yield data, water quality data, runoff data, and hail damage
data to reveal the existence and magnitude of the local rain and hail anomalies. The use of geophysical data in supporting a weather modification
effort
is a very powerful tool for planned weather modification.
First,
it
is unquestionable (non-biased) supportive data, and secondly, it also reveals the degree of impact in a social-economic sense.
The thirdand most important lesson learned about evaluation
of
METROMEX
was that a qualitative
yet comprehensive means of combining all
the results and evaluating them jointly
provides the most informative
and
positive
proof of modification.
When one takes the raincell
data, the
storm and monthly rainfall
data, our case study results,
and the synoptic
findings and combines them to form a logical
meteorological
argument, one
has a very powerful result that both offers statistical
evidence and explains
the precipitation
alterations
(Semonin and Changnon, 1974). This complete
analysis approach involving
physical evidence compiled simultaneously
with
the in-depth large .sample of climatic-statistical
evaluation plus theory
provides an important lesson for planned weather modification
in the Midwest.
b.

Synoptic Syste m Analyses

The thrust of the METROMEX
analyses has been to interpret
all of the
precipitation
results in light
of synoptic weather analyses. That is,
storms and raincells
have been investigated
and compared on the basis of
the synoptic condition associated with rain production (Beebe and Morgan),
1972). This approach has been used to provide the final interpretative
and predictive
skills,.not
only for understanding when and how the urban
effects
occurred, but to predict their occurrence.
Hence, great importance
has been given to the synoptic analysis which in turn clearly provides information for planned weather modification
on seeding opportunities,
both
for operational
and fo~ evaluation purposes. Such a statement is based upon
the assumption that some, if not all, of the physical causes for altering
urban precipitation,
are identical
to those achieved through purposeful
seeding.
Certain results for the first
two years of METROMEX
are summarized in
Table 2. These are based upon the 123 rain periods 2 each a distinct
period
of rain with a given synoptic type over the 2000 mi network. Each rain
period was classed as to whether it exhibited urban effects,
as derived
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from a careful analysis of the rain cells and a variety of other information, or did not exhibit any discernible
effects.
Although probably not
entirely
a correct definition
of urban effects,
the results certainly
provide some guidelinesas to those atmospheric conditions when apparent maximization occurred.
The number of rain events with each of four synoptic types is shown
in Table 2, and these reveal that air mass was the most frequent followed
by squall lines. The number of urban effect periods in each of these four
categories was expressed as a percent of the total number and these appear
in the second column of Table 2. This shows the greatest frequency (61%)
of effects occurred with squall lines followed by warm-stationary
frontal
conditions.
Markedly lower influences
of urban effects were found in the
air mass and cold front cases. The lack of a high frequency of urban effects
in air mass situations
is somewhat surprising
as is the large percentage
of the squall lines.
Effected squall line percentages, as based on moderate
(~0.25") and heavy (~I.0")
point rainfall
amounts (Table 2) reveal that
effects are even more frequent in squall line situations
capable of heavier
rain production.
One might suspect that enhancement of precipitation
would
not be likely
in such well organized systems, but the METROMEX
results to
date indicate differently.
The importance of the effect rainfall
by the synoptic classes is
further revealed in the last two columns of Table 2. Forty percent of the
2-summer rainfall
in the network was in the effect category and was produced
by squall lines.
Squall lines with no apparent effects
produced 20 percent
of the total.
Hence, the enhancement of rain in squall lines, which were
clearly the major rain producer, is the primary condition in which the urbaindustrial
complex has affected precipitation
in the St. Louis area. A
possible lesson from these METROMEX
results is that precipitation
enhancement
in the summer would be best achieved by modification
of squall lines.
However, of concern and interest
for planned weather modification
in
the Midwest is the fact that a comparable study of hail events in METROMEX
(Changnon and Huff, 1973) has shown that sizeabledown-dty increases in hail,
both in frequency and intensity~
also occur largely during the squall line
conditions.
Some of the most important lessons from METROMEX
are that
a) squall lines which produce most of the summer rainfall
can be modified,
b) that rainfall
can be measurably increased from squall lines, and
c) enhancement of rainfall
through squall line modification
will also result
in increases in hail. Of further interest
is the fact that Changnon’s (1973)
analysis of crop yields and hail losses downwind of St. Louis and Chicago
shows that the net benefit of the increased rainfall
and hail is an increase
in yields because the effect of the additional
rainfall,
which leads to
greater yields, is greater than the losses from the increased hail.
Modification
of thunderstorms and convective systems is an essential
feature of a planned weather modification
experiment in Illinois.
Investigations of potential
economic benefits to the water supply and agriculture
from rain modification
shows that much of the benefit lies in precipitation
augmentation for agriculture
(Changnon, 1973). Furthermore, most areas
Illinois
start crop growth seasons with adequate soil moisture. Hence, to
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benefit agriculture
the increased rainfall
by modification
must be effected
during July and August, the prime water need months for corn and soybeans.
Changnon (1957) has shown that 80-85% of the precipitation
in lllinois
these 2 months is from thunderstorms.
This finding has been verified
in
METROMEX,
and hence, beneficial
weather modification
in the summer must
deal with thunderstorms.
4. SUMMARY
The field operations and the evaluation procedures of the METROMEX
project have provided valuable lessons applicable to the design of a planned
weather modification
experiment in Illinois.
Our experience in conducting
the tracer release experiments requiring skills
in synoptic and radar meteorology has taught us that the real-time
display of quantitative
radar data
is necessary if cloud base aircraft
seeding is to be used. The complexity
of the convective systems commonin the Midwest and their 24-hour occurrence require excellent
radar and communications to provide guidance and
a margin of safety for the flight
crews involved in such a seeding experiment.
The METROMEX
project has also demonstrated the efficacy
of the raincell concept for evaluation of precipitation
modification.
Of course,
this approach necessitates the implementation of a surface network of raingages sufficiently
dense to discern the raincell
entity.
As pointed out
above, however, such data in concert with all other supporting evidence, provide a statistical
sample enhanced by physical reasoning for the confirmation of seeding effects.
The METROMEX
synoptic-rain
results are most encouraging for planned
weather modification.
The fact that squall lines exhibit the potential
for
rainfall
enhancement is particularly
important since they are the major
rain producers of the summer. A capability
to provide sizeable increases
in air mass rainfall
would have little
net benefits since they produce so
little
of the total summer rainfall.
On the other hand, the synoptic results
do suggest that increases in rainfall
from squall lines will be accompanied
by increases in hail, unless further METROMEX
results can discern the subtle
differences
as to how the rain is increased when the hail is not increased.
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St. Louis

MILES
5

Figure i. Raincells during a 5-minute period on 18 June 1972,
rain rate in inches~hr.

Table 1.

Average Characteristics
of Rain Cells (1971-72) over St. Louis,
over the Alton-Wood River Industrial
Complex, over the River
Bottomlands, over the Ozark Hills,
and over the Rural (control)
Areas.

Rain volume,
.acre feet

Cell duration
minutes

Maximum5-mi n
rain amounts,
inch

Cell ar~a
miles

Rural

128

27

22

0.05

St. Louis
~1)" "
percent

296

34

42

0.07

131

24

90

40

Alton-Wood River 416

31

36

0.08

225

15

61

73

152

29

27

0.06

19

6

21

27

189

28

33

0.07

48

3

48

40

percent
Bottomlands
percent
Hill
percent
(1)given

value expressed as percent of rural

Table 2. METROMEX
Rainfall

Synoptic
type

control

value

in 1971-1972 Classed by Synoptic

Percent, for events
Percent of whose maximum point
Number of
rainfall
>- given
all rain
periods
that
rain
values, inches
>- 0.25" > 1.0"
events
were effect

Weather Types.

Percent of 2-year
total rainfall
In effect
In no-effect
category
category

Cold front

21

26

42

60

9

12

WarmStationary
front

16

50

50

50

5

4

Air Mass

55

42

46

43

5

5

Squall Lines

31

61

64

69

40

20
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EVALUATION
OF AN OPERATIONAL
HAIL SUPPRESSION
PROJECT
IN TEXAS
Stanley A. Changnon,Jr.
lllinois

State Water Survey
Urbana, lllinois

INTRODUCTION
An investigation was performed to evaluate statistically
the results of the first 4 years of an ongoing hail suppression project in Texas
so as to gain information relative to a decision on a future hail suppression effort in lllinois
(Changnon et al., 1974). Continuous hail suppression operations over a 4-year period and in a fixed area offer a good
opportunity to assess the effects of cloud base seeding as reflected in
surface hail data. Two sets of hail data with long-term historica! records
in and around the 2-county area in Texas with hai| suppression projects in
the 1970-73 period were investigated.
HAIL DAYRESULTS
There were only three National Weather Service Stations with quality
hail-day records in and around the seeded area, which comprises Hale and
Lambcounties in the Texas Panhandle area. These stations, including
Lubbock and Levelland in the non-seeded area and.Plainview in the seeded
area, all had records that show only the occurrence of hail by day. However, hail-day data have been and can be used to evaluate hail suppression
experiments (Thom, 1957), and were investigated, to a limited extent,
ascertain possible effects of the suppression activities
in 1970-73.
Table 1 presents various hail-day data relating to i) the recent
period (1947-73) average, 2) the number of hail days in each of the indi~
vidual seeded years (1970-73), and 3) the averages for this recent 4-year
seeded period. Also shown for each station and period are the percentage
departures from the 1947-73 average. These stations have hail-day records
extending before 1947, but prior studies (Henderson and Changnon,1972)
have shown (Fig. I) that a sizeable climatic shift occurred during the
1946-47 period. This shift, which was possibly due to the impact of largescale regional irrigation
developments in the 1940’s on the regional weather,
resulted in 100%, on the average, increases in hail days during the 1946-55
period. Thus, it appears most reasonable to compare and evaluate the 197073 hail frequencies against those after 1946.
As shownin Table 1, the Plainview (seeded area) values in each
the seeded years were below normal, and the 4-year value was 59%of the
long-term average. One of the two stations in the non-seeded area (Lubbock)
also had a below normal 4-year value, but it was not as low as that at
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Plainview.
value.

Levelland (non-seeded area) had a much above normal 4-year

Table 1. May-October Hail Days from
National Weather Stations
1970

1971

1972

1973

1970-73
Average

3.9
100
3.5

2
51
1

3
77
2

2
51
5

2
51
2

2.3
59
2.5

100
1.5

29
1
67

57
1

143
6
400

57
1

71
2.3
153

~I 1)
Average
PlainviewNumberof Days
~1)"’
% of Average
LubbockNumberof Days
~1)"’
% of Average
LevellandNumberof Days
£1)’’
% of Average

100

67

67

(1) Averages based on 26 years of data, 1947-73.
Table 2 expresses the Plainview and Lubbock hail-day values or the
1970-73 period in relation to all other 4-year values of two past periods,
1947-73 and 1919-73 (when records began). Since 1946 there have been
possible 4-year combinations (1947-50, 1948-51, 1949-52, etc.), and only
2 of the. 24 (8%) at Plainview had values lower than the 9 hail days in 197073. These values were 7 hail days for 1947-50, and 8 days in 1948-51, and
these are not mutually exclusive. This evaluation shows the general infrequency of the low hail-day value of 1970-73. The recent low values are
also depicted in Figure 1. The low 1970-73 values at Plainview (8%) is
relatively
less frequent event than the low Lubbock value (17% of the time).
This further suggests that 1970-73 value in the seeded area was quite low
and lower than those in nearby non-seeded areas.
Table 2. Comparison of May-October Hail Days in 1970-73
with 4-Year Frequencies in Past Record Periods.
Numberof 4-Year Periods with
Hail Days Totals<t970-73 Values
1970-73
Hai.l Days
Lubbock (no seed area)
Plainview (seed area)

1947-73 Period
%of
Number
Time
4
2
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17
8

1919-73 Period
%of
Number
Time
22
17

42
33

16

14

12

LUBBOCK

lO
NVIEW
8

6

~

2 ll--;Z,
----i I
I
0 ~
1921

1926

193]

1936

1941

1946

1951

1956

1961

ENDINGYEAROF 2-YEARPERIOD
FigureI. 2-YearMovingTotalsof May-OctoberHail Days.
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1966

1971 1976

Extensive studies utilizing
Illinois
hail-day data have been performed to determine the length of time to detect various levels of reduction in hail day frequencies (Changnon and Schickedanz, 1969). Although
these are based on Illinois
data, and were done for a real and not point
frequencies, the results offer some opportunity to assess the Texas results.
The historical
data for a lO00-square-mile area in western Illinois
(based
on data from 5 stations) shows an average summerfrequency of 2.5 hail
days, which is somewhatcomparable to the point average at Plainview. If
one accepts the assumptions necessary in the use of sequential test (no
major trends in the historical
data, which is not a bad assumption for the
1947-69 period in the Texas station data), the Illinois
results suggest
detection of a 40%(Plainview had 41%) reduction in 3.2 years at a significance level of 0.05 (5% chance that reduction is due to natural causes).
If this test is tightened to the 1% level of significance, then the detec:
tion time increases to 4 years. Hence, if one accepts translation of
Illinois
area results to Texas and the sequential test assumptions, one
would conclude that the Plainview hail-day data indicate that hail-d~y
frequency has been suppressed by about 40%.
CROP-HAILINSURANCE
RESULTS
Crop-hail insurance data from the Crop-Hail Insurance Actuarial
Association for the 1946-73 period were also investigated in a manner used
previously (Henderson and Changnon, 1972). Data available for each county
included 1) the annual amount of liability
($), 2) the annual amount
losses(S), and 3) the annual loss cost value (loss, S/liability,
$ x 100).
Loss cost is the best meansof comparing losses, either on a spatial or
temporal basis, because it normalizes the losses to the fluctuations in the
liability
which can be large (see Fig. 3). Data analyzed included that
the two counties (Lamb and Hale) in the seeded area in 1970-73, and that
from the i0 surrounding counties.
The annual county losses in 1970-73, their average annual losses for
1970-73, and the long-term (1946-69) average losses appear in Table 3. The
two seeded (labeled as target).area counties have low losses in all 4 years.
Their meanlosses were9.2% of the long-term average (Hale) and oniy 12.0%
(Lamb). However, nearby counties to the west had lower losses and percentages in 1970-73 (Table 3 and see Fig. 2a), but those to the south and east
(except Briscoe) had higher losses and loss percentages than the target
counties.
The total crop liability
of these same two pairs of counties were
also compared (Fig. 3). The liability
has fluctuated considerably, and
it decreased greatly in both areas between 1962 and 1966. In the seeded
area and period, 1970c73, the values reached their lowest on record, whereas
in this same period the non-seeded liability
was increasing. The seeded
area liability
values in 1971, 1972, and 1973 were the three lowest ones
in the 1946-73 period. The 1970-73 liability
in the non-seeded area was 82%
of the $3.8 million area average, whereas that in the seeded area was 19%
of that area average ($3.8 million).
Comparison of their percentages
average (82 vs 19) shows a 63%reduction in liability
in the seeded area.
Thus, liability
values and losses (Fig. 2a) both reached extremely low
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/
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3.1
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48.9

109.3
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a. Dollar losses in 1970-73
expressed as percent of
long-term (1946-1969)
average losses for two
seeded counties and ten
surrounding counties

I
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i
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4.38

County mean loss cost ($)
for 1970-73
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16

I

22.9g
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////////

341"
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c. Mean 1970-73 loss cost values
expressed as percent of longterm (1946-1969) average loss
cost.
(*Indicates
counties with
~$I00,000 in liability
in all
years)

2. Mean 1970-73 Loss Cost Expressed as Percent of Long-Term
11946-49) Average Loss Cost.
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levels,
as defined on a temporal and on a spatial basis, in the seeded
years of 1971-73. Values of both in 1970, the first
year of seeding, did
not exhibit an exceptional difference
from those of prior years.
Table 3. Comparison of 1970-73 County Insurance

Losses, $I,000
Counties

Average
1946-69

Loss Values.

Average

1970 1971 1972 1973

1970-73

Average of
1970-73
as %
of 1946-69
Average

Target
Hale

260

66

9

4

16

23.8

9.2

Lamb

125

3

6

45

6

]5.0

12.0

Bailey

57

0

0

0

0

Floyd

97

13

39

4

13

]7.2

17.7

Lubbock

134

40

74

78

70

55.5

48.9

Swisher

118

6

13

16

58

23.3

19.8

Hockley

135

20

41

320

61

110.5

85.0

Parmer

77

0

0.6

2.4

0

0.8

1.1

.Briscoe

29

0

0.5

0

0.5

0.3

1.0

Castro

93

0

3

9

4

4.0

4.3

Cochran

52

6

0.4

0

0

1.6

3.1

Crosby

70

59

55

96

76.5

109.3

Surrounding
Control

96

0

0

Losses and liability
are not the best means to evaluate the temporal
or spatial changes in crop-damaging hail during 1970-73. The loss costs
for the individual
seeded years, their average (1970-731, and their longterm (1946-69) averages appear in Table 4. The yearly values in Hale County
all remained below the long-term average, resulting
in a 4-year average of
$5.35 which was 58% of the long-term average. Interestingly,
this is 42%
below "normal", a departure nearly identical
to the 41,% value in hail days
at Plainview (Table 1) which is in Hale County.
The yearly loss costs for the other seeded county, Lamb, show two
values slightly
above the long-term average (1971 and 1972), and two values
much below (1970 and 1973) the 1946-69 average. The 4-year results
show
an average of $4.69 which is 46% of the long-term average.
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The patternof the 1970-73meancountyloss costsappearsin Fig.
2b. This showsthat the target(seeded)countieswere higherthan those
in all but two surrounding
counties(Hockleywith $22.95and Swisherwith

$1o.85.
Table4. Comparisonof 1970-73Loss Cost Values.
Losses,$$ x 100)
(Losscost= Liability,

Loss Cost,$
Average
Counties 1946-69
Target
Hale
Lamb

1970

1971

Average
1972

1973

1970-73

1970-73
Average
as %
of 1946-69
Average

9.15

7.14 3.56 1.67

4.31

5.35

10.13

0.96 11.40 12.57

1.10

4.69

58
46

0
2.90
1.77
5.35
2.63
0
0
0
4.53
2.54

0
3.53
2.84
11.69

0
4.91
3.80
10.85
22.95
1.09
0.89
4.41
4.38
3.88

0
60
50
122
341
16
13
57
70
69

Surrounding
Control
Bailey
8.90
Floyd
8.18.
Lubbock
7.60
Swisher
8.88
Hockley
6.72
Parmer
6.74
Briscoe
6.68
Castro
7.73
Cochran
6.25
Crosby
5.67

0
17.18
8.68
21.83
17.38
0.61
13.92
2.22
4.97
8.68

0
1.05
5.76
8.94
41.75
3.34
0
18.30
0
3.34

3.18
0
0.61
3.12
0
3.93

However,a more meaningfulregionalcomparison
involvesuse of the
1970-73mean loss costsadjustedfor the departurefrom the long-term(194669) averages.The resultingpercentagevaluesappearin Table4 and are
also plottedin Fig. 2c. This patternshowsthat the seededcountieshave
values(46% and 58%) that are lowerthan 5 of the surrounding
values(341%,
122%,70%,69% and 60%);equivalent
to 2 of the nearbyvalues(57%and 50%);
and higherthan 3 of the countyvalues(16%,13%, and 0%). The tendency
for low valuesin the northwestportionof the areaand high valuesin the
southernportionappearsin Figs.2a and 2c, suggestinga climatictrend
surfaceacrossthe areafor this 4-yearperiod.
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However,in evaluatingthe loss cost percentages
(Fig. 2c)it
importantto considerthat the liability(areacoverage)in 5 surrounding
countieswas at very low levelsin thet970-73period.Their liabilities
are so low as to suggesttheirresults(lossesand loss costs)in 1970-73
are not too representative.
Thoseseven countieswith adequateliability,
considered
to be thosewith more than $100,000liability(>5% of the area
insured),are indicatedin Fig. 2c. Comparisonof thesesevenpercentage
valuesindicatesthat the lossesin the seededcountieswere quitelow with
the Lamb valuebeingthe lowestand the Hale valuelowerthan all but one
(LubbockCounty)of the fivesurrounding
Counties.
The countyloss costdata were also inspectedon a temporalbasis.
Hale Countyhad a 1970-73averageloss cost of $5.35(Table4). Comparison
of this valuewith all otherpossible4-yearlosscostsin 1946-73(25
possiblevalues)showedonly one otherlowervalue,$3.00in 1949-52.Lamb
Countyhad a 1970-73averageloss cost of $4.69(Table4), and it was lower than any otherin that countyduringthe 25, 4-yearperiodsbeginning
in 1946. The next lowestloss cost was $4.85 in 1946-49.Hence,each of
the 1970-73valuesof the seededcountieswas extremelylow, one the second
loweston recordand the otherthe lowest.Theserepresentoccurrences
in
the lowest4 to 8% of the time.
The data for the two seeded counties also were combined, and the
joint mean loss cost value calculated for 1970-73 was $5.05. This was the
lowest 4-year value amongthe 25 possible 4-year loss cost values of the
1946-73 period. The next lowest was $5.43 for 1951-54, and the 2-county
average was $9.75. Hence, the 1970-73 value was 48% below average.
Two sets of counties with extensive liability,
one bracketing the
seeded area (Lubbock and Swisher counties) and one parallel and adjacent
to it (Lubbock and Hockley counties), were used to form two "control areas".
The 2-county average loss costs of these two areas were used to compare
with those of the target area. The Lubbock and Swisher (north-south) control area average annual loss cost for 1970-73 was $4.59, or 57%of the
long-term average. There were three other 4-year periods (1951-54, 1952-55,
and 1953-56) with lower loss costs than that for 1970-73 in this bracketing
north-south control area. The parallel control area (Hockley-Lubbock) had
an average annual loss cost for 1970-73 of $6.63 which was 92%of the longterm (1946-69) average of $7.16. The 2-county target decrease of 48%
not terribly
greater than the 43%decrease of one control area (LubbockSwisher), but it is much greater than the 8% decrease in the parallel control area. Such differences point to the difficulty
of using, the targetcontrol approach for hail .evaluation, particularly because losses in
adjacent counties have low correlation coefficients,
generally less than
+0.6 (Henderson and Changnon, 1972). The temporal evaluation of the loss
cost values maybe the more meaningful.
The seeded area had a loss cost in 1970-73 that was 48%below average and the lowest on record. The 1970-73 loss cost in LambCounty was
54%below the long-term average (and a record low), and that for Hale County
was 42%below average and the second lowest on record.
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The loss costs of the two seeded (target) counties and those
two adjacent counties (.parallel
according to the direction of prevailing
west-east storm motiQn) to the south (Hockley and Lubbock - see Fig. 2a)
were compared. A cumulative plotting of the two sets of annual losses
appears in Fig. 4. If the relationship between their annual losses was
perfect, the dots would follow the 1:1 dashed line. They do closely approximate it up through 1970, but there are periods of 5 to 10 years in
length when specific and slightly different relationships appear, as noted
by fitted straight lines and the individual years wheneach started (1952,1963,
1967, and 1971). The shift which began in 1971 is the greatest difference
in relationship.
It shows that the losses in the seeded county area were
not increasing as rapidly {or were relatively
low) as they had been in
any previous sequence bf years.
Extensive studies of hail insurance data for areas in lllinois
and in Colorado comparable in size to the 2-county seeded area provide
estimates of the times to detect reductions in hail from potential suppression efforts in those areas. Results presented here for both Colorado and lllinois
involve continuous seeding designs (seeding of all hail
days) and assumptions of the sequential test (no up or down trends).
48%reduction in dollars of loss (total loss) in an Illinois
area of 1500
mi2 would be detectable in 3.5 years at a very high significance level
(type I error of 0.05, type 2 e~ror of 0.I). The results for dollar losses in a study area of a 1800 mi~ area in northeast Colorado reveal a detection of a 48%reduction in 4 years at high level of significance (type
1 error = 0.01, type 2 error = 0.5).
CONCLUSIONS
The percentage reductions in hail found in the seeded (2-county)
area for a variety of parameters (hail days, liability,
losses, and loss
cost) are summarized in Table 5. First all ten values show a reduction
below that expected from time or space expectations, and 8 of the 10
values are reductions of 41% or more. All of the temporal departures are
quite great (41%, 81%, 89%, and 48%) and are record lows or near record
values. From a temporal standpoint, it thus appears that the 1970-73
hail reductions in Hale and Lambcounties reflect suppression activities,
and probably at a significant
level (if the lllinois
and Colorado test
results are translatable and the necessary statistical
assumptions are met).
From a regional standpoint, the low hail values in the seeded counties show a greater variation (5% to 80%), which is probably due to relatively poor regional relations found in hail data, A few other counties
in the area experienced near record low hail values, although all of these
were from counties with such low liability
to be considered questionable
values. There is some slight suggestion of a natural regional scale hail
incidence pattern that would help lead to low values in the seeded counties,
but this also probably exists because of the low liabilities
in counties
west and northwest of the target area. A question that could be asked, and
is difficult
to answer, is whether the low loss cost values in the three
counties east and southeast of the seeded counties (Fig. 2c) were due
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to a naturalperiodof low hail incidencein the area,or 2) to seeding
effectsleadingto the suppression
of hail in the downwindareasas well
as in the targetarea.
Table5. Evaluationof Various1970-73Hail Valuesin 2-County
SeededArea.

Evaluation
Basis

Plainview
Hail-Day
’ Data

2-County
Liability
’Values

2-County
Losses

2-County
LossCosts

Temporal

41%, 3rd low-81% belowaver-89% belowave- 48% belowaverage,
age,lowest
rage,lowest loweston record*
est on
record*
on record*
on record*

Spatial

12% reduction
63% reduction 80% belowmean 43% reduction
basedon Lub-by compariof 5 counties by comparison
with adequate with Lubbockbock;94%
son to 2
adjacent
liability
basedon
Hockley;5%
Levelland
counties
with LubbockSwisher

*Recordperiodis 1946-73
Most of the data examinedstronglysuggestthat the-suppression
was
successful.
The best singlemeasureis consideredto be the 48% temporal
reductionin loss costs (Table5). Anotherestimateis affordedby the
simpleaverageof the 10 valuesin Table5 whichis 56% (themedianis 55.5%).
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HAIL SUPPRESSION
IN ALBERTA
1956 - 1968
Irving
Irving

P. Krick and Newton C. Stone

P. Krick Associates of Canada, Ltd.
Palm Springs, California

ABSTRACT
A brief review of the evolution of weather modification
has been
traced with main emphasis on hail suppression and rain increase as progressed by our groUp~
Hail suppr.ession techniques employed in Alberta have been discussed
and the present status of our own capabilities
for carrying out commercial
operations are reviewed. Specific benefit to cost ratios for hail suppression and rain increase are included.
HISTORICALBACKGROUND
By the outset of WWII the long range forecasting
of the California
Institute
of Technology (CIT) group had won sufficient
recognition
to justify its adaptation.by
the allied military
establishment in the conduct of
the war, since no other group had demonstrated a capability
for developing
reliable
forecasts for more than 24 hours in advance. Our basic method was
reviewed in detail in a lecture series at the United States Weather Bureau,
Washington, D. C., September 29 to October 4, 1941. Unfortunately
all
wartime research reports and publications
were classified
including the
Krick-Elliott
report on the Weather Bureau lectures.
Subsequent to WWII
several million dollars were spent on research by our group and by 1957 we
had the capability
of preparing useful long range forecasts for several
months to years in advance. This method (Krick 1972) of data processing
now has yielded commercially useful predictions
up to five years in advance.
This capability
has been a real plus in permitting
us to deliver to
the client in advance of a potential
cloud-seeding project an estimate of
the natural weather conditions that they should anticipate.
On some occasions, we have recommended against a cloudseeding program because of sufficient
natural precipitation
or because of insufficient
natural moisture
to work with.
WhenGeneral Electric
(G.E.) announced its first
experiments
this field,
the authors were still
identified
with the Department of Meteorology at the California
Institute
of Technology. Over a period of many
years, the meteorological
group at ClT had concerned itself
not only with
the study of basic meteorological
phenomena, but also with the application
of this knowledge to related problems (Krick 1952) of agriculture,
industry,
commerce, and the military.
After exploring the potentialities
of weather
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modification
first
in a technical
experiments announced by General
seeding cumulus clouds in Arizona
ing practicality
of carrying out
increase operation.

sense, then by actually
duplicating
the
Electric,
we initiated
research by
with aircraft
to determine the engineeran economically feasible commercial rain

We were fortunate
during the research interval
of the late 40’s and
early 50’s to be able to confer periodically
with Langmuir and his associates Vincent Schaefer and Bernard Vonnegut at G.E. When that company decided not to pursue any commercial work in weather modification,
Langmuir recommendedthat our group prepare to enter this field.
We did.
Based on our fingings to that date and especially
the G.E. decision
in early 1950 to refrain
from commercial operations,
it was determined to
accelerate our work in this field as well as in the field of private weather
forecasting,
a profession originating
at the CIT Meteorology Department in
the early 30’s. The ClT Meteorology staff joined Irving Krick in forming
a non-profit
research organization
in the summer of 1948 with the objectives
to I) determine the feasibility
of developing an operating company to implement commercial weather modification
operations;
and 2) to adapt the long
range weather forecast technique (that had been researched intensely
from
the middle thirties)
to a numerical process.
RESEARCH
INTO ALL PHASESOF WEATHER
MODIFICATION
Research was an absolute necessity prior to commercial application.
Based on our theoretical
and laboratory work at ClT prior to forming our
objectives which were I) commercial operations,
which force a company to
produce a substantial
benefit to cost ratio for the consumer, 2) field
research on specific
problems that were considered the key to commercial
operations,
3) not only a concentration
on the delivery of solutions
in
the shortest period of time but to create a domestic pool of skill
and
experience that could become an exportable commodity -- we initiated
field
research in southeast Arizona for the Salt River Valley Water Users. Seeding and meteorological
measurements were carried out with aircraft.
Detailed investigations
of the dynamics of the clouds were initiated
prior to,
and after,
seeding with dry ice and Agl. The thunderstorm circulation
was
studied. Precipitation
measurements were made. By ].949, it was found
that an economical way to carry out commercial precipitation
increase
programs was with ground generators. It was not only found to be more
economical than our aircraft
work but more efficient.
Then we went on and
evolved many different
types of generating equipment, both aircraft
and
ground. We eventually found that the dry type of Agl nuclei production
was best. Seeding equipment took the form of coke impregnated with Agl
and later solid electrodes of Agl used in an electric
arc type generator.
In the early 1950’s we started a number of field research and operation
projects.
Research on the development of pyrotechnics for aircraft
use
startedin
the early 50’s. Two field
research projects were carried out
in Colorado and northeast New Mexico in the early 50’s to determine Agl
rates of rise for airmasses with differing
stability
characteristics
for
each hour of the day. Agl and zinc sulphide were released at the ground
and the downwind areas were traversed with an instrumented aircraft
to
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determine width of plumes with varying instability
and wind speeds. Cloudseeding indices were developed. Evaluation procedures were worked out,
first
subjectively,
then as experience accumulated, objective
statistical
and physical procedures were developed.
As a result of favorable field research results with cumulus and
cumulonimbus clouds, we started our first
hail suppression field research
in 1951 in Colorado over Logan and Washington Counties, (Crow 1951)
high hail incidence area ... 40 miles wide (west to east) and 95 miles
long (north to south), about 85 miles northeast of Denver. One aircraft
and 24 ground generators were used. Only light hail occurred in the target
whereas heavy hail was observed upwind during these experiments. Hail
suppression field research and operations work were then expanded to California and Oregon.
FIELD RESEARCH
AND OPERATIONS
FOR HAIL SUPPRESSION
EXPANDED
TO ALBERTAIN
1956
In May 1956, about 1,000 farmers in Kneehill and Mountain View
Municipal Districts
in the province of Alberta decided to sponsor a program on their own.
Accordingly,
the first
hail suppression research and operations to
take place in Canada started on July 20, 1956. Only ground generators were
used the first
season. Many problems were encountered in trying to install
ground generators in the cloud-breeding
areas over the mountains to the
west because of lack of communications. This was partially
overcome the
second season.
The project area experienced damage in only a few small sections,
but hail was generally severe in the Carstairs-Cremona area and in the
Wimborne area, both lying outside the target.
Basically,
as a result of
the apparent success or from chance the first
season, the project was expanded in 1957.
By August 1960, we had modified our hail suppression principles
and
techniques to fit the specific
synoptic weather patterns for Alberta targets,
had developed a technique for making a hail forecast with confidence, and
added new remote automatic generators. In 1960 we added more aircraft,
using four Harvards to augment the ground generator network. The aircraft
seeding hours increased from 115 hours in 1959 to 330 hours in 1960.
PRINCIPLESOF HAIL SUPPRESSION
AND BASIC THEORYUNDERLYING
COMMERCIAL
OPERATIONTECHNIQUES
The most commonly accepted method of hail formation in a thunderstorm
is based upon two fundamental premises -- strong vertical
air currents and
a region of supercooling in the clouds. The theory maintains that a nucleus
of frozen water is subject to a series of updrafts, which transport
the
initial
stone or hail embryo from the warmer portion of the cloud to colder
areas; there an additonal layer of ice is acquired. Then the stone may be
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carried higher, remain at the same altitude
or drop to a lower altitude
again picking up a layer of water. If the updraft becomes sufficiently
strong the stone will be carried to colder levels again and again with
additional
layers of ice forming. When the stone grows to a size that
cannot be supported by the updrafts, it falls to earth.
It has been found that weather situations
which constitute
a
serious hail threat require the presence of water supercooled in the clouds.
The degree of supercooling is very important in relation
to the degree of
hail threat.
In these situations
it has also been found that there is.a
substantial
deficit
of ice nuclei, permitting
a high degree of supercooling.
If artificial
ice nuclei (silver
iodide) are introduced,
supercooling can
be minimized and thus the chance of hail formation reduced.
A supercooled cloud is one in which liquid water exists at temperatures below freezing.
Such a cloud becomes very favorable for hail formation as a result of airstreams carrying this unfrozen water upward to
regions of sufficiently
low temperatures so that the liquid water freezes.
In Alberta, the energy required to transport
the liquid water upward may result from either the heating of the land, the cooling of the air
aloft,
lifting
of the air in the cloud-breeding
area due to the air flowing
from the southeast, east, or northeast up the sides of the mountains or
foothills,
lifting
of the air due to local storms~ or squall lines forming
over the east slopes of the mountains and becoming sufficiently
intense
to start an eastward movement, cold fronts, or a combination of one or more
of these methods. This results in increased instability
within local areas
of the airmass, tending to trigger
a vigorous and rapid intensification
of
a potential hailstorm.
If one can control the release of this energy as to place, and time
by the introduction
of silver iodide in the proper amounts, the energy
transformation
will be more gradual and widespread. The physical change
from the supercooled state to the ice crystal stage, releases heat energy.
If there are ample ice nuclei present, the energy is released slowly and
dispersed gradually,
laterally
as well as vertically.
This effect minimizes
vertical
cloud development and cuts down the threat of hail. We operate in
such a way that this effect takes place simultaneously over wide areas.

BASIC CONCEPTS
UNDERLYING
OURCOMMERCIAL
HAIL SUPPRESSION
OPERATIONAL
TECHNIQ.UES
INCLUDE:
1. Increasing the number of ice nuclei present by introducing
silver
iodide. Assuming the amount of moisture in the cloud or airmass remains
the same, this requir~that
the individual
drops or ice crystals
forming
on nuclei be small. The small sizes are less likely
to grow into hailstones and if they should fall would be more likely
to melt before reaching the ground. If an entire cloud system can be glaciated continuously
no hail forms.
2.

Introducing

silver

iodide

into
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supercooled

clouds or into

an

airmass continually
and at a time of day which reduces a hail threat.
For example, the silver iodide would be released on a broad scale in
the early forenoon prior to the average hail threat times (before intense surface heating during the afternoon).
The resultant
effect on
atmospheric energy transformations
might be compared to a full reservoir
from Which water can be released gradually in contrast to the rupturing
of a dam which would suddenly release all the stored water (energy)
producing great damage.
3. Introducing
silver
iodide into the supercooled clouds or into
an airmass well back into the foothills
so that any release of energy
will occur well west of the Blue Hill Lookout or Mockingbird Hill Lookout (about 40 miles west of targetarea)
before reaching the hail suppression target.
4. Seeding with silver
iodide causes some heat to form in the airmass orsupercooled cloud when it is carried to high levels where the
temperature is minus 5°C. (plus 23°F.) or colder.
When this action
occurs simultaneously over a wide area it causes the airmass to become
more stable. Other weather parameters being equal, the vertical
currents
that are responsible for carrying liquid (unfrozen) moisture to higher
levels are decreased.
5. Intense heating of the air in contact with the ground resulting
from the sun’s heating has been found to be very important in the formation of hailstorms.
It has been observed that cumulus-type clouds will
spread laterally
(that is, cover a larger area) as theyare seeded and
crystallization
takes place resulting
in the effect described in 4.
Through concentrated cloudseeding over a target area and its upwind approaches, this lateral
spread of the cloud system greatly reduces the
amount of insolation
which reaches the ground, further reducing the
chance of rapid and intense vertical
cloud development.
6. When silver
iodide is released into a supercooled cloud, the
moisture changes to ice crystals
(or snow). When and if hail should
form from the ice crystals,
the hail will be opaque (milky in color),
soft, and will generally melt before reaching the ground. If hail
forms from supercooled water, it will appear clear, will be relatively
hard and hailstones will more likely
reach the ground and cause crop
damage in comparison to soft opaque stones.
One very important phase of a commercial hail Suppression project
is the requirement that it must be carried out 24 hours per day, seven days
per week for the entire funded area. Randomization, which leaves some
storms unseeded, is not practiced in commercial hail suppression because
farmers could lose their entire crop in a few minutes (the length of time
required for the hail cell to traverse a farm) should a single un~eeded
storm produce severe hail. Round the clock operations are also important
when considering
the fringe benefits from rain increase. It must be noted
that 30 to 40% of the summer rainfall
in Alberta occurs between 9:00 P.M.
and 6:00 A.M. Cloudseeding during severe storms with aircraft
generally
is confined to the daylight hours andVFR conditions;
therefore,
only a
network of ground generators achieves optimum efficiency
for rain increase.
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This phase of the program has become a vital
in connection with our work in Alberta.

adjunct

to hail

suppression

OURCOMMERCIAL
OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY COMPLETE
BY 1961
After
specifically

five years of field research and operations in hail suppression
for Alberta, we had been able to accomplish the following:

1. Development of realistic
hail model which considered the approaching airmass, the cloud-breeding
area, and the life cycle of a series of
developing, then dissipating
cells followed by the redevelopment of new
cells.
No two cells develop identically
and the life
cycle of moving
cells across the target is found to be dependent on a proper assessment
of the meteorological
situation,
from the ground to above 40,000 feet.
2. Because of the extreme variation
in the wind flow associated
with cumulonimbus cells from the ground to 40,000 feet, specific
aircraft seeding patterns were developed to supplement continuous ground
generator operations.
These patterns were coded for rapid communication
to all pilots.
One.code number could define the approximate positions
for up to three aircraft
on one cell.
Finer adjustments and changes are made during operations depending on weather reports received continually
from the pilots,
the
Atmospheric Environmental Services special teletype circuit,
our special
weather observing network, and from single station analyses for interpreting any change in wind direction
for the entire target area.
3. Refined hail forecast technique that permitted us to estimate
timing, first
threat areas (cloud-breeding
zones), severity of threat,
likely
tops of hail cells,
and the steering winds. Timing is the key
concern so as to activate all cloudseeding systems before hail is
imminent.
4. Determine equipment requirements to do the job including
aircraft,
aircraft
generators for pyrotechnics,
ground generators, atmospheric static electricity
discharge meter, Agl output, suitable data
records, evaluation procedures, and use of experienced personnel which
was found to be the critical
element in achieving real success.
5. Excellent communications had been established
ground operations.

for

both air

and

It was in 1961 that all phases of the above accomplishments were
initiated
at the beginning of the hail season. Our basic seeding techniques
have been the same from that date, although valuable experience and skill
continue to accumulate.
EVALUATION
The actual

approximate

hail

suppression
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target

is identified

on CHART1.

This area has been variable in size and shape from year to year and has
averaged about two million acres. For evaluation purposes, Petersen and
Apedaile, 1970, selected an area defined as SI5 (shown on CHART1) as the
study target. This area was selected because the townships making up this
area were in the actual target most frequently. The study target (S15)
was located in the main "hail alley" of Alberta where the most severe hail
storms cause the maximumhail damageto crops with the greatest frequnecy.
Many townships in the study target area show average annual hail insurance
premiums as high as 20 percent. Petersen and Apedaile selected as one
control area (C9) shownon CHART
I.
The basic loss to risk (L/R)* data used in this evaluation were
furnished by the Alberta Hail Insurance Board. The historical
data starts
with 1919, but due to missing data for 1937 and other changes in the early
records, it was decided to use the continuous historical
period starting
with 1938. One potentially serious limitation
in using L/R data is the
variations in risk written from season to season. Petersen and Apedaile,
1970, concluded that "for these two areas ($15 and C9), variations
risk written from year to year and trends over longer periods do not seriously affect reliability
of loss risk ratios for evaluation of total area
losses."
Based on the L/R data of$15 and C9 we find:
For selected study target $15 a.

L/R for historical period (1938-1960) prior
to full hail suppression) = 12.4

b.

L/R for full hail suppression period
(1961-1968) = 3.5

For selected control area C9 a.

L/R for historical
period (1938-1960) prior
to full hail suppression) =6.8

b.

L/R for the 1961-1968 interval (during full
hail suppression for $15) = 5.6

This change for C9 from 6.8 to 5.6 is insignificant
due undoubtedly
to occasional effects from seeding when airstreams being treated were moving from south to north. It is very important to note that no other 8
successive year period out of a total of 16 intervals for $15 (historical
record prior to full hail suppression) averaged less than 10.2. This compares with 3.5 for the 8 successive years for the hail suppression period
(1961-1968).

*(Estimated loss) divided by the (risk insured) x (100) expressed
as a percentage. The L/R in any givenseason refers to both the areal extent
and the intensity of damagewithin a specified region.
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Based on the average L/R for the study target area ($15)
(prior to complete commercial operations) and only 3.5 for the
p~ession period, the amount of hail damage was 71% less during
pression. This compares with little
change in the control area

of 12.4
hail suphail sup(C9).

Figure 1 reviews L/R data in the selected target $15, 1) before
operations,
2) during research and testing period, and 3) during operational interval
(see Figure i). The period from 1956 through 1960 was defined
as a developmental interval
in our effort to achieve maximumefficiency.
Various combinations of personnel~ equipment, and procedures were tried
to find the best arrangement within funding available.
By 1961, these
objectives had been achieved and from that year onward L/R was held well
below the historical
average. Thus the conclusion was finally
reached
placing the reduction in L/R by 71%.
Referring to Figure 1, the average L/R before operations (1938-1955)
is 12.3. During the operational
period (1961-1968), the L/R is 3.5. This,
too, gives 71% less hail during the hail suppression interval.
Since the
eight successive year L/R average for the study target of 3.5 is smaller
than any other such interval,
it is considered highly significant.
In fact,
the 3.5 L/R is abo~one-third
as large (1/3 of 10.2) as any other eight
successive year period out of a total of 16 such intervals
(before complete
hail suppression 1938-1960).
Now, the original
objective
was to determine a benefit to cost
ratio from a full commercial hail suppression operation.
A rough average
of the size of the hail suppression target, although it varied some from
year to year, was 2,000,000 acres (rain increase benefits extended over an
area exceeding. 6.,000,000 acres* -- approaching 100% of the time during
operations).
According to Petersen-Apedaile,
the average annual value for
field crops in Alberta during the 1961-1968 period was $563,000,000.00 and
grown on about 16,000,000 acres. The actual hail suppression target of
2,000,000 acres is 1/8 of the total annual value (assuming that crop val~ue
is equally as valuable in all areas). 1/8 of $563,000,000.00 = about
$70,000,000.00 value of crops in target.
Since the long term L/R average
is about 9.6 (this refers to Actual Target shown on CHARTI), this means
that over a period of several years the amount of hail damage to crops as
a result of hail would average about 9.6%.
The 9.6% of $70,000,000.00 = $6,700,000.00 average loss in hail
suppression target because of hail. The 71% decrease in hail damage from
hail suppression operations suggested from an examination of historical
L/R data indicates
a benefit to the farmers of $4,700,000.00, or 71% of
$6,700,000.00.

*See CHART1 for location of silver iodide ground generator network
for 1963 (which was typical).
Each generator site is identified
with
star and note several were over 50 miles distance from target.
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ALBERTA

HAIL INSURANCE

BOARD

LOSS TO RISK DATA FOR HAIL SUPPRESSION

TARGET AREB(

TARGET

Before
Operat±ons
’1938
12.10
1939
7.67
1940
6.51
1941
12.68
1942
4.60
10.99
1943
1944
15.34
1945
14.37
1946
.9.51
7.69
1947
1948
9.46
1949
15.65
195o
5.12
1951
29.31
4.62
1952
1953~..25.Ol
1954
25.45.
1955
4.80
..
~

Research
&
Testing
Period

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

15.47
8.82
0.15
27.82 ---"
12.25

Op erationai!
1961
1962
1963
" " "1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

4.08
3.33
5.72
2.83
4.03
2.87
3.95.
1. O1

i

3.5
J12,3

Average

Loss

Lo Risk

Average

Loss

Lo Risk

AVERAGE. REDUCTION IN HAIL DAMAGE

Hail suppression operati ns perform

by Irving P. Kricl< Associate~ of Canad.a~ Lgd.

I-X-As used by Prof. Peters~n in a restricted report 25 September 1976
Figure

1

The cost for hail suppression and rain increase for the full hail
suppression target per season averaged about $100,000.00. This gives a
benefit-to-cost
ratio of about 47 to I. Thus, for every $I.00 spent there
would be a return of about $47.00 as a result of hail suppression alone.
Note that this does not include benefits from rain increase. The benefitto-cost ratio for rain increase, which extended over a total area of about
6,000,000 acres, far exceeds that for hail suppression.
RAIN INCREASEANDOTHERBENEFITSACCOMPANY
HAIL SUPPRESSION
Based on our own experience, as well as that of many others in the
field of weather modification,
an estimate of precipitation
increases
achieved from cloudseeding in summer storms is a minimum of 15 to 20%. In
connection with the operations in Alberta, we have found these values to
be very conservative indeed.
The normal rainfall
for the target during June, July and August is
about 8 inches. If we take the lower value of 15% increase, this would
equal 1.2 inches. It has been estimated by agricultural
experts that one
additional
inch of rainfall
will produce an added 3 bushels of Alberta
wheat per acre. This would equal an added benefit of at least $3.00 per
acre at that time. We are assuming the value of other crops to be in this
range also. Crop values are higher now. The original
cost per acre for
hail suppression was $i00,000.00 divided by 2,000,000. If we assume that
the farmers paid the $I00,000.00 for rain increase only, this would still
give a benefit-to-cost
ratio of 30 to I, assuming half of the land lay
fallow.
This means that $30.00 is added to each farmer’s income for every
$I.00 spent. Now, if we take the entire area in Alberta affected by
fringe benefits from rain increase as 6,000,000 acres (see ground generator
network on Chart I) and that one half lay fallow,
this equals $9,000,000.00
added benefits to the Alberta farmers and ranchers. Again, assume that
the entire cost of the operation is for rain increase, at an average of
$100,000.00 per crop season. This alone gives a benefit-to-cost
ratio of
90 to I excluding the benefit-to-cost
of 47 to I for hail suppression (only
within the study target).
The Institute
published statements
are :

of Atmospheric Sciences, 1970, made the following
which tend to substantiate
some of our findings.

They

1. "From what is known at this time the cloud seeding techniques
and technology for hail suppression and rain increase operations are
sufficiently
similar for the programs to be emerged."
2. "Benefits obtained from hail suppression would be in addition
to those received from rain increase operations."
3. Quotes spring wheat yield studies that indicate
for "each
additional
inch of annual rainfall
over 8 inches increased yields in
the Great Plains by an average of 2.19 bushels per acre. However,
South Dakota wheat yield is highly dependent on growing season precipi-
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tation.Therefore,an additionalinch of rainfal|duringthe growing
seasonshouldincreasewheatyieldeven morethan 2.19 bushelsper
acre.The increasedyieldmight,be as much or more than that found
for southernSaskatchewan,
Canada,wherethe yieldincreasedby approximately6.5 bushelsper acre for eachadditionalinch of waterused
above10.5inches".
4. Each additionalinch of annualprecipitation
increasesthe
averageannual-unit-months
per acre by 15 to 20% (undermoderateuse
in the growingseason).This appliesto grassproductionfor grazing
in northernPlainsand southernCanada.
5. Each additionalinch of mean annualprecipitation
increases
the valueof land and buildingsat an averageof about$8.00to $27.00
per acre (basedmostlyon 2 areas,West Rivergrazinglandsand East
Rivercroplandsin So~thDakota).
6. "A programof cloudseedingwhichsubstantially
reduceshail
wouldbringlarge economicbenefitsto propertyowners."Savingson
insurancepremiumsto insurefarm buildings,etc.againsthail damage
couldbe substantial.
The abovebenefitslistedin items4, 5, and 6 are considered
importantbut have not been includedin the benefitto costratioscitedabove.
The AWMC*preparedan evaluationof crop yieldsbasedon the relationshipof wheatyieldsin cloudseeding
projectsand in the Provincein comparisonto the historicalrecordpriorto cloudseeding.
GRAPH1 shows these
comparisons.
GRAPH1 indicatesthat the increasein wheatyieldsin the
seededarea is more than6 bushelsper acre (twicethe valuewe have used
in this report)greaterthan in the non-seededarea.It must be emphasized
againthat severalmillionacresoutsidethe targetarea receivesfringe
benefitsfromrain increase.
A briefexplanation
of GRAPH1 -- note the following:
1. Closerelationship
of all areas priorto cloudseeding
for
period1942-1956.
2. Closerelationship
betweenProvinceand WheatlandCounty,
both not cloudseeded,
is maintainedfor 1957-1962period.Project
yieldsup sharply.
3. Sharp advancein yieldsof both cloudseeding
areascompared
to Province1963-1968.

*AlbertaWeatherModification
Co-op(groupsponsoring
the hail
suppression
researchand field operations).
The Graphwas prepared
by J. T. Bishop,Data CompilingDivisionof AWMC,1969.

’
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1963

CLOUDSEEDING

4. Wheatland County had a 6 year average of 2 bushels
the highest individual
year in history.

higher

than

5. Part of this increase may have been due to improved farming
practices,
but it may still
prove significant
when viewing subsequent
years.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Commercial hail suppression operations (based on the Alberta
project from 1961 through 1968) show a benefit-to-cost
ratio of 47 to 1.
Added benefits in the study target from rain increase were 30 to I.
Thus, total benefit-to-cost
in the target ~s about 77 to I.
2. For the 1961-1968 period of operations and based on the PetersenApedaile 1970 report,..the
hail damage in the study target was 71% less
than during the historical
period 1938-1960 while at the same time no
significant
change occurred in the control area.
3. Fringe benefits from the inevitable
rain increase phase over a
total of about 6,000,000 acres ( 3 times the size of hail suppression
target) yielded a benefit-to-cost
of around 90 to 1.
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ABSTRACT
Warm seeding experiments, using aircraft,
were conducted in three
different
regions in India during the summer monsoon of 1973. Cloud drop
samples were obtained, during these experiments, in a few cases of isolated
cumulus/cumulus complexes while they had been repeatedly seeded. For this
purpose, glass slides coated with magnesium -oxide smoke were exposed by
hand operated gadgets through the window of the seeder aircraft.
Analysis of the data collected pointed out marked changes in the
microstructureof the clouds following seeding. The drop size distribution broadened. The median volume diameter increased. The drop concentration decreased.The liquid water content increased.
It was argued that the features noticed as above could be due to the
combined effect of the accelerated condensation and coalescence processes
following seeding.
INTRODUCTION
In-cloud measurements during cloud seeding experiments, besides
improving our understanding of the cloud microstructure,
may help provide
a physical basis for the evaluation of the experiments conducted. Valuable knowledge has been gained from the seeding experiments recently reported on cold clouds (Sax et al., 1973, Dennis and Schleusener, 1973) as well
as on warm clouds (Cunningham and Glass, 1972) which had embodied measurements on various cloud physical parameters. Evaluation done was, sometimes,
based extensively
on the changes noticed in the cloud physical parameters
following seeding (Hobbs et al., 1972).
Experiments on warm clouds, using aircraft,
were undertaken in three
different
regions in India during the summer monsoon (June to September)
of 1973. Drop size distributions
were measured, during the experiments,
in a limited number of.cases of isolated cumulus/cumulus complexes while
those had been repeatedly seeded. Analysis of the data revealed marked
changes in cloud microstructure
following
seeding. All the measurements
made are presented anddiscussed.
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EXPERIMENTAL
REGIONS
o
The experiments were conducted in the regions of Poona (18°32’N, 73
51’E, 559 m MSL), Bombay (18°54’N, 72o49’E, 11 m MSL) and Rihand (24°12’N,
83o03’E,*).
Poona is in the rain shadow belt of the Western Ghats, and it
is about 150 km from the coast. Bombay is on the coast. Rihand is well
inland and is about 500 km from the coast. Measurements were made from
the middle of the monsoon at Poona and towards the end of it at Bombay and
Rihand.
SEEDINGEXPERIMENT
The details of the seeding experiment conducted in each of the three
regions mentioned are given (Krishna et al., 1974a, b; Kapoor et al., 1974).
The experimental operation for repeated seeding entailed dispersal of seeding material,
at a nearly constant altitude
of a few hundred feet above the
cloud base, by following a flight
path which involved a given number of traverses through the cloud at that altitude.
The duration of initial
traverse
through the cloud varied from 1 to 8 minutes, depending upon the thickness
of the cloud under question.
The seedingmaterial
used was a pulverised
mixture of commonsalt and soapstone taken in the ratio of 10:1 with particle
mode diameter of about i0 microns. The rate of seeding varied up to I0 kg
per km of flight
path.
METHOD
OF MEASUREMENT
Size distribution
of cloud drops was measured by the impaction
technique on magnesium-oxide coated slides.
A spring loaded sampler, which
is hand operated (Srivastava and Kapoor, 1960), was employed for exposing
the slides.
The slides used were of width 6 mmand exposed to the cloud,
subjected to seeding, through a window of the DC-3 seeder aircraft
for a
period of 200 milli-seconds.
A sample each was obtained for every traverse
made through the cloud. As the main attention
of the party working on board
the aircraft
was concentrated on the seeding operation, it did not become
possible to sample the cloud drops more than once in a traverse.
The drop size distribution
was determined by measuring the crater
sizes on the exposed slides under an optical microscope, and by applying
corrections
for flattening
factor (May, 1950) and collection
efficiencies
of the slide for droplets of various sizes (Ranz and Wong, !952). The
-1.
average cruising speed of the seeder aircraft
was 54 m sec
Drops of size 2 microns and less were not collected by the slide.
The number concentrations
given by the measurements are, therefore,
underestimated. The size measurements made were at intervals
of 7 microns for
clouds at Poona and Bombay and 5 microns for clou~at Rihand.
The collection

efficiency

of the slide

* 310.5 m MSL
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is nearly

unity

for

drops of

diameter25 micronsand above.The changesindicatedin the spectrumwidth
in the highersize end are,therefore,considered
to representthe true
picture.The estimatedvaluesof the liquidwatercontentare also considered
to representthe true picture,as the contribution
by the missingdropsin
thisregardis negligible.
RESULTS
The designsof the seedingexperiments
at Poonaand Rihandwere such
that they entailedseedingof all the cloudswhichwere presentin the flight
path.Therewere,therefore,no casesof unseededcloudsin theseregions
for measurement
duringthe periodof the experiments.
!n the experimentat
Bombay,whichmadeuse of radarfor analysis,’
no penetrations
weremade
throughunseededclouds.Measurements
were made in four cases of seeded
cloudsat Poonaand in one suchcase eachat Bombayand Rihand.
The numberof traversesthroughthe cloud,when measurements
were
made,variedfrom 3 to 7, and samplingwas done oncein each such traverse.
The individualsamplescorrespondto horizontalpathlengthsof about10
metersand representa cloudvolumeof about2 litres.
POONA
The values noted of maximumdrop diameter, drop concentration, liquid
water content and median volume diameter in the successive seeding traverses
madein the cloud cases on August 4, 5, 16 and October 24, are given in Table
1. The number concentration in different size groups is shown in Figure 1 to
4. The minimummeandiameter noted in each traverse in all the cases was 2
microns.
August4: The cloud complexwas of verticalthickness3 km and
length25 km. It wa.~seededwith1,500kg df materialin 6 traverses.
Measurements
were made in traversesI, II, Ill and V. The size spectrum
progressively
broadenedfrom 42 to 245 microns.The medianvolumediameter
was minimumin traverseI. The drop concentration
was minimumin traverse
Ill. The liquidwatercontentwas maximumin traverseIf.
August5: The--cloudcomplexwas of verticalthicknessI km and
length16 km. It was seededwith 1,300kg of materialin six traverses.
Measurements
were made in traversesI to IV. The size spectrumprogressively broadenedfrom 91 to 168 microns.The medianvolumediameterwas minimum in traverseI. The drop concentration
was minimumin traverseIll. The
liquidwatercontentwas maximumin traverseII.
August16: The. cloudcomplexwas of verticalthickness2 km and
length10 km. It was seededwith 400 kg of materialin threetraverses.
Measurements
were made in all the traverses.The size spectrumprogressivelybroadenedfrom 42 to 175 microns.The medianvolumediameterwas
minimumin traverseI. The drop concentration
was minimumin traverseIll.
The liquidwatercontentwas maximumin traverseIIIo
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October 24: The cloud complex was of vertical
thickness 1 km and
length 6 km. It was seeded with 850 kg of material in 9 traverses.
Measurements were made in the first
7 traverses.
The size spectrum broadened from
84 to 224 microns with the peak in traverse VI. The median volume diameter
was minimum in traverse I. The drop concentration
was minimum in traverse
IV. The liquid water content was maximum in traverse VI.
Table I:

Date

Variation
of microstructure,
following
in the clouds at Poona
Traverse
No.

August 4

I

Median
volume
diameter
(microns)

V

29.7
21.8
9.9
18.8

0.04
3.08
2.37
2.88

13.4
70.5
77.4
66.3

I
II
III
IV

91
140
154
168

91.3
92.6
14.8
29.7

0.35
0.64
0.27
0.62

19.4
23.6
34.9
34.1

I
II
III

42
98
175

12.6
12.6
10.6

0.02
0.17
0.25

15.4
29.4
35.3

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

84
126
182
91
161
224
161

12.5
37.8
16.5
11.2
30.4
28.1
32.2

0.17
0.98
0.32
0.16
1.08
1.86
0.69

29.6
36.7
33.2
29.8
40.8
50.2
34.5

August 16

October 24

Liquid
water
content
(gm per m3)

42
224
224
245

II
III
August 5

Maximum
Drop Condrop dia- centration
meter
(number per
(microns)
cc)

seeding,

BOMBAY
The data relating
to the cloud case on September 29 are given in
table 2 and figure 5. The minimum drop diameter noted in each traverse
was 2 microns.
The cloud was of vertical
thickness 1 km and length 3 km. It was
seeded with 600 kg of material in 8 traverses.
Measurements were made in
traverses I, III,
IV, VI and VIII. The size spectrum broadened from 56 to
224 microns with the peak in traverse VI. The median volume diameter was
minimum in traverse I. The drop concentration
was minimum in traverse IV.
The liquid water content was maximumin traverse VI.
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Table 2:

Date

Variationof microstructure,
followingseeding,
in the cloudat Bombay

TraverseMaximum
Drop concen-Liquid
dropdia- tration
water
No,
(numberper content
meter
cc)
(gm per 3)
(microns)

September29

I
III
IV
VI
VIII

56
196
112
224
77

52.0
27.1
20.0
36.2
48.2

0.31
0.52
0.]3
0.68
0.31

Median
volume
diameter
(microns)
22.5
33.2
23.4
33.1
23.1

RIHAND
The datarelatingto the cloudcase on September22 are givenin
table 3 and figure6. The minimummean diameternoted in each traversewas
5 microns.
The cloudcomplexwas of verticalthickness2.5 km and length3 km.
It was seededwith 150 kg of matreialin four traverses.Measurements
were
madein traverses.-.I to IIl.-~,The size spectrum progressively broadenedfrom
45 to 70 microns. The median volume diameter was minimumin traverse I.
The drop concentration was minimumin traverse Ill.
The liquid water was
maximumin traverse Ill.
Table3: Variationof microstructure,
followingseeding,
in the cloudat Rihand.

Date

September22

TraverseMaximum
Drop concen-Liquid
Median
drop dia- tration
No.
water
volume
(numberper content
meter
diameter
(gm per 3) ( microns)
(microns)
cc)
I
II
!.II

45
50
70

38.3
47.5
21.8

0.10
0.22
0.25

17.3
20.6
28.4

DISCUSSION
The followingphysical..changes
tookplace,afterthe firsttraverse,
in all the casesof the seededclouds.The drop size distribution
broadened,
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The median volume diamter increased. The drop concentration
decreased. The
liquid
water content increased.
The changes noticed are systematic.
Keeping
in view that the data obtained in the first
traverse,
in each case, would represent conditions of the cloud in its natural state, the changes noticed in
the subsequent traverses may be attributed
to seeding.
There is justification
to consider that the data relating
to the
first
traverse represent the natural conditions of the cloud because, in
the seeder aircraft,
the location of drop-sampling was ahead of the seedreleasing location,
besides being at higher elevation.
The sampling
gadget was operated from a window near the cockpit whereas the outlet of
the seed releasing gadget was situated below the fuselage near the tail.
The portion Sampled of thecloud in the first
traverse was, therefore,
unlikely
to have been affected by the seeds released. The processes which
would have contributed
for..the
changes noticed in cloud microstructure
in
subsequent traverses are considered below.
The maximumdrop size noted in the initial
traverses was 91 microns
in the clouds at Poona (Table 1, Figure 2) and 56 microns in the cloud
Bombay (Table. 2, Figure 5). The presence, in the cloud, of such big size
drops initially
suggests that the process of coalescence would have set in,
in the natural course, early in its active growth stage. It is not known
whether the process was progressing or it became inefficient
by the time
seeding was undertaken. The possibility
of coalescence process starting
early in the natural course and becoming rapidly inefficient
subsequently,
as was found to be the case.in continental
warm clouds by Takeuchi (1972),
may not be ruled out in maritime clouds also, specially
in the ~bsence of
favorable circulation
features.
Such possibility
appears to be strong in
the case of clouds at Poona, for, the station is situated in a rain-shadow
belt on the lee of the Western Ghats. It could also be so in the case of
clouds at Bombay during theperiod of measurement because that period
coincided with the withdrawal of the monsoon there. But, following
seeding, the size spectrum spectacularly
broadened in the clouds both at Poona
and Bombay. The finding suggests that the process.of coalescence became
accelerated in the clouds .after they had been seeded with commonsalt.
The seeded cloud at Rihand did not exhibit spectacular broadening (Table 3,
Figure 6). Thigcloud was different
from the clouds experimented at Poona
and Bombay in that it was located in a region which is far inland.
Temperature measurements were made inside clouds at Poona during
the seeding experiment. The measurements showed rise up to 2°C, in portions of clouds, following seeding pointing out the possibility
of updraft
development inside as a result of warm seeding (Ramachandra Murty et al.,
1974). It is noted that the condensation, induced by even a gentle updraft,
could help change the cloud drop spectrum in such a way that coalescence
would be accelerated (Kovetz and Olund, 1969). Also, the combined effects
of condensation and coalescence on the development of droplet-size
spectra
in cumulus cloud have been stressed (Jonas and Mason, 1974). The marked
changes in the size spectrum noticed after seeding, in the present measurements, appear ~o be due to the combined effect of the accelerated condensation and coalescence processes brought about by seeding.
The size spectrum in one extreme case, namely, August 4, broadened
up to 224 microns after the first
traverse (Table I, Figure 1). Keeping
in view that the duration of the traverse alone in this case was 8 minutes
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and that it would take some minutes before the second traverse could commenceand sampling was done, the finding suggests that drizzle size drops
were producedin a.periodof aboutI0 minutesfo..llowing
seeding.The
featurenoticedseemsto be in orderin view of the recentmodelcalculationsreported(Leightonand Rogers,1974)accordingto which,under
suitableconditions,
dropsapproaching
precipitation
size form in warm
cloudsby the combinedprocessof condensation
and coalescence
in time
periodsof 10-15minutes.
CONCLUSION
The featurespointedout abovesuggestthatthe changesnoticed
in the cloudmicrostructure
afterseedingcouldbe due to seedingand that
such changesbecomedetectable
by a simpleobservational
programas in the
presentstudy.
Non-homogeneity
in microstructure
is characteristic
of cumulus
cloud(Squires,1958 and Vulfsonet al., 1973).The portioncoveredinsidea
givencloudmightnot and couldnot necessarily
be the same in each traverse.The possibility
of the observedchangein microstructure
from one
traverseto anotherresultingfrom non-homogenity
alonein the cloudcannot,
therefore,be eliminated.
Extensivemeasurements
should,therefore,be.
made in many cloudcases,includingunseededones,beforedefinitiveconclusionsbecomespossibleof the effectof seedingon the microsturcture
of the cloud.
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FIGURES1-6
VARIATION OF DROPSIZEDISTRIBUTION IN DIFFERENT
TRAVERSES.THE ORDINATEIS SHIFTED FOR CLARITY
BY ONESCALEEACHFOR SUCCESSIVE
TRAVERSES
INDICATED.
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PROOFOF LEGALCAUSATIONIN WEATHER
MODIFICATIONLITIGATION:
REINBOLDV. SUMNER
FARMERS,INC., ANDIRVING P. KRICK, INC.
Ray Jay Davis
College of Law
University of Arizona
Pierre St.-Amand
112 Blueridge
China Lake, California

1.

INTRODUCTION

In 1974 there was a "bumper crop" of weather modification
litigation.
There were only a dozen or so cloud seeding lawsuits tried during the preceeding twenty-five
years of artificial
weather alteration
(Davis, 1974a). Two
cases were filled
and disposed of in 1974; one case was filed,
but has not
yet come to a hearing; and another case which had been initiated
in 1972
was tried last year. Perhaps no statistical
significance
can be drawn
from moving from an average of one case every two years to four cases in
a single year, but happily-employed lawyers and expert witnesses undoubtedly
found comfort in the increased volume of litigation.
Fortunately
for
weather modifiers and their insurers,
the 1974 crop of cases yielded no
defeats.
The year opened with the filing
in January of the complaint in
Montana Wilderness Association v. Hodel, a case which challenged the
issuance of an operational permit for the seeding in .the Hungry Horse area
of Montana. In the winter the sponsor called off the project because
there had been adequate precipitation
for the sponsor’s needs. In the summer the court dismissed the case as moot because there no longer was any
"case or. controversy"--a
constitutional
prerequisite,
without which the
federal courts could not exercise their jurisdiction.
In May a group of Texans who had opposed issuance of an operating
permit for a seeding project in the western part of the state instituted
an action designated as Farmers and Ranchers for Natural Weather v.
Atmospherics, Inc. In June a hearing was held at Littlefield,
Texas on
the motion of the plaintiffs
for a temporary injunction
ordering a halt
in the seeding. They argued that, under the position adopted by the Texas
courts during litigation
in the 1950’s, landowners were entitled
to whatever precipitation
would naturally
fall
over their property.
Experts for
thedefendants testified
that there had been no diminution of precipitation
resulting
from the seeding; their lawyers argued that passage of regulatory
legislation
in Texas subsequent to the earlier
litigation
had superseded
the language in those cases and authorized issuance of the permit. The
judge ruled for the defendants.
Also, in June,.an administrative
claim was filed,
as a class action
with the Department of the Interior,
seeking recovery under the Federal
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Tort ClaimsAct for wrongfuldeathand propertyloss sufferedby the
victimsof the June 9, 1972,RapidCity,SouthDakotaflood(St.-Amand,
Davisand Elliott,1973).The theoryof the actionis that employees
of the Bureauof Reclamation
had contributed
to the floodingthrough
theirseeding.This case has not yet been processedthroughthe bureaucraticmill.When it is considered,
the governmentobviouslywill argue
that the seedingwas done by a contractoror granteeof the Bureauof Reclamation,and that it did not contribute
to the flood.
In Novembera jurytrialwas held at Caro,Michiganin the case of
Reinboldv. SumnerFarmers.,Inc. and IrvingP. Krick,Inc. The judge
ruledagainstthe claimfor an injunction;
the jury entereda verdict
againstthe plaintiff’s
claim for damages.Reinboldinvolvedseveral
interesting
points.A classactionhad been initiatedoriginally,
and
at the Novembertrialtherewas ampleindicationthat,in the eventof
a victoryby the plaintiff,
a long line of his neighborswas waitingto
file theirown claims.The case was heard by a jury,a rare event in
weathermodification
litigation.
Since thereis no statutedealingwith
weathermodification
in Michigan,the legalrulingswere basedon common
law. And the decisionin Reinboldultimatelyturnedon the issueof legal
causation.Althoughcausationhas been the key to defensevictoriesin a
numberof priorweathermodification
cases(Davis.1974a),the importance
of that issuewas moreclearlyrecognizedin Reinboldthan it had been in
most earlierlitigation.
Both sides focusedtheirtestimonyon questions
concerninglegalcausation.Futurelitigants--and
it is as certainas
deathand taxesthattherewill be futurelitigation
aboutcloudseeding-can profitfrom a discussion
of the factualand legalsettingin which
the causationquestionwas considered
and an analysisof proofof legal
causation
in the case.
2.. FACTS
The IrvingKri¢~organization
firstdid cloudseedingin Michigan
duringthe 1950’son behalfof the Boyne Mountainski area.Their work
involvedprovidingforecastsand doingsnow-making
for a rathersmall
targetarea.
The nextcontactthat the Krickorganization
had with Michiganwas
in 1963 whenthey ran a precipitation
enhancement
projectin the Midland
area on behalfof Dow ChemicalCompany,a clientfor whom they had done
forecastwork in Texas.The Midlandprojectwas designedto increase
streamflow
so that the industrial
effluentfrom Dow’soperationswouldbe
dilutedenoughto bringDow withinthe statepollutioncontrollaw.
During1971and into 1972 therewas a droughtin Michiganwhich
~dverselyaffectedcrops.John Baker,the countyagricultural
extension
agentfrom GratiotCounty,recalledthe 1963 seedingand traveledto Palm
Springs,California
to discusswith Dr. Krickthe possibility
of operating
a rainmakingprojectfor centralMichigan.Afterthis initialcontact,a
contractwas negotiated
betweenIrvingP. Krick,Inc.,of Texas,one of
five corporations
throughwhichDr. Krickand his associates
do business,
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and the central
of farmers, was
cation project.
counties (Krick,

Michigan farmers. Sumner Farmers, Inc., an organization
a party to the contract as a sponsor of the weather modifiThe target area involved Gratiot,
Montcalm, and Isabella
1972, 1975).

Michael Irwin Reinbold is a thirty-one
year old farmer who, along
with his father and brother, operates a farm in Almer Township, Tuscola
County, Michigan. They own and rent about seven hundred and seventy acres.
The county seat, Caro, is southeast of Bay City which is at the tip of
Saginaw Bay on Lake Huron. The Reinbold farm is about fifty
miles east
of the Gratiot County line, the closest part of Krick’s target area.
One of the twenty-two ground-based silver iodide generators used
in the project was located at Holland, a city near Lake Michigan in the
western part of the state. This generator was one hundred forty-five
miles
from the Reinbold farm. At midnight on July ii, 1972 the Holland generator was turned on. It was operated until eleven o’clock that morning.
The Agl output was 0.5 gm/hour. A total of 5.5 grams of Agl was emitted.
Between two and four in the afternoon of July 11 a severe storm
with hail and rain together,
and accompanied by high winds, struck
Tuscola County. According to Mr. Reinbold, on July ii, he saw a strange
cloud to the west all by itself.
It was small (not like a thunderhead)
oval with a little
peak, and grey. It was lightning
and thundering,
so he
quit cultivating
his fields.
The accompanying winds came from all angles
and blew water into his house. The excessive precipitation
from the storm
drowned Reinbold’s planting of oats, corn, wheat, sugar beets, beans
and soybeans. This greatly reduced his crop yields and as a consequence
his 1972 income was reduced below what it would have been had the storm
not taken place. Reinbold did recover $2,000 on a wind insurance policy,
and he received a federal loan which needed to be only partially
repaid.
He had no hail insurance in 1972. Overall he calculated
his unreimbursed
loss from the storm at $37,500.
3.

PLAINTIFF’S COMPLAINT

Farmers in Tuscola County were aware of the central Michigan seeding
project.
There had been accounts about it in the area newspapers, at least
one of them learned about it through business contacts in Gratiot County,
and a group of them had visited John Baker to complain about the seeding.
They got little
comfort from him. Their delegation objected because of
a storm on June fifth.
The seeding for the summer 1972 project did not
start until June fourteenth.
Reinbold did some reading in local libraries
about cloud seeding,
employed Leo Maki of Caro as his attorney, and through him filed a complaint against Sumner Farmers, Inc., and Irving P. Krick, Inc., on
November 7, 1972. The complaint was filed in the local Michigan state
court, the Circuit
Court for the Fortieth
Judicial
Circuit.
It was assigned to Judge James P. Churchill
inTuscola County at Caro, and was
given the file number 2734. Reinbold asked for $37,500 in damages, an
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injunction
against
be a class action.

further

seeding,

and an order dec|ari~g

the suit

to

In order to prevail in an action for damages, the plaintiff
must
allege and prove that (I) he has suffered a loss, (2) the conduct
the defendant caused that loss, and (3) the defendant’s conduct constituted a nuisance, amounted to a~espass, was negligent,
or was of such
a nature that it could be characterized
as an ultrahazardous activity
and would give rise to strict
liability.
The first
count of Reinbold’s
complaint alleged.the
loss, causation,
and strict
liability.
The next
three counts alleged nuisance, trespass, and negligence; and each count
incorporated by reference the allegations
of loss and causation.
Trespass to real property involves intentionally
causing something
to enter the property. In earlier
times trespass did not cover the emission
of small particles,
such as silver
iodide crystals.
Zt did cover throwing water onto the land of another person. There were, of course,
no cases dealing with causing rain. Some of the more modern cases have
allowed the action for intrusion
by air pollutants.
Trespass might have
been a viable theory in this case (Davis, 1970).
The law of nuisance involves balancing the weight of the p|aintiff’s
interests
against those of the defendant. When the defendant acts intentionally
(as did Krick),
there is substantial
harm to the plaintiff’s
right to the use of his property,
and the balance of interests
is struck
in the plaintiff’s
favor, the plaintiff
will prevai|.
But in striking
that balance the court must consider the value of the seeding project
as against the harm from it. The balance, thus, might have been struck
in Krick’s favor (Davis, 1970).
Negligence is carelessness.
To prove negligence Reinhold needed to
establish that Krick’s conduct fell below the standard of Care of his
profession.
The law requires that persons who hold themselves out to be
experts conduct themselves as would other members of the same profession.
To win on a negligence count, Reinbold would have to establish
that, in
the eyes of other experts, Krick’s
conduct was care|ess.
To do that he
would have to introduce such testimony from such experts CProsser, 1971).
Because the negligence, trespass, and nuisance theories al|, to
some extent, involve proving fault by a defendant, most ~|aintiffs
would
prefer to proceed on an ultrahazardous activity
theory which requires no
proof of fault.
To use such a theory a plaintiff
must show that the
activity
is of an abnormally dangerous nature, something like blasting,
operation of an atomic power plant, or fumigation with cyanide. The law
of some states specifically
rules that weather modification
is not an
ultrahazardous activity
(Ackermann, Changnon, and Davis, 1974; Davis, 1974b).
Two state statutes treat cloud seeding as though itis
ultrahazardous.
Michigan has no statute.
On February 10, 1973, Krick, through his attorney,
Richard G. Smith,
answered the complaint. Mr. Smith was selected by the Insurance Company
of North America which carried legal liability
insurance for Irving.
P.
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Krick, Inc. Under the terms of the policy the company had the right and
the obligation
to defend its policy holder. Mr. Smith, whose office is
in Bay City, Michigan, is a former judge. Sumner Farmers, Inc., answered
the complaint on February 21st. Their attorney,
Jefferson Arnold, was
from Gratiot County.
Both answers denied fault and objected to the strict
liability
theory; both denied causation; and both stated that the plaintiff
would
have to prove any losses. They objected to the motion to declare a
class and to the request for injunctive
relief.
In one respect their
answer differed.
Sumner Farmers asserted that, if Krick did cause harm,
he was acting apart from any instructions
as an independent contractor
and that Sumner Farmers had no authority
over such acts and would not be
responsible for them.
4.

APRIL 1973 HEARING

The plaintiff’s
motion, to enjoin the seeding, asked both for a
temporary injunction
to cover the time between a summary hearing and a
full-dress
hearing on the merits and for a permanent injunction
to be
awarded after the full-dress
hearing. This sort of motion is commonplace.
In many instances the parties accept the decision in the temporary injunction hearing (or can afford no further litigation
expenses), and the lawsuit terminates there. Some weather modification
cases have ended in
that fashion. Dr. Krick believed after the hearing in this case on the
temporary injunction
that the plaintiff
would pursue the matter no
further.
Although such was not the case, the importance of this part of
the proceedings cannot be overlooked.
In preparation for the hearing, the lawyers began their discovery
procedure. Modern trials
are no longer conducted like card games in
which neither side knows what is in the hand of the other party. Rules
of procedure permit the lawyers to take depositions from the parties and
to ask interrogatories
of them. Mr. Smith took Mr. Reinbold’s deposition
on April 3, 1973. After the hearing, and before the trial,
written
interrogatories
were asked by the attorneys of both Krick and Reinbold.
The hearing on the temporary injunction
was held on April 13, 1973
before Judge Churchill.
After hearing the testimony from the parties,
he
denied the motion for the temporary injunction.
He also denied the motion
to treat the case as a class action. The consequence of his decisions was
to permit the central Michigan project to continue. Although the other
farmers (including
Reinbold’s family) clearly had an interest
in the rest
of the case and in its outcome; they decided against a class action or
joint suit and Reinbo]d proceeded alone. Had Reinbold won, they could
not have automatically
recovered; but their chances for successful negotiations
with the insurance company would have been very good.
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5.

NOVEMBER
1974 HEARING

The trialof the case was at one time set for April1974,but was
delayeduntil November.It took place on six days:Wednesday,November
13 throughFriday,November15, and Tuesday,November19 throughThursday,
November21. The presidingjudgeat the trialwas NormanA. Baguleyof
Lapeer,Michigan.Judge Baguleyis the other circuitjudgein the 40th
JudicialCircuitof Michigan.Judge Baguleyis a naval aviator.He
had not alwayshad happyexperiences
with forecasters.

In the trial of the Yuba City flood case in California the attorneys
for the parties decided to submit their case to a judge, rather than a
jury, for his findings of fact. They felt that the technical issues
involved in weather modification litigation
could not readily be explained
to jurors (Mann, 1968). The defendants’ constitutional
right to a trial
jury was exercised, and at the first day of the trial a jury was selected
within a few hours. Six jurors and two alternates were seated. Later
one of the alternates was used. Five of the jurors were women; the lone
male was a high school principal with an MSdegree, who had some knowledge of physics. The womenserving were: a librarian,
a typist, a
retired farm wife, and a business man’s wife.

At the trial the major witnesses for the plaintiff
were Mr. Reinbold
who testified as to the storm and his losses, Bernard DeWitt who was the
expert on Michigan weather, and J. Vern Hales who was used to trace the
silver iodide plume. Testifying for the defense were Dr. Krick and Dr.
Pierre St.-Amand as experts. Other major defense witnesses were
John Baker (the Gratiot County extension agent) and William Bigelow (the
president of Sumner Farmers, Inc.). They both gave evidence relating to
the increase in crop yields resulting from the central Michigan project.
At the conclusionof the testimony,SumnerFarmersmovedfor a directedverdictin its favor.Sincethe plaintiffconsentedto the motion,
it was granted.The judgereservedmakingpublichis rulingon the motion
for a permanentinjunction.
The case for damagesagainstIrvingP. Krick,
Inc.,was submittedfor consideration
to the jury.The judge instructed
the jury as to the law they were to apply.AlthoughMichiganhas been
a leaderamongthe statesin environmental
legislation
(Sax,and Conner,
1972),it has no weathermodification
controllaw. Two billswere proposedin 1974;neitherwere passed.Consequently,
JudgeBaguleybased
his instructions
to the jury on the commonlaw of Michigan.The jury
returneda verdictin favorof the defendant,
IrvingP. Krick,Inc.
On November21, 1974 formal judgement was entered by the judge on
behalf of the defendants. There hasbeen no appeal from the judgement.
6.

LAWOFCAUSATION
The prestigious

American Law Institute,
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an.organization

composedof

leading practicing
lawyers, law
formulate a series of so-called
Restatement (Second) of the Law
tute have expressed their views
for proof of causation.

teachers, and judges, has undertaken to
"restatements"
of the law. In their
of Torts (1965), the members of the Insti-.
as to what American commonlaw requires

"In order that a negligent actor shall be liable
for another’s harm, it is necessary not only that
the actor’s conduct be negligent toward the other,
but also that the negligence of the actor be a
legal cause of the other’s harm." Sec. 430.
"The actor’s negligent conduct is a legal cause of
harm to another if (a) his conduct is a substantial
factor in bringing
about the harm. ." Sec. 431.
"(T)he actor’s negligent conduct is not a substantial factor in bringing about harm to another if the
harm would have been sustained even if the actor had
not been negligent."
Sec. 432 (1).
Thus in the law of negligence there is the requirement that the plaintiff
prove that "but for" the defendant’s conduct there would have been no
injury to the plaintiff.
It is also necessary to prove a causal relationship between the injury to the plaintiff
and the actions of the defendant
when using the ultrahazardous activity,~Fespass,
and nuisance theories
of tort liability.
While it is not necessary for the defendant to prove that his activities have not been a substantial
factor in the plaintiff’s
loss, itis
usually sound trial
tactics
for the defendant’s lawyer to introduce into
evidence testimony that tends to establish that the plaintiff’s
loss
would have happened even if the defendant had done nothing.
(I)
in
(2)
the
not
7.

In Reinbold the causation question broke down into two issues:
Did the silver iodide released at Holland between midnight and eleven
the morning reach the Caro area between two and four in the afternoon?
If so, did it effect such a change in the Caro weather that but for
silver iodide particles
the severe storm described by Reinbold would
have taken place?
ANALYSISOF PROOFOF CAUSATION

The presentation of technical discussion occupied most of the trial
period. Only the general thrust of the arguments is reported here, not
necessarily
in the order in which the information
was presented. Considerable time was spent in examination and cross examination of Mr. Reinbold,
neighboring farmers and associates on the severity of the storm and the
extent of his losses. We will not dwell on the latter
point, but will
consider only those factors related to proof of causation.
Mr. Reinbold’s

description

of the storm has already
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been cited.

A

Mr. Jack La Valley, a pilot familiar
with meteorology, who owns a farm near
the Reinbold place, also described the storm. The hazy, hot day began to
cloud up at about 1330. The sky to the west, north and part of the south
became overcast. He could tell that they were in for a severe storm.
It rained and hailed intermittently.
The wind blew. Some of the larger
hailstones were of golfball
size. A rain gauge was filled
with hail to
a depth of five or six inches. The hailswath was about 5 by 6 miles in area.
Mr. de Witt, a former Air Force meteorologist
and pilot,
now a consultant in meteorology and aircraft
accident investigation,
discussed the
storm in the framework of the daily weather forecast and in the climatology
of the state. The forecast for the day had held no clue that such a storm
might take place, foretold
scattered thundershowers with a 10% chance of
rain. A book on Climatology
of the United States (~isher 1954) was
produced to demonstrate that the storm was greater than what would be
expected on the basis of climatology.
Less than once in a century would
one expect to find a rainfall
of 3 inches in one storm. The storm in
question had filled
a five-inch
rain gauge to the top. It was not surprising that the storm had not been forecast,
because it was so much
greater than what one could expect on the basis of climatology that the
forecasters
would have been constrained from predicting
it.
Dr. Krick described his techniques for cloud seeding. On the Michigan project,
he had 22 ground-based generators distributed
in and around
the target area. These generators produce silver iodide particles
by
eroding silver iodide electrodes with an electric
spark; a fan expels
the aerosol.
Each generat~ ~releases one-half gram of silver
iodide per
hour, yielding
some 6 x I0
particles
active as freezing agents, at -20°C,
per gram of silver
iodide. Krick intended that the material take effect
30 to 40-miles downwind of the release point; beyond that distance the
concentration
of the plume would fall below useful limits.
Based upon
analysis of current weather information
by his staff,
located at Palm
Springs, California,
selected generators are turned on at specified
times
and turned off at other specified
times. The generator locations
are chosen
so that the silver iodide plumes arrive at such a place and in adequate
quantities
as to cause the clouds to rain upon the target area. This is
a complicated procedure because one must consider the winds at a variety
of altitudes,
the lifting
rate of the air, the contribution
from convection and the time required for the clouds to develop rain and for the
rain to fall.
The intention
is to produce a gentle rain from a BergeronFindeisen process. The seeding rates are selected to insure augmented
rainfall
but to avoid spectacular
dynamic growth of clouds. Usually no
attempt is made to seed isolated clouds; some type of weather system is
chosen that will yield rain and the seeding is tied to the arrival
of
this system over the target area. Evaluation is made by comparing the
rainfall,
as measured .by rain gauges, located outside of the target area
with that measured within the target area. No temporal randomization is
attempted because it is an operational
project and the loss of seeding
opportunities
would not be justified.
Examination of Dr. Krick as to the probable wind regime and trajectory
of the seeding agent was preceded by general questions as to meteorology
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and winds. He was asked if upper level winds could approach the ground to
altitudes
of a few hundred feet. He replied that this was possible.
He
then was asked about the winds at Holland on the day in question and he
replied that the winds would have been from the south to southeast during
the night at velocities
of 0 to II knots. The upper winds were taken
from observations
at Flint.
These observations
showed a temperature inversion with base at the ground and top at about 1,000 ft AGL and a wind
from 265v at 16 knots at 3,000 ft. MSL.
Krick produced two figures that showed the trajectory
of the plume
as he and his staff calculated it, Fig. I. Crucial to Krick’s
argument
was the presence of the temperature inversion.
He contended that the wind
changed from the southerly flow to the westerly flow at, or above, the
inversion top and that the seeding agent was trapped below the inversion
until the inversion broke sometime between 1030 and II00. After that time,
the Agl could be moved up and eastward to the limits
shown in Figure I
by 1400. He contended that the plume by that time was being entrapped in
a number of small clouds and was being mixed vertically
over the target
area. Some considerable loss of nuclei was certain to occur by scavenging.
The nuclei never got much beyond the boundary shown in Figure I.
Krick also discussed the surface weather map for the day. The map
for 0700 local time shows that warm moist air from the Gulf of Mexico
and from the Atlantic
was being carried northward and northeastward by
the surface winds across the Plains States and on up into Canada. Many
of the reporting
stations,
all the way from the Gulf Coast, were showing
overcast or partially
cloudy skies at 0700. The upper level winds, at
500 mb were out of the west at about 20 to 30 knots. A temperature
inversion was widespread over the Michigan Peninsula; the area around
Holland was covered by stratus clouds. The radiosonde data indicated
that, once the inversion broke, convection was possible to altitudes
as
great as 45- to 50-thousand feet; the maximum temperature for the day
was between 85°F and 90°F, amply warm to start the convection.
Radar maps were produced that showed the development of clouds over
a large part of the eastern and central United States during the day.
The storm over Almer Township was clearly visible
as were a large number
of clouds with tops adequately high to produce heavy rain and hail.
No large clouds were noted in the space between Holland and Almer Township.
The large clouds reported by the radar were scattered over the central
United States as far west as the Rocky Mountains. The cloud over Almer
Township appears to have been a member of a set of clouds that caused a
good deal of trouble over most of southern Michigan on that day.
Dr. J. Vern Hales discussed the plume trajectory
as he calculated
it, Figure I. His calculations
were quite detailed up to 0800 hours. Dr.
Hales made his calculations
according to the techniques set forth in
Turner’s workbook (Turner, 1969). for describing plumes from chimneys
and similar
sources. The theory on which this technique is based considers
the plume to be a distribution
of material describable by two normal
Gaussian distributions,
one vertical
and one horizontal.
The rate at which
the plume spreads, at several standard deviations from the center, is about
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1,000 ft. per hour. Hales calculated the fraction of the agent to be
found above 200 ft and 500 ft above the ground. He did this until 0800
and then assumedthat the westerly winds carried the seeding agent to the
east. He contended that the winds could have been blowing at this speed
and in this direction at some altitude between 200 and 500 ft. AGL, on
the basis of testimony by Krick that such a thing was possible. The
plume emitted up until 0800 would, according to Hales, have arrived at
the Reinbold farm right on schedule to be ingested into the storm cloud.
Dr. Hales estimated that the concentration
at the Reinbold farm would have been from 390 to
mete~ of air at cloud base and diluted by motion
the concentration would be between 32 and 92 per

of Agl particles arriving
2,800 particles per cubic
through the cloud mass
cubic meter of cloud.

Dr. Haleswas askedif he had an opinionas to whetherthis concentrationof nucleiwouldcauseincreasedprecipitation
at the Reinboldfarm.
At this pointa discussionas to his qualifications
as a weathermodifier
was launchedby AttorneySmith.Dr. Haleshas a doctoraldegreein
meteorology,
has practicedmeteorology
professional|y,
has taughtmeteorologyand cloudphysicsat the graduateleveland has once workedwith
clearingsupercooled
fog at airortsin Utah.He had also made a critique
of an earlyprojectby Dr. Krickin Utah and had servedas a consultant
to the President’s
AdvisoryCommitteeon weathercontrolin the mid-fifties.
He had neveractuallyconducteda rain augmentation
programbut had keptin
closetouchwith publications
on the subjectand with friendsthroughout
the worldwho wereexpertsin the field.
Mr. Smith then objected to Dr. Hales qualifications
on the basis of
lack of practical experience in the area of weather modification. He
was overruled by Judge Baguley.
Dr. Halesthen said,"Well,my opinionis thatthereis a preponderance of evidencethat the Kricksilveriodidecontributed
to the violence
of the storm".The presenceof the silveriodidemay well have caused
smallcloudsto becomebig ones and start the storm.The very paucityof
silveriodidenucleimighthave been responsible
for makingthe hail worse.
Freezingthe cloudswouldhave released13% more energy.The very fact that
the stormwas so severewas evidencethat it was not naturaland that the
probability
of it occurringnaturallycomparedto the probability
that
the silver,iodidemadeit so fierce,causedhim to thinkthatKrick’ssilver iodidewas indeedresponsible.
Subsequently, the SummaryReport on Weather Modification for Fiscal
Years 1969, 1970, 1971, prepared by the Department of Commerce,was
cited as authority that the Krick Agl might have made the hail worse. The
discussion on page 53 said: "The number of hail embryos introduced is
very critical;
too few might actually produce more large hailstones
and increase hail damage".
Upon furtherexamination,
Krickaverredthat he had beenaskeda
generalquestionaboutthe gradualtransition
of upper|evelwindsto
thoseat lowerlevels,that he had indeedpointedout thatit was possible
to have a uniformgradientin wind velocitywith,of course,changesin
directioncaused
by frictionalforcesat the surface.He emphasized,
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h~wever, that he was not then speaking of the conditions over Michigan
on 11 July 1972, or of conditions in the presence of an inversion,
because
he was not then answering that question. Winds often change direction
and velocity
at the top of an inversion.
It is not commonfor a gradual
change in either velocity
or direction
with altitude
to occur when an
inversion is present. Therefore, he contended that his version of
the plume trajectory
was more correct than that of Dr. Hales, Indeed,
had he wanted to seed the clouds over Almer Township on that day, he would
have turned on a generator at Clio, see Figure I.
During the examination of several witnesses, excerpts from the
Storm Data and Unusual Weather Phenomena reports prepared by the National
Weather Service were read into the record. These showed clearly
that
storms of that magnitude had occurred in a number of places in Michigan
over a peri.od of years before and after the event and that on one or two
occasions, the amount of hail and rain dropped exceeded that of the storm
of 11 July 1972. On 16 July 1972, for example, crop damage was estimated
at over I/2-million
dollars
in Bay County. Hail ranging from pea-size
to one and one-half inches in diameter and to golfball
size, caused damage
in southeast Midland, west central Bay, Northern Saginaw and central Tuscola
counties. The largest single loss was in Tuscola County where a 3-mile
wide, 20-mile long strip of hail reached up to 6-inches in depth, closed
roads and broke many windows in homes. Grains, beets, corn and beans
all suffered damage from the hail. There were no cloud seeding o~erations
in Michigan on that day.
Dr. St.-Amand was asked to give a short discussion of how clouds
developed and how weather modification
worked. Water condenses upon
particles
in the atmosphere and cloud droplets form at altitudes
equal
to or greater than the level of condensation. These particles
were less
numerous over the ocean away from land and very numerous over continental
areas. Water did not freeze unless some particles
that resembled ice
were present in the air to cause it to freeze. Such materials exist
naturally,
again these nuclei were scarce in maritime air and quite abundant over the continents.
These consisted of mineral material such as
some clays, effluvia
from manufacturing processes, exhaust from engines,
steel mills~ foundries,
etc. Most of these agents cause water to freeze
at temperatures below, say, -I0 Or -12 degrees Centigrade. Most any solid
material would cause water to freeze at some temperature, but the advantage
of silver iodide was that it would work at -3 or -4 degree C, some 3- or
4-thousand feet lower in the cloud than would the natural materials.
This
gives a considerable advantage to those wishing to invoke the freezing
process in clouds with tops too low to glaciate naturally,
but would make
only a trivial
difference
in tall continental
clouds with high updraft
velocities
that have already attained full
growth. Thus, smaller clouds
can be made to grow by release of heat of fusion and additional
head of
condensation. The nuclei normally present in the air would outnumber the
nuclei put into the clouds by a process such as Krick’s.
The contribution
to cloud growth by the doses used by Krick were not of much importance.
On the other hand, marginal clouds could be made to yield additional
rainfall by introducing
snowflakes that would grow more rapidly than unfrozen
drops and would serve to start a collision-coalescence
process.
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Asked about the plume tracing he pointed out that Turner’s handbook,
page 7, had a caveat against extending the techniques expressed in the
book beyond a kilometer or two and hence extrapolation
to the order of
200 kilometers was not justified.
The inversion would trap the material
below it, as indeed the handbook specified,
and that until inversion broke,
transport
to the east was not likely.
Of the two versions of the plume,
that by Dr. Krick seemed more reasonable, but the situation
was more
complicated than either proponent had indicated.
Turbulence caused by convection, on a scale larger than that upon
which Turner’s treatment was based, would cause more rapid lateral
and
vertical
dispersion of the plume, than Turner’s method would indicate.
Small
clouds would have ingested a good deal of it, have scavenged some into
drops, dissolved much of that material,
and upon evaporation of the drops
would have left the material in a colloidal
size too small to cause freezing at any useful temperature. Moreover, 90% of Krick’s material would
have been dissolved in drops of the size found in updraft cores of large
thunderstorms,
leaving only 10% that would be effective
at all. Thus the
calculation
showing the concentration
of the plume at the Reinbold farm
would have to take account of the activity
of the nuclei as a function of
temperature.
If this were done, the number of particles
to be considered
would be small indeed, and in a cloud of that type would have added
only a minute amount of freezing to that which was produced by natura| nuclei.
It was not possible,
given the information
used, to make an accurate
estimate of the concentration
of Agl particles
over Almer Township. It
was unlikely
that any had arrived by the time the storm was well developed.
Even if the particles
produced by Krick’s generator had arrived there in
time to be ingested into the storm, the numbers wou|d have been so few
in comparison to the numbers of natural nuclei not produced by Krick,
that no effect measurable in any way, or even detectable,
wou|d have been
produced. The statement in the NOAASummary Report had been taken out
of context, a fuller
discussion which might have led to the opposite conclusion was available
on the following page, the document was not a scientific
dissertation
on the amelioration
of hail and therefore should not
be taken seriously.
In no case with which he was familiar
had seeding
of clouds ever resulted in increased hail. The hypothesis that the storm
was unnatural was untenable; many such storms had occurred in Michigan and
elsewhere and indeed would, on that day, have been expec%able on the basis
of the sounding and the weather maps.
Ancillary
to the main arguments about causation was testimony as
to the effectiveness
of Krick’s operation at making rain. Dr. Hales
expressed the opinion that the project was not well designed. Mr. W.
Bigelow, one of the farmers, and the Gratiot County Agricultural
Extension
Agent, Mr. John Baker, testified
that they felt the project was worthwhile
because the agricultural
yield from the area had just about doubled in
the years that Krick had been seeding. The economic benefits were great
enough to encourage them to continue with the work. Dr. St.-Amand said
that in comparison to other projects operated elsewhere, that the standards
of care and the quality of the techniques were quite acceptable.
From
the point of view of safety, the techniques that Krick used were far
more conservative than what was customarily done elsewhere without untoward
results.
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Some inquiry into a longstanding disagreement between Krick and
Hales was pursued, involving
a report prepared by Hales concerning cloud
seeding done by Krick in Utah in the mid-fifties,
to augment winter rainfall and snowpack, using a method similar to that which he uses in Michigan.
Krick had judged his results on the basis of measurements from snow
courses, rain gauges and streamflow. Hales had prepared his report on the
basis of rain gauges. These were so located that much of the precipitation
that might have arisen from seeding might not have been detected. The
seeding by Krick was stopped, but since then, weather modification
has
been carried on by others over a large part of the state, using techniques
similar to those used by Krick, with apparently satisfactory
results.
The
matter was never resolved; this affair
has been cited as evidence of
controversy concerning cloud seeding.
ANALYSISOF THE TESTIMONY:
It was necessary, to prove the case for causation, to show that Krick
had actually seeded the clouds, inadvertently
or otherwise, over the Reinbold farm and that, but for his seeding agent, the cloud would not have
been as fierce.
In order to demonstrate that the cloud was, indeed, extraordinarily
destructive,
and therefore unnatural, and hence the result of
interference
with natural processes by the defendant, the testimony based
on climatology
was invoked. The tracing of the plume with the object of
showing that the material had arrived at the farm in time to start the
storm was necessary. Some mechanisms relating
the hailfall
to the ingestion,
by the cloud, of Dr. Krick’s silver iodide was necessary.
The defense took the point of view that the storm was a natural
event. Such storms had occurred before Dr. Krick began to seed clouds,
occurred when he was not seeding and would likely
occur in the future.
That the storm was natural seemed in little
doubt in view of: the
weather maps and soundings that showed the potential
for such storms was
present; and of the radar maps that showed that thunderstorms did indeed
occur in places where Krick’s agent could not have been reasonably expected
to be. The Severe Weather Reports listed enough storms within the preceding
few years to indicate that the climatology book cited did not reflect
that
true condition of the present climate in Michigan, at least insofar as
applied to local, severe, summer storms.
The seeding agent did not reach the Reinbold farm at all; if it did
reach it, it did not do so in time to affect the cloud; if it had reached
it in time to affect the cloud it was too dilute to do so; it had no effect
whatsoever upon the cloud, but that if there were any effect it would have
been to ameliorate the storm by reducing the hail, although even that was
extremely unlikely.
The plume calculated by Hales, up to 0800 hours, was similar to Krick’s
version because it was based on lowerlevel
winds derived from Krick’s
testimony. These winds, although not of impressive accuracy, near the
ground over the whole of the trajectory,
were probably as close as could
be had. The higher level winds were based on actual observation.
These
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windsgave Dr. Halesa solutionthat fittedhis needsratherwell if he
were permittedto begin an eastwardmovementat 0800.Under this condition
enoughmaterialhad accumulated
to the northof Hollan(~to makea reasonable numberof nucleiavailable.Had they begunto move eastwardearlier,
asindeedwouldbe expectedif Haleswere correctin his assumptionas to
the verticaldistribution
of the wind,part of themwouldhave blownwell
past the Reinboldfarm and they wouldhave been even more dilute.Had they
startedeastwardlater,they wouldnot have arrivedin time.By accepting
the lowerlevelwindsas Krickpredicatedthem,the plaintiffgave up the
opportunity
to disputethe winddata.
The only troublewith Hales’solutionwas that the temperature
inversiondid not breaksoon enough.Halesis an experton inversions,
and has doneconsiderable
researchon them,his own clearexplanation
of
inversions
to the jury madeit clearthat the materialhad to be retained
below the inversion.The matterof whetherthe wind changedsmoothlyand
continuously
with altitudewas the key to the possibility
of havingthe
materialbeginits eastwardhegiraat 0800.It is well known that winds
do not as a ruledo this and that thereis generallya discontinuity
in
both speedand directionat or abovean inversiontop ratherthan beneath
it, althoughwind changesare, of course,possibleat any altitude.
One of the more effectiveexhibitsin the trialwas the displayof
a smallvial containing
5.0 gramsof silver~odide,approximately
the total
outputfrom the Hollandgeneratorbetweenmidnightand 1100on 11 July 1972.
One-fifthof an ounce of a dense,fuzzy,yellowpow~didnot appearto a
scientificlaymento be very impressive,
and only by the wildeststretch
of imagination
couldanyonehave beenconvincedthat this specimencould
have causeda hailstorm,
much lessdone anythingelse of importance.
The evidenceon causationbrokedown in that it was not at all clear
that the plume had reachedthe farm. The numbersof nucleiwere below
that encountered
in nature.The windspreadnatureof hailstormson that
day and the lack of a soundand credibletheoryfor the causationof hail
by the materialwereseriousbarsto establishment
of causation.
The testimonyas to the effectiveness
of Krick’scloudseedingwas
not germaneto the issueof causationbut was directedtowardthe question
of whetheran injunctionshouldhave been issued.The farmersand the
farm agentwereso enthusiastic
in expressingtheiropinionsas to the
economicbenefitthat littledoubtwas left as to the desirability
for
continuing
the work.
8.

CONCLUS
IONS

From this recitalit is possibleto draw severalconclusions.
The
firstis that causationwill be a key issuein any weathermodification
litigation
in whichthe plaintiffseeksrecoveryof damagesfor his losses.
A defendantcan win such a lawsuitby prevailing
on that pointalone.
A second conclusion is that even though testimony from nonexperts
in meteorology is admissible (American Law Reports, 1974b), the use
expert testimony is essential for the defendant. Testimony from persons

who are expert in the specific matters for which their
been sought is most persuasive to jurors as well as to
expert witnesses should neither "talk down" to jurors,
technical jargon which is unfamiliar
to the average lay

testimony has
judges. These
nor should they use
person.

Official
records and written reports are also admissible in evidence
and can be considered by a jury (American Law Reports 1974a). Cloud seeders
would do well to reflect
upon the fact that their prior assertions of
effectiveness
can and will be used against them by litigants.
Through use
of the pre-trial
discovery process, lawyers can obtain copies of all records
and reports applicable
to activities
in questions (Davis, 1968). One
the more troublesome issues is that material published anywhere in the
literature,
scientific
or otherwise, can be introduced.
A great deal of
older information
may not be applicable and published reports prepared
by committees and others called in to assess the state-of-the-art
may
be invoked. This latter
material is rarely sound enough or exact enough
to be used reliably,
but it could be difficult
to convince a judge or jury
that such information
were not of the same quality as a revelation
from
the Almighty, especially
if the authors are not available for crossexamination. Carelessly done scientific
work, .by the defendant, or by
others, may be very damning. No good scientist
should have to be reminded that he should be very precise in what he says and be quite sure
of his information.
The degree of review and criticism
given by the scientific
community to the work of its members is as naught compared to the
intense scrutiny
of an attorney whose client may have a great deal to
lose or gain. Only the facts developed in the course of a trial
may be
used in considering the verdict--if
one side does not develop the information in court it is not considered.
Perhaps a warning sounded by James Russell Lowell is in order:
"Don’t ever prophesy--unless
you know." And to that might be added:
"Don’t ever state a ’fact’
in a record or report--unless
you are prepared to live with that ’fact’--as
part of the proof of legal causation in
weather modification
litigation."
It pays to remember that the Devil can
quote scripture.
9.
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FIGURE1
- CAPTION Composite drawing of the plumes of silver iodide as calculated by
Dr. Hales and by Dr. Krick. Krick estimated that the material would be
carried northward and slightly
to the west because of an offshore component of wind near the lake (dotted overlay).
The extent of the p|ume
at 0800 and at 1100 are shown in smaller dots.. He estimated that by 1030
or 1100, the plume would no longer be constrained by the inversion,
would
begin to move easterly under the influence of a wind from 265°, and would
have reached .the eastern boundary shown by 1400. Dr. Hales’ plume was
calculated only until 0800, at which time, by his calculations,
76% would
have been above 200 feet AGL and 45% would have been above 500 feet AGL.
Theowinds somewhere between these altitudes
would have been blowing from
265 , according to his hypotheses, and would have arrived over the Reinbold
farm (shown with a +) at just about 1400.
Lack of detailed winds aloft,
below the top of the inversion,
makes
the choice between the two treatments dependent upon the concepts that
the material is trapped below the base of the inversion and that the lower
level winds do not change smoothly and gradually with height in the
presence of the inversion.
Hales assumed that the material was transported
easterly once it reached some altitude
between 200 and 500 feet, based
on unimpeded vertical
diffusion
of a Gaussian plume. Krick contended
that the material was confined below the base of the inversion and rose
as the base of the inversion
rose. Detailed knowledge of the behavior of
the inversion base prevented more detailed calculation
of the vertical
distribution
until the inversion disappeared.
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WEATHER
MODIFICATIONAND PUBLIC OPINION IN SOUTHDAKOTA,
PRELIMINARYFINDINGS
1974
Barbara C. Farhar
HumanEcology Research Services
and
University
of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
February 1975

The South Dakota Weather Modification
Program (SDWMP)has become institutionalized in the State of South Dakota. The Program, begun in 1972, has since
expanded to include about 60% of the land area of the state at a cost of
approximately $i million
a year. The SDWMPhas become a standard item in
the Governor’s budget for presentation to the South Dakota legislature
each
year.*
Public acceptance of cloud seeding in South Dakota has been carefully monitored since before the Program’s inception.
Social surveys have
been conducted in 20 South Dakota counties, with interviews conducted in
early 1972 (TI), fall
1972 (T~), fall 1973 (T3) and fall 1974 (T4).
reported in this paper are primarily
from Ta. Findings should be considered
as preliminary
and tentative,
pending further data analysis and the final
report.**
Variables for which data are reported in this paper include respondent: (I) attitudes
toward weather modification,
(2) beliefs
that
is effective
in enhancing precipitation
and suppressing hail, (3) perception of the weather during 1974 (4) knowledge about the SDWMP,(5) opinion
on wintertime cloud seeding, (6) preferred decision mz~king and funding for
¯ the Program, and (7) evaluation of the SDWMP.
The findings reported here are preliminary
frequency distributions
resulting
from the September 1974 round of interviewing.
Interpretations
presented should be viewed as tentative
pending more comprehensive data
analysis.
This caution is particularly
necessary because during 1974 an
organized opposition
became active in South Dakota. The newly-formed
organization,
Citizens Against Cloud Seeding, involves members from around
the state, some of whomare located in counties included in the sample.
Opposition activity
has included ciFculation
of petitions,
one statewide
public information
meeting, advertisements in newspapers, and contact with
county commissioners and state legislators.
The organization’s
goal is
to stop the SDWMP
on a state-wide
rather than on a county-wide basis. They

*For a description
of the SDWMP,cfo Williams (1973).
**Two technical
reports on this study have been issued to date:
and Krane (1973), Farhar and Mewes (1974).
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have proposed a statewide referendum on the issue. Opponents of the Program
feel that cloud seeding efforts are responsible for the drought conditions
the area experienced during 1974. Agriculturists
in several areas have
experienced economic difficulty
resulting from weather and market conditions.
As shown in Table 1, favorability
to the concept of using weather
modification was expressed by 74%of the T4 sample. Table 2 shows that
40%of the sample still
agreed that "cloud seeding probab}y violates God’s
plans for man and the weather". Table 3 shows that 51%of the sample rejected the idea that manshould find. other ways of dealing with the weather
than trying to change it. This finding suggests that weather modification
has at least a modicumof importance and salience in about half the sample.
In fact, 91%of respondents indicated they were interested in the South
Dakota Weather Modification Program (see Table 4). Virtually all respondents were interested in receiving a copy of the survey’s findings.
Sixty-four percent of the sample believed cloud seeding can actually
increase precipitation,
while 53%believed it can actually suppress hail
(see Table 5). The proportion believing cloud seeding effective in enhancing rainfall
has dropped by 10%over the last two operational seasons,
while the proportion believing it effective for suppressing hail has
increased 14%during the sameperiod.
These findings are probably the result of the unusually dry weather
experienced in South Dakota during the 1974 operational season. As shown
in Table 6, 84%of respondents thought the weather was unusual during 1974.
Of these, 82%indicated that the weather was unusually dry. Of those who
thought the weather was unusual during the 1974 operational season, 9%
said they thought cloud seeding either caused the weather anomaly or failed
to prevent it. It isclear, then, that most of the sample did not blame
the dry weather on cloud seeding.
Half the sample thought their local area experienced less hail
than usual during the 1974 operational season. About 10% thought they
had experienced more hail than usual while 30%thought they had about the
same amount as usual. With regard to rain enhancement, 92%of the sample
said their area had less rainfall than usual (see Table 7).
By September 1974, 88%of the sample had heard of the South Dakota
Weather Modification Program (see Table 8). This is the highest proportion in the study to date. Whether levels of awareness have objectively
increased it is impossible to say without further data analysis.
Included in the T4 interview schedule were two new items pertaining
to public opinion on whether cloud seeding should be continued during
the winter in South Dakota. The majority of respondents did not think
cloud seeding should be continued during the winter months to increase
snowfall (see Table 9). About 15%indicated that they thought it should.
Most often mentioned reason for opposing wintertime seeding was that there
would be no benefit in doing it. Many respondents felt that moisture in snow
runs off the frozen ground rather than soaking in. Also mentioned frequently
was that snow causes difficulty
in transportation and added expense in highway snow removal.
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Table 10 shows that 58% of respondents favored the SDWMP,29% were
neutral,
and 13% opposed it. About 31% thought their best friends favored
the Program, while 37% didn’t know their friends’
opinions about it. About
38% thought most people in their area favored the Program, while 37% didn’t
know how most people felt.
Thirty percent of the sample felt the SDWMP,
since its inception,
had been of economic benefit to them, while 5% felt
they had been harmed, and 45% said it made no difference
to them. Another
fifth
said they didn’t know how it had affected them.
As in the past surveys, the majority of respondents felt that
decisions regarding the implementation of cloud seeding should be made at
the local level. Opinion about how the SDWMP
should be funded provides
support for the combination of state and local tax monies, although about
10% felt local agriculturists
should pay, while an equal proprotion thought
the federal government should fund the Program.
Eleven percent of the sample mentioned that their opinion about
the Program had become less favorable over the past year, while 7% indicated
their opinion had changed in a positivedirection.
Preliminary
results,
in summary, show the following:
favorable
attitudes
toward the technology continue to be the majority perspective
after three seasons of operations.
However, a large minority still
espouse
the religio-natural
orientation.
Belief in the effectiveness
of cloud
seeding for suppressing hail has increased while the proportion believing
it effective
for rain enhancement, the majority,
has fallen off 10%. Respondents perceived the weather during the summer of 1974 to be unusually
dry; however, most respondents did not associate the drought with the SDWMP.
The majority of the sample indicated they favored the SDWMP,while
about a third thought they had derived economic benefit from the Program
since its inception in 1972.
Public opinion is not favorable
cloud seeding in South Dakota.

to the implementation

of wintertime

While overall survey results continued to show favorabilityto
the SDWMP over time, during 1974 an actively organized oppositionto the
Program first occurred. Some of the oppositionactivity is located in parts
of the state not included in this study. Some if it, however is located
in counties which are included. The finding of overall favorabilityis
descriptiveof the twenty counties as a whole, and is not necessarilydescriptive of any one county within the sample. Therefore,majority opinion
in one county could well be opposed to the Program, while the overall picture remainedone of favorability.

(The researchon which this paper is based was supportedunder Grants
ERT74-18613AO.I, GI-35452,and GI-44087as part of the researchon A
ComparativeAnalysis of Public Support of and Resistanceto Weather
ModificationProjects, sponsoredby the Weather ModificationProgram,
RANN, NationalScience Foundation.
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Table 1
South ’ Dakota state and county officials
should feel free to use such
things as cloud seeding if it might help farmers avoid crop losses:
September 1974
%
12
62
8
15
3

Strongly agree
Agree
Unsure
Disagree
Strongly disagree

100%

N
-~
(181)
~ 25)
(43)
( 8)
(293)

Table 2
Cloud seeding probably violates

God’s plans for

man and weather:

September 1974
%
7.5
32
11
42
7.5

Strongly agree
Agree
Unsure
Disagree
Strongly disagree

100%

N
-~
(95)
(32)
(122)
(22)
(293)

Table 3
Instead of trying to change the weather, man should find
ing with it -- for example, improved weather forecasting,

other ways of dealcheap~crop insurance:

September 1974
Strongly agree
Agree
l~f~sure
Disagree
Strongly disagree

%
4
25
19
49
3

’

100%
Missing data
Total
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N
~
(]3)
(54)
(143)
(10)
(292)
( i)
-~

Table 4
How interested
are you in the S6uth Dakota Weather Modificaton Program; that
is, how interested
are you in what is going on, what its effects are, and
so forth?
September 1974
Very interested
Interested
Slightly
interested
Not at all interested

%

N

20
42
29
9

(59)
(122)
(85)
(27)

100%

~

Table 5
Do you think cloud seeding works -- that
increase moisture?

is,

do you think

it

can actually

September 1974
Yes
I think so, but l’m not sure
Don’t know
Perhaps, but I doubt it
No

Do you think

cloud seeding can actually

%

N

51
13
i9
5
12
100%

(149)
(38)
(55)
(14)
(37)
~

suppress hail?

September 1974
%
Yes
I think so, but l’m not sure
Don’t know
Perhaps, but I doubt it
No

40
13
29
4
14
100%
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N
(116)
(38)
(84)
(13)
(42)
(293)

Table 6
Wasthe weather around here -- say, within lO--miles -- unusual in any way
this summer?
September 1974
%
84
2
14

Yes
Don’t know
No

100%

N
~
( 6)
(40)
(293)

Table 7
Comparedto the last 5 years, do you think this county had more hail this
summer, less hail, or about the same as the previous 5 years?
September1974
Less hail
About the same
More hail
Don’t know
Missing data
Total

%
54
30
10
6

N
~
(87)
(29)
(17)

100%

(292)
( 1)
(293)

Howabout rainfall?
Do you think this county had more rain this summer,
less rain, or about the same as the previous 5 years?
September 1974
%
92
5
2
1

Less rain
About thesame
More rain
Don’t know

100%
Missing data
Total
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N
(269)
(15)
( 6)
( 1)
(291)
( 2)
~

Table 8
Have you ever heard of the Weather Modification
South Dakota?

Program of the State of

September 1974
%
Yes
Don’t know
No

88
1
11

N
(258)
( 3)
(32)

lOO%

Table 9
Do you think cloud seeding should be continued
to increase snowfall?

during the winter

September 1974
%
Yes
Don’t know
No
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N

15
21
64

(43)
(62)
(188)

100%

-(~

months

.Table
9 (Co..n..’t)
Why do you feel thatway? (Firstreasonmentioned)
Yes

N

Snowcover helps
agriculture

Against all weather
modifi cation

(9)

Snowsinks in -- increases
groundwater
(18)
Snowincreasesrun-off,
surfacewater
-..

N

No

(11)

Snow causesdifficulty
in transportation
and the
expenseof highwaysnow
removal
(42)

(7)
Don’t like

shoveling show (21)

(2)

Difficulty

for livestock

Snowmakesjobs for
people

(1)

No benefit can be derived
frommore snow
(61)

Snowhas desirable
insulating
effects

(1)

Other/don’t
know

(5)

Snowaddsbeneficial
chemicals
to soil

N

(43)

( 6)

Increased costs, fuel

( 2)

Fear of extreme weather

( 2)

Snowinterferes
occupation

( 5)

with

Other/don’t know

(38)
(188)

N

Table 10
Basedon your understanding
of the SouthDakotaWeatherModification
Program,
how do you feel aboutthe Program?
September1974
Stronglyfavor
Favor
Neutral,undecided
Oppose
Stronglyoppose
Insufficient
knowledgeto judge
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%
17
41
12

N
(50)
(120)
(35)

5
17

(16)
(49)

100%

(293)

8

(23)
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PRESENTAND FUTUREOF WEATHERMODIFICATION:
’REGIONALISSUES
StanleyA. Changnon,Jr.
IllinoisStateWaterSurvey
Urbana,Illinois61801

INTRODUCTION
This paper1) reviewspotentialweathermodification
technologies,
2) speculates
aboutthe applicability
of thesetechnologies
in various
regionsof the UnitedStates,and 3) estimatesthe effortsneededand likely time requiredto get technologies
operational
throughoutthe United
States.A weathermodification
technologyis definedas a proven,workable
systemo~ alteringcloudsor precipitation
in a prescribedway. The technologyis definedto include:I) the seedingmaterials,2) the seeding
deliverysystem,3) how thesetwo systemshave been intermeshed
for use
on the basicweathertypes,and 4) expectedresultsof the seeding.Technologyincludesthe designof an operational
programand the meansof
evaluating
the results,but the lattersubjectis not includedin this
paperbecausethe many and complexmeansof evaluatingweathermodification
havebeen recentlyreviewedin detail(Changnon,1975}.
A shortreviewof. the two majorprinciples
for weathermodification
is presentedinitiallyso as to setthestagefor the discussionof actual
technologies
(seedingagentsand deliverysystems).Thesetwo sections
togetherserveas the backgroundmaterialfor the threemajorportionsof
this paper.The first of thesedealswith the potentia!technologies
as
they r~lateto four weatherclasses:convectivestorms,non-convective
precipitation
systems,fog, and hurricanes.
Both rain enhancement
and hail
suppression
are treatedwithinthe convectivestormclass.The second
~ectiontreatstranslation
of weathermodification
to regionsand other
nationsand illustrates
existingand potentialproblems.The final section
is an outlookas to the futureresearchneedswith estimatesof time intervalsbeforetechnologies
will be availablefor nationwideapplication.
REVIEWOF MODIFICATION
PRINCIPLES
Beforereviewingthe potentialtechnologies
for modification
of
rain,hail,fog, and hurricanes,
it is .wellto considerbrieflythe principles for cloudand precipitation
modification.
The majorexistingprincipleshave been classedas 1) colloidalinstability,
and 2) dynamiceffects.
Otherprinciplesinvolvinglesserusedand less well-established
meansfor
clouddissipation,
cloudformation,
and precipitation
redistribution
exist,but are not considered
herein.
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Alteringcolloidalstability.The physicalbasis for most weather
modification
operationshas been the beliefthat seedingwithcertain
elementswouldproducecolloidalinstability
in clouds,eitherprematurely,
to a greaterdegree,or with greaterefficiencythan in nature.Most
cloudseedingpresumesthat at leasta portionof the treatedcloudis
supercooled,
that natureis not producingany or enoughice at that temperatureof the cloud,and that treatmentwith chemicalagentsor refrigerants will Changea proportionof the cloudto ice. The resultantmixture
of waterand ice is ~nstableand thereis a rapiddeposition
of watervapor
upon the ice and a simultaneous
evaporation
of waterfromthe supercoo.led
dropletsin the cold part of the cloud.The ice crystalsso formedbecome
sufficiently
large,.to
fall relativeto remainingdroplets,and growthby
collection
enhancesthe probability
that particles,
of ice or waterwill
grow to be largeenoughto fall fromthe cloudand becomeprecipitation.
This processof precipitation
enhancement
usingice nucleantshas
been demonstrated
for. the stratiform
typecloud,and generallyfor those
whichare orographically-produced
and.supercooled.
Cumuluscloudsin a
few regionsof the UnitedStateshavealso been examinedfor the potential
of colloidalinstability
in theirsupercooled
portions.This has been
foundedon beliefsthatprecipitation
i) can be initiatedearlierthan by
naturalcauses,or 2) can be producedfrom a cloudwhichwas too smallto
produceprecipitation
naturally.
Seedingin the warmportionof the cloud,or in "warmclouds"(below the freezinglevel),has alsobeen attemptedso as to altertheir
colloidalinstability.
Warm-cloudseeding.has
primarilyattemptedto providethe largedropletsnecessaryto initiatethe coalescence
mechanism:,
and is of valuein cloudswhereinsufficient
largedropsexist.In general
alteration
of the coalescence
processprimarilypreo~pitates
out the liquid
waternaturallypresentin a cloud,.whereas
the ice.~crystal
seedingprocess alsocausesa releaseof latentenergythat conceivably
resultsin an
intensification
of the storm,greatercloudgrowth,and additionalprecipitation.
Alteringcloudd~namics.The effectsto alter the colloidalinstabilityof clouds,or theirmicrophysical
processes,have beenbasedon the
conceptof rainincreasethrougH,increasing
the precipitation
efficiency
of the cloud.Simpsonand Dennis(1972)showedthat alterations
of cloud
sizeand durationby "dynamicmodification"
couldproducemuch more total
rainfallthanjust alteringthe precipitation
efficiency
of the single
cloud.In relationto cumulusclouds,"dynamicseeding"si.mplyrepresents
alteration
one stepbeyondthat soughtin the principleof .changing
the
colloidalstability.In most dynamicseedingefforts,the same agents
are introduced.i.~to
the stormbut oftenwitha greaterconcentration,
and
in the conversionof ~aterto ice, enormousamountsof latentheatare
hopefullyreleasedproducinga morevigorouscloudwhichwill attaina
greaterheightwith accompanying
strongerupdrafts,a longerlife,and
more precipitation.
Seedingto producedynamiceffectsin cloudgrowth,
whether:stratiform
or cumuliformtypesis relativelyrecentat leastin
its seriousinvestigation,
but it may becomethe mostimportanttechnique.
If throughcontrolledcloudseedingadditionalupliftcan be produced,the
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productivity
in termsof rainfallwillbe higherwhetherthe actual
precipitation
mechanisminvolvedis naturalor artificial.
It has been proposedthat the selectiveseedingof cumulusclouds
also can eithera) bringupon a mergerof two or more adjacentcloudsand
a much greaterrainfallproduction
througha longer-lived,
largercloud
(Simpson,1973),or b) produceeventually
an organizedline of ~louds
(throughselectiveseedingoF randomizedcumulus).The lattercouldallegedlybe accomplished
by minimizingand organizing
the energyinto a
few vigoroussystemsratherthan a largernumberof isolatedclouds(Hosler,
1969).
Essentially,
then,’dynamicseeding’is a labeladdressedto processesinvolvedin alteringcloudmicrophysics
in a selectiveand preferentialway to bringupon mbre rainfallthroughan alterationof the
dynamicalpropertiesof the cloudsystemleadingto the development
of
strongercloudsand mesoscalesystems.Actually,dynamiceffectsmight
be producedin otherways such as alterations
of-thesurfacecharacteri.sticsto ~eleaseheat,by the insertionof chemicalmeterialsintodry
layersof the atmosphere
to form clouds,or by redistribution
of precipitationthroughmicrophysical
interactions
in cloudprocesses..WEATHERMODIFICATION
TECHNOLOGY
Seedingmaterials.Materialsthat have been employedfor altering
rain,hail,fog, and hurricanes
haveall functioned,,
at leastinitially,
to alterthe cloudmicrophysical
processes.In general,minuteamounts
of seedingmaterials,relativeto the volumeof in-cloudmaterials,have
beenused with the expectation
that ’properamounts’and deliveryto the
’properportion’of.thecloudwillessentially
bringabouta "triggering"
effectat a criticalplaceand time. Thus,it will producea resultmuch
greaterthan the ratioof the seedingmaterialto the cloudmaterial.
Essentially,
a seriesof rapidmultiplicative
reactionsare the hope of
most weathermodification
~echniques
and materials.
The seedingmaterialsmost frequently
used have been classedand
sortedaccordingto whetherthey were1) generallyhygroscopic
materials
usedto alterthe coalescence,
processin the warmpart of the cloud,or
2) were ice nuclei,used to enhancenucleationin the supercooled
part
of the cloud.
Enhancement
of cloudcoalescence
by waterspraywas attemptedin
the 1950’s(Braham,et al., 1957).Resultsfrom the use of largeamounts
of sprayedwaterin ~--c~ud,450 gal/mi,were fairlyspectacular.
It is
a technologythat has not been adequatelydeveloped,probablybecauseof
the expenseof the largeaircraftneededto carryand dispenselarge
volumesof waterintocumulusclouds.Waterspray~as ,alsocome into
use as a materialfor modification
of warm fogs,thoseformingat temperaturesmOoC. The secondimportantmaterialused for alterationof the
coalescence
process(hygroscopic
seeding)is salt {Na Cl). Finelypowdered
salt particleshave been used in many weathermodification
experiments
~n
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the United States and abroad. Some key problems have concerned determining the best particle
size to use and developing the instrumentation
to produce this size and to control the spray. Salt has also been used
in warm fog seeding efforts.
Other attempts at producing coalescence, either in clouds or fog,
have dealt with means of artificial
electrification.
Chemicals believed
to enhance droplet combination by electrical
forces (polyelectrolytes)
have undergone tests for the dissipation
of warm fogs. Arrays of charged
wires at the surface have been used to produce corona discharges so that
the ions produced by the discharge will attach to natural dust particles
for transportation
to the clouds, but evidence that this enhanced precipitation formation has not been offered.
Artificial
glaciation
of clouds in their supercooled portions
has been produced by various materials.
The first
experiments proved
that the injection
of Dry Ice into the area of a cloud below freezing
(or in a supercooled fog) produced enormous numbers of ice crystals
the cloud. Dry Ice, like the use of water seeding to produce coalescence,
suffers from the need for aircraft
capable of high altitudes
(above O°C)
and for proper equipment to produce pellets
of controlled
sizes. However, these problems do not affect its use in the suppression of supercooled fog.
T~e other principal
way to induce glaciation
in supercooled fogs
or clouds is by artificial
ice nuclei. The most commonly used material
is silver iodide which has a crystal structure
that closely resembles
that of ice. Lead iodide is also a good artificial
ice nuclei,
but in
the United States it is not used because of its potential
toxic properties.
Many weather modification
programs have employed silver iodide introduced
in the form of smoke by generators or by pyrotechnic devices. Principal
problems have included the fact that I) the optimum amounts of silver
iodide for a given type of experiment (cloud) have not been well-established, 2) that sunlight with time reduces the nucleation effectiveness
of silver iodide, and 3) that silver is not a desirable material if brought
down in large quantities
into water and soils.
Other forms of ice nucleating materials have come from organic compounds. Primary among these
organic compounds has been the fertilizer,
urea. Urea acts to produce
glaciation,
even at temperatures slightly
warmer than freezing and might
enhance coalescence in both warm cumulus clouds and warm fogs. More
experimentation
is needed, but urea would not be considered to have any
undesirable surface effects when brought down in rainfall.
Delivery systems. The other major aspect of the weather modifi,
cation technology concern those means whereby the previously described
materials are delivered into the "critical"
portions of the clouds where
alterations
of the microphysics and dynamics are desired. The means of
delivery and diffusion
of the materials into this critical
area and
diffusion
within it have varied widely.
direct

In general, delivery systems can be put into two classes: 1) inair transport involving
use of atmospheric motions both to transport
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the materialsto the criticalarea or zone and then to diffuseit within
it, and 2) the directdeliveryapproachinvolvingpl.acement
of the material in the criticalarea,oftenwith a built-inmeansof diffusingthe
materialwithinthe criticalvolumeof the cloudor fog area.
Indirectatmospheric
transportmethodsare thosethat have been
most widelyemployedbecauseof variousproblemsof technology,
expense,
and flightregulations.
Ground-level
deliverysystemshave been widely
employedbecausethey are the most inexpensive
of the deliverysystems.
Some form of generatoris used to emit the seedingmaterials.Groundbasedsystemsare oftenadequatefor fog suppression,
dependingupon the
specificareaand the existingweatherconditions
such as wind direction
and speed.However,the grOund-based
deliverysystemfor the modification
of clouds,in the absenceof mountainswherethe cloudbase and the ground
are close,is fraughtwith three generaluncertainties.
First is the
greatuncertainty
as to whetherthe seedingmaterialreleasedat the ground
everreachesthe portionof the cloudwhereenvironmental
air is entering
the cloud (and if so, by what amount).Second,is the greatuncertainty
as to the potentialtargetingof the seededrainfallbecauseof the unknownand variablemotionsof the seedingmaterialand the cloudsaffected
by this material.The thirdproblemis the questionof deactivation
of
the seedingmaterialbetweenits releaseat the surfaceand its entryinto
the cloud.This deactivation
problemis a criticalone with respectto
silveriodideas the activenucleantsproduceddeactivatein sunlightby
an orderof magnitudein about60 minutes.
A second, more meaningful meansof indirect atmospheric transport
of seeding materials is through use of devices carried on aircraft flown
below, around, or above clouds (or above fog). In these instances, the
seeding materials are dispensed by a variety of devices (pyrotechnics,
generators, grinders, etc.) and allowed to mix with atmospheric currents
entering the clouds (entrainment from the sides, updrafts from the bottom,
or just gravity from the top) with an expectation that it will reach the
critical
area of the cloud through the surrounding and in-cloud atmospheric
motion. Obviously, this has scientific
advantages over the ground-based
approach, but it is much more expensive and still
does not result in an
explicit delivery of materials to the critical
area of the storm cloud
system, except in the case of fog.
The direct delivery systems involve the insertion of seeding materials into the critical
part of the cloud. In some instances, remote
sensing devices have been used to delineate the critical
part of the cloud
and then some form of delivery to that area is performed. Artillery
and
ground-based rockets are used in the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, and other
Eastern European nations to deliver the seeding materials (lead iodide or
silver iodide) into the critical
parts of the clouds.
Someefforts have been extended in the United States to use small
air-to-air
rockets delivered by aircraft.
In most of these systems
(devices), the material used is partially
diffused in the critical
cloud
area.bythe ignitionand burningof the device.
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A relatively
new-direct technique involves the use of high-flying
aircraft
which either penetrate the cloud or fly above the cloud and drop
devices which burn and dispense the seeding material into the critical
part of the cloud. It should be noted that the ground-based direct delivery systems (artillery
and rockets) are unlikely systems for use
the United States with its large volume of private and commercial aircraft.
Pseudo-direct systems have included ground-based explosive rockets used
in Europe and Africa to hopefully shatter hailstones in lower portions of
the clouds (Morgan, 1973).
REVIEWOF RESULTSFOR MAJORWEATHER
TYPES
Progress, problems, and findings in the use of the varying weather
modification
techniques to alter basic weather types including
convective
storms, non-convective precipitation,
fog, and hurricanes are illustrated
next. A few of the existing
findings
for varying kinds of precipitation
classes (such as isolated cumulus clouds v~rsus organized lines of clouds)
within these weather types are presented to reveal the state of the science
and their likely
regional applications.
Most attention
is directed to
the issues of modification
of convective storms since they produce most of
the warm season rainfall
and severe damaging local storms that impact on
the agriculture
and water resources in the eastern two-thirds
of the United
States.
Convective storms - Rain enhancement. The techniques having the
most promise for rain enhancemen’t from convective clouds have largely been
developed for single,
isolated types of convective clouds. The techniques
have been explored largely through experimentation
with isolated mountaintype storms (Dennis, et al., 1974) or with the isolated semi-tropical
storms (Simpson and Woodley, 1971). Almost all aforementioned seeding materials
and delivery systems have been employed in, efforts to enhance rain
from the isolated convective storms. Extrapolation
of these results to
enhance rain in the isolated,
ai~-mass convective clouds and storms in
the marine and continental
types of climate of the eastern two-thirds
of
the United States appears reasonable, but not proven. However, research
in lllinois
(Huff, 1971) and in Pennsylvania (Hosler, 1969) has indicated
that the isolated convective storms produce only a relatively
small (I0
to 20%) proportion of the total warm season rainfall
and presumed increases from such clouds would be inconsequential.
Grant, et al. (1974).
have further shown that in six randomized projects (2 in Co~r~-~-o, I in
North Dakota, 2 in Arizona, and I in Missouri) attempting to increase
convective rainfall
from all convective clouds over an area (not just individual
clouds), all have produced negative results.
This strongly
suggests that past techniques are not adequate for area and thus multicloud situations.
Techniques for seeding and enhancing the principal
rain-producing
convective storms east of the Great Plains, which are multi-cellular,
often complex convective systems, are not established.
Ackerman, et al.
(1971) in a study of precipitation
types in the Midwest have shown that
there are at least four forms of organized convective storm systems, each
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with its own peculiar behavior, size, storm density-frequency, and motions.
Examples of different forms of organized multi-cellular
systems common
to the eastern two-thirds of the United States with their associated synoptic
weather appear in Fig. 1. Little is known about which seeding technology
to use (materials or delivery system) with each of these types of systems.
These complex conditions are additionally difficult
for weather modification approaches because of the large amount of nocturnal convective precipitat.ion
that they produce in the central and eastern United States.
,Many existing airborne techniques of delivery currently in use are not
readily adaptable to nocturnal operations which require complete non-visual remote direction of the seeding system.
Results from the cumulus seeding projects in South Dakota, Florida,
and Missouri (Simpson and Dennis, 1971) have showncertai.n indications
potential success in multi-cellular
groups. However, the research from
each of these locations, which are those in or near to the eastern twothirds of the United States, show a challenging commondenominator.
First, the 5-year Missouri seeding experiment (Braham, 1971) showed
an overall rain decrease from the randomized seeding. of all summerconvective storms. Importantly, the only rain increase came on days when
there were moderate-sized cumulus clouds (echo tops less than 40,000 feet),
and on days with cloud tops greater than 40,000 feet, there was a substantial decrease produced in the area mean rainfall.
The South Dakota
seeding result,.when classed as to those on "shower" days and those on
"storm" days showed an increase in area rainfall
on the "shower days" (small,
semi-isolated convective storms), but no increase on "storm days" (big
convective clouds) with an overall rain increase of 10%(Dennis and Kocielski, 1969). The Florida project results (Simpson and Woodley, 1971)
show rain increases with both single clouds, and merged cloud situations~
but these could not be accomplished on "rainy days", as defined by those
days whenat least 50%of all warm season rainfall
occurs.
Thus, the best existing results that could be considered as possible predictors of convective rain enhancementin the eastern two-thirds
of the United States indicate the likelihood of a) an apparent capability
to enhance small isolated convective storms on days when there is not
too much natural precipitation
being produced, and bl an inability
to produce measurable rain enhancementover an area of ~ £000 km2, on days of
sizable clouds and major natural rain production. Indeed there is evidence
that on such days current seeding techniques maydecrease area meanrainfall (Grant, et al., 1974). Thus, prospects for precipitation
enhancement
on those types of days when major convective activity exists, and most
of the warm season rain is produced east of the Great Plains, areuncertain.
Dynamic seeding leading to mergers of clouds usua||y appears to be the
most favorable technology for attempting the enhancementof precipitation
from the predominating multi-cellular
storm situations, and experimentation should be pursued in this area with this technique.
However, a critical
question exists. Can c|oud mergers and the
development of multi-cellular
systems occur without undesirable side effects?
In otherwords, such systems~created to get usefu| seasonal rainfall
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PRE-COLD FRONTALSQUALLLINES

LINE OF ECHOESALONG
COLD FRONT

WARMFRONTALSQUALLLINE

LINE OF ECHOES ALONG
STATIONARY FRONT WITH A
RELATED FRONTAL SQUALL LINE

LINE OF ECHOES ALONG
WARM FRONT

Figure 1. Examples of different forms of organized multicellular
lines of echoes, as defined by related synoptic weather conditions
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increases,may also yield damaginghail and severewinds.Studiesof
inadvertent
rainfallmodification
by citiessuch as St. Louis(Changnon,
1973b)suggestthat the urbaneffectslead to cell initiationwithsubsequentstorm enhancement
throughcell.mergers.
The resultingareasof
increasedrainfallare also oftenexperiencing
comparable
increasesin
thunderstorms,
hailstorms,
and heavyshort-duration
rainstorms.
In summary,weathermodification
technologies
do not existfor
enhancingprecipitation
from the multi-cellular
convectivestormsthat
produce60 to 90% of the warm seasonrainfallin the easterntwo-thirds
of the UnitedStates.Development
of a modification
technologyfor these
systemswill requiremajorresearchand experimental
efforts.Conversely,
the technologies
do appearadequatefor use withthe simpleisolatedconvectivestormsoften.produced
by orographic
effectsin the westernonethirdof the UnitedStates.However,these produceless than 20% of the
warm seasontotalrainfalleast of the GreatPlainsand 10 to 25% increases
in theirrainfallwouldhave littlesignificance.
Convectivestorms- Hail suppression.
The resultsfrom various
hail suppression
programsare less certainthan thosefor enhancement
of
rain-’from
convective
clouds,and are bestlabelledas ’contradictory’.
Hail suppression
activitieshave beenpursuedfor a numberof yearsin the
SovietUnion,France,Switzerland,
I.taly,Canada,and the UnitedStates
(see Fig. 2). The Sovietresultsappearmost promisingwith 60 to 80%
reductions
claimed,but, in general,furthertestingunderscientifically
controlledconditionsappearsnecessarybeforetheirconclusions,
or those
from elsewhere,can be acceptedby the scientificcommunity.Experimentationin NorthAmerica,largelyconfinedto NorthDakota,SouthDakota,
Colorado,and Canada,has involvedseveraldifferentseedingtechnologies,
but all have largelyconcernedattemptedsuppression
of hail in.thegener:
ally isolateddaytimestormsof mountainorigin.
Two basicapproaches
have been takentowardshail suppression.
Most commonhas been intensive,highratesof seedingof the potential
stormwith silveriodidein an attemptto transformnearlyall of the
supercooled
waterinto ice crystals,or to "glaciate"the upperportion
of the clouds.However,if only part of the supercooled
water is transformedinto ice, the stormcouldactuallybe worsenedsincegrowthby
accretionis especiallyrapidin an environment
composedof a mixtureof
supercooled
dropsand ice crystals.Importantly,
to be successful,
this
frequently-used
approachrequiresmassiveseedingwel| in advanceof the
first hailstoneformation.It is the approachthat is beingused in
Canada,Texas,and the Dakotas.
The secondmajorapproachhas been used in the SovietUnionand
is alsobeingattemptedin the NationalHail ResearchExperiment
in Colorado. It involvesmassiveseedingwith silveriodide,but only in the
zone of maximumliquidwatercontentof the cloud.The hope is to create
many hailstoneembryosso that therewill be sufficient
supercooled
water
availableto enablegrowthto damagingstonesizes.
Anotherapproachthat can be classedin the potential,little-used
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categoryinvolvesseedinga potentialhailstormwith largehygroscopic
nucleito producea large numberof largedroplets.Upon freeziBg,
thesecompetewith the naturalhailstoneembryosfor the availablesupercooledwaterand ideallyno stonesgrow to damagingsize.Such seeding
could be done with salt and potentially
in the updraftof the storm.In
one Sovietprojectthis salt seedingis combinedwith ice nuclei(silver
iodide)seedingin the higher(belowOoC) portionsof the storm.
Essentially, then, several seeding approaches have been offered,
and testing to evaluate these technologies is in progress. Results from
the Canadian experimental project suggest i) success in suppression of
hail in the smaller, less complex storms, but 2) no success in the more
organized, larger multi-cellular
hailstorms. Results of a 4-year experimental suppression project in North Dakota (Miller,
et al., 1974) have
shown a 60%reduction in crop-hail loss that is significant
at the 0.92
confidence level. Operational (non-experimental) hail suppression pro,
jects in Canada, the Dakotas and Texas that all involve the first suppression approach and cloud-base seeding have claimed success, although
suitable proof is not yet available. If one assumes that the techniques
currently under evaluation in North America for seeding of isolated
relatively
uncomplicated thunderstorms prove successful, these technologies may likely be translatable to the high hail loss regions of the
northwestern United States and in the Carolinas. In these two areas,
high hail losses comefrom relatively
small uncomplicated convective
storms that do not produce large hail and losses occur because of high
susceptibility
to damageof the fruit and tobacco crops commonin the two
areas (Changnon, 1972).
Little of a concrete nature can be said about the translation of
available hail suppression technologies to the central United States.
As with convective precipitation
in these areas, most hail comes from the
complex, multi-cellular
storm systems illustrated
in Fig. i. To further
complicate the situation, many major damaging hailstorm systems in the
central United States frequently move hundreds of miles and persist with
an intermittent
nature for 2 or 3 days (Changnon, 1962). They also produce 30 to 40%of their hail at night. Hence, a technology for truly
successful hail suppression throughout the Midwest will eventually require
a mobile detection and seeding system which can operate at all hours of
the day.
Lightning is another thunderstorm hazard that has been investigated
for suppression possibilities.
Sometests have been carried out by seeding thunderstorms with metallic chaff to produce a current to neutralize
-the electrical
fieldi(Kasemir,
1974). Other tests in Montana have relied
on ice crystal dipoles produced by silver iodide seeding from cloud-bases.
¯ Results are inconclus.ive and a technology to prevent lightning is still
in the early stages of development (Appleman, 1969).
Non-convective precipitation
- Layer clouds. Technologies for
enhancing precipitation
from layer clouds normally appearing with largescale cyclonic storm systems, generally present during the colder half
year in the United States, are not established. Seeding of such layer
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clouds with freezing nuclei could conceivably result in the production
of precipitation
sooner than nature would provide through seeding of the
supercooled layer before the natural ic~.crystals
processes becomeeffective. The primary value of enhanced precipitation
from these systems,
particularly
in the eastern two-thirds of the United States, would be to
increase surface water supplies, to cover winter grain crops with snow,
and to increase soil moisture. Particular value from successful precipitation enhancementin these systems would accrue during the severe
multi-year droughts that occur occasionally in eastern North America. It
appears, necessary to employ a seeding technology involving the use of
~airborne delivery because of the lapse rate inversion generally associated with o~errunning in these situations would prevent surface generated
seeding agents from rising to the supercooled cloud levels. If a successful technology could be developed for these storms at any one experimental site in the eastern two-thirds of the United States, it would be
translatable to all other regions in the area.
Orographic clouds. Experiments and operational projects involving
seeding of winter-time orographic clouds in Colorado and California have
indicated that their seeding with ground-based silver iodide generators
can cause substantial changes in snowfall, ranging up to 10 to 30%under
certain conditions. Experimentation in other western areas hopes to reveal those specific weather conditions during which increases can be obtained. More experimentation in..various areas of the west is needed, but
the potential.for
this technology appears to be evolving for most of the
major mountain range areas of the.United States.
Supercooled fog. There are two basic types of fog, each requiri:ng
a different approach to suppress it. Supercooled fog and stratus consits
of liquid droplets colder than freezing. Although supercooled fogs are
not the commontype in the United States, accounting for only 5% of all
fog occurrences, they are prevalent in selected northeastern and northwestern parts of North America. The dissipation of supercooled fogs has
become, an operational weather modification technology. "Cold fog" suppression, largely at airports, has been accomplished by the use of aircraft which fly over the fog and drop various freezing agents, commonly
crushed Dry Ice or silver iodide, which initiate
ice crystal formation
and lead to the precipitation.of
the growing crystals.
~. The large balance of North American fogs are "warm fogs"
and have tended to defy practical modification. Numerousschemeshave
been attempted, and they fall into four categories: 1) heating of the air
to evaporate the fog. (a system initiated during the World War 11 and called
FIDO)., 2) drying of the fog with chemical agents, 3) mechanical mixing
the fog with surrounding drier air, and 4) enhancing droplet coalescence
by electrical
or mechanical means. The heating approach using aircraft
engines has indicated some success. Electrical
techniques (polyelectrolytes) used on fogs appear to have a chance for success along, with spraying of water droplets dispensed from a tube or an airplane. Salt~articles
acting as hygroscopic nuclei have been dropped into fogs, but there are
difficulties
such as the development of a technique for obtaining the right
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salt particle
sizes. Means of mechanical mixing have included the use of
large helicopters
flying
above the fog. It appears likely
that one or
more of these techniques or versions thereof,
will come into an operational
posture within the next five years, and with some slight modification
they will be translatable
to most locales in North America.
Hurricanes.
Research into the techniques of modification
of
hurricane winds and other major tropical
storms is under~ay. Efforts
to attack the complex problem involve numerical modelling approaches to
stimulate
the approach and results.
Since a hurricane contains huge
quantities
of supercooled water, seeding with ice nuclei (silver
iodide)
carried by aircraft
conceivably can produce some effect in the storm.
Seeding of a few hurricanes with silver iodide has suggested some minor,
short-lived
changes in the wall cloud of the hurricanes and resulting
diminishment in wind speed, but nothing conclusive can be ascribed to the
potential
for hurricane modification.
The complexities
of the problems
of hurricane modification
and the enhancement of large cyclonic storms
makes technologies for them appear to lie several years in the future.
Successful modification
of such storms would seem to have widespread applications
and benefits,
but certain complex impacts, such as also altering the useful rain produced by hurricanes over the southeastern United
States point to the immense social,
legal, and economic problems that
modification
of such large systems could produce.
GEOGRAPHICAL
TRANSLATION
OF WEATHER
MODIFICATIONANDRELATEDREGIONAL
ISSUES
Translation.
Through study of the translation
of weather modification results and existing
technologies from one area to another in the
United States would be a very difficult,
in-depth effort.
This paper
does not attempt to delve into this particular
problem on a sophisticated
regional scale for many reasons, but rather to illustrate
some of the
translational
problems. One of the confusing aspects about convective
clouds that leads to difficulties
in regional comparisons of results and
in translating
potential
seeding technologies for different
regions concerns the various means used to describe and classify
convective storms
across the United States. In one simple classification,
as employed
herein, has only three regional-type
classes: 1) the mountain-bred
convective storms considered basically,
to be isolated;
and in the flatlands of the eastern United States, basically
either 2) isolated types
or 3) the multi-cellular
complex types. However, review of the studies
of convective storms reveals many other classifications
subtitles
including those based on those areas of the storms where the storms have indraft air entering the storm. Studies in some geographical areas, and
of some synoptic weather classes, reveal a class based on air entering
the rear base of the storm; others on the base sides of the storm;
others in the front base; and others at the middle levels of the storm.
All of these are important to understand with regard to indirect
delivery
techniques which depend upon indraft
air taking the seeding material to
the ’critical
part’ of the storm.
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Another phase of this storm classification
confusion concerns
the degree of storm organization
and often incorporate confusion over
the definition
of what is a cell. The regional differences
between
"isolated"
single cells,
conglomerates of single cells, organized multicellular
storms, and cases of two or more multi-cellular
lines are not
defined on a commoncomparable basis creating a lack of understanding
of results between different
studies. Other confusing points relating
to the classification
of convective storms include the direction
of
their motion and the elevations of their cloud base and height. Within
this conglomerate of misunderstanding also occurs an oft-used synoptic
weather typing approach. For instance,
the "air mass" (non-frontal)
storm in one area may actually be classed in a frontal storm si"tuation
elsewhere. It should be realized that in most climatic
zones of the
United States each of these many storm classes can exist. However, the
lack of uniformity
in their study to determine their frequency and to
classify
them on a regional scale has been and will continue to be a
major factor restricting
a clear understanding of regional differences
in convective storms. This obviously limits
in-depth assessments of the
translatability
of seeding technologies developed in one area to another
area.
The translation
of weather modification
also can include the entire earth. Again, a complete investigation
of the technologies
and
times of use in each region of each nation would be a massive, if not
impossible undertaking.
A simple measure of the global scale transferability
of weather
modification
was developed by determining all nations which have used
planned weather modification
efforts since the end of World War II, the
beginning of the era of modern weather modification.
Information
was
gleaned from a variety of sources including
persons with extensive, long
backgrounds in weather modification.
Information
was collected
on only
rain enhancement and hail suppression projects.
The nations which have experienced some form of rain enhancement
or hail suppression using reasonably scientific
methodologies are listed
in Table I. Weather modification
projects have existed in 62 nations
and 48 of these have been totally
devoted to rain enhancement programs.
Nine more have had both rain and hail projects,
bringing the total to
57 nations with some rain enhancement. Fourteen nations have had some
form of hail suppression projects.
These 62 nations are also indicated on Fig. 2. Every continent
except Antarctica has had rain or hail suppression projects since 1946.
Thompson (1965) has shown that severe droughts in the major grain-producing nations around the world (USA, USSR, China) tend to occur in the
same time periods (19-teens, 1930’s, and 1950’s), and the next major
global droughts may lead to widespread near global desire and use of
weather (rain) modification.
The problem that hail represents in the mid-latitudes
of the
southern hemisphere has resulted in suppression attempts in Argentina,
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Australia,and South Africa. Many northern hemispherenations in Europe,
the Soviet Union, Canada, and the United States have also employedhail
suppressionprojects.
TABLE I.

List

of Nations where rain or hail
in the 1946-73 period.

modification

has occurred

Rain Only
Algeria, Azores, Belgian Congo, Brazil, Bolivia,
Cambodia, Ceylon,
China, Czechoslovakia, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Cyprus, Dominican
Republic, East Africa,
Ecuador, Ethiopia,
Formosa, French Equatorial
Africa, French West Indies, Honduras, Haiti,.India,
Iran, Israel,
Japan, Korea, Libya, Madagascar, Mexico, Moroc©, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Nigera, Pakistan, Peru, Puerto Rico, Phillipines,
Rhodesia,
Somalia, S.Rhodesia, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Tanganyika, Thailand,
Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Venezuela.
Rain and Hail
Australia,
Argentina,
USA, USSR.

Canada, France, Italy,

S. Africa,

Switzerland,

Hai I Only
Bulgaria,

W. Germany, Hungary, Kenya, Yugoslavia.

Another factor not revealedon Fig. 2 concerns the Americaninvolvement in this global spread of weather modification.Most of the weather
modificationprojects in South America, Africa, and SoutheastAsia were
accomplishedby American companiesor with American financialor technological support. Certainly, the projects in European nations and a few
other well-to-donations (Japan, Russia, Israel) often have involved their
own scientistsand technologies,but many of the nations displayedin Fig.
2 have employed Americancompaniesand expertiseon their projects.
Regional applications.
There seems little
question that a capability to suppress severe storms (hail,
tornadoes, winds), would be uniformly
accepted throughout North America, if the technology existed and if it
did not result in the alteration
in the amount of precipitation
produced
by the storms. However, questions and uncertainties
have existed as to
whether additional
precipitation
was useful in the large North American
agricultural
areas east of the Great Plains. These areas have generally
been classed as "humid", and except for occassional droughts, are considered by most to have adequate rainfall.
However, recent

studies

involving
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comparisons of crop yields

and

rainfallhave shownthat 10-30%increasesin growingseasonprecipitation
in the easternUnitedStateswouldproducemeasurable(5 to 15%) increases
in yieldsof many majorcrops(Huff and Changnon,1972).This is further
supportedby the fact that irrigation
of most of the majorcropsof the
easternUnitedStateshas developedgreatlyin the past 20 years.These
resultsindicatethat thereis a valueand potentialdesirefor additional
moisturethroughrain enhancement
in the easternUnitedStates.
Locationof wherewaterwouldbe beneficialand whereconflicts
of interestmightdevelopthroughcrop differences
in time of water,needs
to be considered.
Basically,a briefconsideration
of this problemrequirescertainassumptions.
First,is the fact that the majorbenefitof
precipitation
enhancement
in the easternUnitedStateswouldbe to agriculturewithlittlesignificance
for the betterment
of watersupplies.
Secondly,that no conflictin an agricultural
area due to rain modification
wouldoccurif onlyone majorcrop is grown.
In general,two or more cropsexistin most partsof the Uhited
Statesbecausecertainphysicaland economicfactorsboth allowand
simultaneously
dictatetheirpresence.The controlling
physicalfactors
in any areaincludethe soil,topography,
elevation,
and climate,and
the Climaticfactorsinvolveboth temperature
and rainfall.Normally,
thereis one dominantcrop in a regionwith an importantsecondarycrop,
and in many regionsone findsshiftsof theirimportancewith changing
climate.The importantpointis that two or more cropsare oftengrown
in the samelocalewhichmeansthat they both are basicallyadaptable
to the rainfallregimeof that region.However,the cropsin an area
may differsomewhatin the timingof their growthneedsfor water.For
example,peanutsare grownsuccessfully
in the CottonBelt althoughthey
need less waterthan cotton(U.S. Dept.Agriculture,
1955).Soybeans
and cornare growntogetherin the Midwest,but cornis a) more responsive to rainfall,and b) the periodswhen the two cropsmust benefit
from rain variesby 2-4 weeks(Changnon,1965).More classicexamples
of weatherconflictsare in areaswherethereis cattleraisingand
gardencropsor wherehay and otherforagecropsare grownwithgrains,
and a distinctno-rainperiodis neededto harvesthay whenrain is
valuableto the graincrops.
Thus,two kindsof crop-related
conflictsrelatingtypesto
weatherand rainfallcan be envisioned:
1) areasthat have two crops
that needdistinctlydifferentwet (or dry) conditions
at the sametime,
and 2) areasthat adjoinand eachfeaturesquitedifferentcropssuch
as grainsor tobacconestledagainstfruitor vegetablecrops.Modificationeffortsin the firstsituationwill haveto be sufficiently
sophisticated
to be "adjustable"
to the temporalneeds.Operational
adjustments
basedon.year-to-year
variationsin the crop-growth
seasons
(and waterneed periods)will be essential.Economicloss considerations
due to conflictsmust be envisionedand supportfor seedingmust not
come from growersof just one type of crop.In a sense,solutionfor
conflict-free
rain modification
addressesitselfto local-regional
supportand controlso as to properlydecideupon the seedingeffortsduring potentialconflictperiods.
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In the second case of potential
conflict
where crops of differing
water needs adjoin, seeding may have to be a) eliminated entirely,
or
b) be capable of some regional restriction.
A specific
example of this
situation
might be a region lying in the Piedmont of the eastern United
States. The Piedmont is a rolling
hill
area of elevations ranging from
100 to 1500 ft. msl and is a distinct
geophysical region between the
Atlantic
coastal plain to the east and the A~palacian Mountains to the
west. It does not have a uniform climate because of its great northsouth extent, and the climatic
variation
particularly
helps to divide
the Piedmont into sub-regions.
The average annual precipitation
is
relatively
high, ranging form 40 (north) to 50 (south) inches per year.
A distinct
separation exists between the cotton region and tobacco region,
as shown on Fig. 3. Tobacco requires abundant rainfall
throughout the
growing season in this area from April to October: but none at its
November harvest. The adjoining
cotton needs low rainfall
both in spring
and fall when too much rain affects the fibre quality and retards picking.
The fact that adequate rainfall
does not exist is reflected
in agricultural figures which show that in 1954 more than 12,000 acres of tobacco
land in the Piedmont were irrigated,
representing more than 2% of the
total Crop in the area (USDA, 1965). Cotton in the Piedmont is also
irrigated.
Irrigation
is an analog for rain enhancement, and thus irrigation in the Piedmont indicates
rain enhancement might profitably
increase yields of both crops. However, crop needs for rainfall
in the
spring and fall
differ.
Thus, rain modification
along the shaded area
marked in Fig. 3, where the two Peidmont crop regions adjoin, could
become an area of conflict
over weather modification.
The complexity of different
crop type regions found in many parts
of the eastern United STates could result in many regional conflicts
over
rainfall
enhancement, unless rainfall
enhancement could be done by means
of a not yet existing,
very sophisticated,
.areally-controlled
technology.
RESEARCH
NEEDSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
Established technologies for modifying significantly
(defined as
economically useful) the rainfall
and severe weather storms over the more
populous and major agricultural
areas of the eastern United States do
not exist. If measurable economic gains are to be realized in the eastern two-thirds
of the United States due to weather modification
(largely
rain "management", hail suppression, and abatement of severe winter storms),
much more research and effort
must be extended. This research will concern 1) the thorough study on a regional scale of the complex multicellular
convective systems which are the major warm season rain and hail
producer, and 2) the study of the cold season cyclonic systems. In both
cases, these need to be studied as to how they can be altered hopefully
to enhance their precipitation
as needed and to alter their undesirable
features as needed.
Table 2 is a review and general outlook on weather modification
for
all the five major types of classes of storms and sorted on their.temperature regime. This table also presents, a classification
of whether the
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modification
is in a potential,
exploratory,
research, or operational
phase. Also indicated
is the general amount of current research.
An important factor to consider is that success in weather modification and particulary
that relating
to the convective clouds (whether
isolated or grouped) is dependent upon I) the existing
weather conditions
(degree of instability,
dry layers aloft,
amount of shear, etc.),
2) on
extent and size of the existing clouds, 3) on the type of seeding technology employed (the material and delivery systems), and 4) on the existing nuclei concentrations.
The growth of understanding in these conditions
and in the intelligent
experimentation
with weather modification
can
conceivably result in an identifiable
means of modifying convective clouds
to secure large area beneficial
increases in precipitation
or decreases
in hail. This can only occur when such national goals are set and adequate
research investments are made.
Current limited and no-growth federal budgets for weather modification make it appear likely
that technologies to modify either the multicellular
convective system or the cold season cyclonic systems are at
least 10 years in the future.
Once technologies
are established,
imaginative thinking will be needed to design and operate the "movable" seeding
systems needed to modify both of these large and moving types of precipitation systems. Until a major commitment is made in the United States to
understand and to learn how to modify over large areas, these two kinds
of precipitation
systems commonto the eastern two-thirds
of the United
States, weather modification
will never be a technolog~ of major importance to.the United States.
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SURVEY
OF INDUSTRY
PRACTICES
IN WEATHER
MODIFICATION
PRELIMINARY
REPORT
OF WMA
COMMITTEE
ONINDUSTRY
PRACTICES
KeithJ. Brown,Chairman
ArnettDennis
RonaldL. Lininger

Sometime ago the Weather Modification Association madea commitment to attempt to determine "industry practice" in the weather modification
field. There were a number of reasons for undertaking this study, but one
of the major reasons was the federal rule on weather modification reporting.
This rule states that if a weather modification activity report indicates
a significant
departure from practices generally employed in similar circumstances then state officials
will be notified.
Since these industry
practices have never been specified, it is important that the full range
of practices be determined.
A committee was appointed by the WMAexecutive board to conduct a
survey and make public the results. The committee namedwas Arnett Dennis,
Ron Lininger and Keith Brown as Chairman. A questionnaire was designed to
provide answers as to the range of practices currently employed in weather
modification. There was no intent to define the best or correct technique
or to identify the techniques used on specific projects or by individual
operators.
The following information is a preliminary summaryof the results
of this survey. A more detailed study will be presented at a later date.
Caution should be used in interpreting these results since there has been
almost no editing of the returned questionnaires and there are many potential sources of bias. For example, one respondent returned questionnaires
for twenty-one different projects, all conducted in a similar manner, and
thus introducing a bias in the frequency distribution
of industry practices.
Another source of misleading information might be found in the numberand
qualifications
of the personnel supervising seeding projects since one individual maysupervise several projects and therefore be counted several times.
It will require a careful analysis of the questionnaires to obtain
meaningful information on industry practices. It is intended that this data
base will be madeavailable to anyone with an interest in this subject.
The questionnaire was mailed to 46 recipients and approximately 26
responded with information on 70 projects conducted during 1974 within the
United States. The mailing list was compiled using information from the
NOAAreport dated March 1974 "Weather Modification Activity Reports", the
WMA
membershiplist and personal knowledge of the committee members.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DETERMINING INDUSTRY PRACTICE IN WEATHER MODIFICATION

io Is project primarily research or operational?
II Totally or mostly research

--

Other (specify)

55 Totally or mostly operational
4 Both research and operation
2.

Type of project (check more than one if applicable).
57 Precipitation increase

i0

Fog dispersal

23 Orographic

3

Warm fog

41 Convective clouds

8

Cold fog

1

Ice fog

8 Hail suppression

2 Other (specify) (i) Hurricane, (I) Fog prevention
3. Is project primarily a winter, summer, or year-round operation?
24

Winter

38

Summer

8
4.

Other (specify)

Year-round

How many months per year does the project operate (average)?
1 One month or less

29

33 Two to four months
0

7

Eight to twelve months

How many square miles does the target area cover?
1 No specified target area

5

5000 to 9999 square miles

12 Less than i00 square miles

3

I0,000 to 29,000 square miles

23 i00 to 999 square miles

1 30,000 to 50,000 square miles

25 i000 to 4999 square miles
o

Five to seven months

-- Over 50,000 square miles

What seeding agent(s) or techniques are used on this project?

(Check more than one

if applicable.)
60

Silver iodide
6

--

Detergent materials

Mixed with Nal

2

22

Mixed with NH41

--

Mechanical or thermal devices

22

Pyrotechnic units

--

Other organic substances

7

Dry Ice

i

Salt

charged water; lithium chloride;

Urea or other fertilizer material

po]yelectrolite

--

3

Vented liquid propane
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Other (specify) Electrostatically

How is (are) the seeding agent(s) dispersed?
--

No seeding agents used

43

Released from ground
17

Propane-Acetone Burner

21

Arc Type

--

Impregnated String Type

3

Pyrotechnics

2

Other (specify)

go

Avg. No.
Output per site (gm/hr)
Sites/Proj. Low
High
Avg~

No. of
Sites
196
347

12

1.5

350

17

17

0.5

2.0

1.2

6

2

144

200

48

24

--

Propane venting
35

(Check more than one if applicable)

Released from aircraft - How many?

__10

98

153

gal/hour

Low

High

Avg.

23

Pyrotechnics - Output gms/unit?

20

100

62

13

Acetone type burner - Output gms/hour?

1.5

400

151

i

Liquid.spray - Gallon per minute?

8

Solid material - Pounds per minute?

i0
3

60

20

What seeding mode(s) is (are) utilized? (Check more than one if applicable)
33 Seeding of entire storm
26 Seeding of selected portions of storm
7 Seeding only convective bands, squall lines or fronts
13 Seeding only individual cells
38 Ground based seeding in or upwind of target
22 Aerial seeding at cloud base
(i) +I°C
(1)-4°C, (4)-10°C
21 Aerial seeding at selected temperature level (specify) (ii) - 5~C, (!) to -i0~
17 Aerial seeding at or above cloud top

24 Aerial seeding over target area
23 Aerial seeding upwind of target area
3 Other (specify) Aerial seeding at specific elevation; seeding in clear air
to create stratus
Which evaluation techniques are employed in this project?

(Check more than one if

applicable)
2 No evaluation made

14

Economic or operational success

18 Randomized

(reduced crop damage, increased

-- Randomized cross-over design

flight operations during fog,

45 Target-Control

etc.)

32 Percent of historical average
analysis

29

Other (specify) (7) Model comparison
of predicted and observed result;

29 Observation of physical changes
in atmosphere

(21) Isohyetal target-control (nonstatistical); (i) hail from seeded &
non seeded cells
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i0.

Which parameters are used in evaluating this project?

(Check more than one if

applicable)
51 Rainfall total

__Hailfall
9

12 Rainfall intensity

___Other
i0

7 Snowpack

analysis

meteorological

parameters

(visibility, ceiling, RVR, etc.)

i0 Streamflow

ii.

__Other
4
(specify) (2) Insurance data;
(i)
Rainfall duration; (I) physical
17 Radar echo analysis
characteristics
What is (are) the source(s) for upper air data for project operations?
(Check
more than one if applicable)
7 No upper air data used
56 National Weather Service regular observation network
2 Project Pibal
16 Project Rawinsonde(s). What is the average number of observations made per
day by Project Rawinsonde.
On operational days?

12.

13.

On non-operational days?

3

One

7

None

2

Two

3

One

2

Three

5

Two

9

Four or more

-

Three

i

Four or more

How many radar sites are used in operating this project?
37 None

4

22 One

6 Three or more

~o

What is the maximum effective range of radar coverage? (Combined coverage from
all radars)
35 No radar

21 i01 to 200 miles

4 Less than 50 miles

1 Over 200 miles

6 50 to i00 miles
14.

How are radar data recorded?

(Check more than one if applicable)

35 No radar
1 No record
17 Manual tracing from scope

4

Periodic photograph of scope

6

Magnetic tape recording

7

Other (specify)

22 Time lapse photography of scope
15.

Other than seeding aircraft, how many airplanes are used for observation purposes?
59 None

- Two

2 One

5 Three or more
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16.

Which of the following parameters are measured and recorded routinely by either
seeding or observation aircraft?
29

No aircraft

23 Cloud dimensions

4 None
31
9

25 Vertical motions

Temperature

30 Aircraft position

Humidity or Dew Point

29 Aircraft altitude

8 Cloud liquid water content

9

5 Hydrometeor samples
15
9
17.

ii

Turbulence

4

Nuclei concentration

Radar echos
Cloud photography
Other (specify) Icing; electric charge
RVR; winds, visibility, ceiling

How is precipitation measured in the project area? (Check more than one if
applicable)
6 No measurements
47 Existing (NWS, FAA, $CS, etc.) instrumentation
30 Special project instrumentation

18.

How many precipitation stations of each type are located within the target area?
33 Not applicable
Non-Recording Raingages:
i0 I - 5

16

Ii or more

17

ii or more

2

ii or more

2 6 - i0
Recording Raingages:
i0 I - 5
2 6 - i0
Telemetered Raingages:
5 i - 5
3 6 - i0
Snow depth or water equivalent measurements:
6 i - 5

2

ii or more

--

ii or more

6

ii or more

i 6 - i0
Telemetered snow pack data:
8 1 - 5
i 6 - I0
Hail sensors:
2 i - 5
- 6 - i0
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How many surface wind observations from the project area are available for realtime use by project personnel?
6 4 to 6

5 None
54 i to 3

4 7 or more

How many personnel are assigned to this project? (Do not include generator operators hired locally)

Meteorologist*

Other

Technical**

Full Time Part Time

Full Time i Part Time

None

i

One

Full Time

Part Time

2

2

28

2 to 4
5 or more

2

Meteorologist includes those with a degree in atmospheric sciences or at

*

least five years experience in a professional level job in meteorology.
Technical personnel includes technicians and pilots not qualified as

**

meteorologists.
21.

What qualifications does the Project Director* possess?

(Check more than one if

applicable)
16 Certified by WMA
50 Degree in Atmospheric Sciences
5 Less than three years experience in weather modification
18 Three to seven years experience in weather modification
40 Over seven years experience in weather modification
2 Other (specify) Retired airline pilot; airline office
*

Project Director is defined as the person having direct and immediate
control over the decision to conduct an operation.

22.

What qualifications does the person(s) possess who determines the precise moment
and location for initiating a seeding action (ie: A pilot who ignites a pyro when
he finds an updraft, etc..) (Check more than one if applicable)
7 Certified by WMA
41 .Degree in Atmospheric Sciences
9 Less than three years experience in weather modification
21 Three to seven years experience in weather modification
39 Over seven years experience in weather modification
2 Other (specify)
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23.

What is the distance from the target area to the Project Office where major control
of seeding operations is located?
40 Within 20 miles

3

2 21 to 50 miles

0 201 to 500 miles
21 Over¯ 500 miles

3 51 to i00 miles
24.

Which of the following information sources are available in the Project Office?
48

Service A teletype

3

38

Service C teletype

18

APT Satellite receiver
Other (specify) Telecopier; BuRec

data terminal; telephone to weather
office
Which of the following are used as major inputs to seeding decisions? (Real-time
43

25.

I01 to 200 miles

NWS Facsimile Service

usage)
57
9
18
26.

Forecast skill

47

Radar data

Computer models

17

Telemetered weather observations

Nomograms

38

Visual observations

Are there specific criteria for suspending seeding operations based on safety or
damage considerations written and filed for this project?
56

27.

Yes

13

No

If so, which of the following items are specified. (Check more than one if
applicable)
45

Precipitation totals

4

Avalanche

34

Precipitation intensity

8

Air mass temperature

40

Flood potential

33

Severe weather (thunderstorm,

i0
9

Was an Environmental Impact Statement or report prepared and filed for this project?
13 Yes

29.

Other Hurricane position; runway
conditions; reservoir storage; snowpack

tornado, etc.)
28.

Wind speed or direction

56 No

Who provides the funding for this project?

(Check more than one if applicable)
i0 Industry

13 Federal Government

27

5 State Government

Other (specify) Private funds;
airlines; university

12 County or local government
7 District (Water users Assoc., etc.)
30. Who actually operates this project?

47 Private meteorological company

7

Federal Government

4

State Government

5

County or local government

Other (specify) Aviation FBO;

2

University

non-profit associations

4 Other industry
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BACKGROUND
ANDSUMMARY
INFORMATION
ONTHEKINGSRIVERWEATHER
MODIFICATION
PROGRAM
CONDUCTED
DURINGTHE19-YEARPERIOD
FROM1954 THROUGH
1973
ThomasJ. Henderson
Atmospherics Incorporated
Fresno, California

I

INTRODUCTION

The KingsRiveris one of severalstreamswhichoriginatesin the
high snowfieldsalongthe westernslopeof the SierraRangein California
and flowsfrom its 1600squaremile watershedto the rich San Joaquin
Valley.Emergingfrom the foothillseast of Fresno,the totalannual
flowhas rangedfrom a minimumof less than 400,000acre feet to a maximum of more than 4,300,000acre feet.The averagefor the past 40 years
has beenapproximately
1,600,000acre feet.
The irrigationdevelopment
on the KingsRiverhas been extensive.
More than 1,000,000acresof irrigatedland are in the areasservedby
the riverand in yearsof normalrunoff,no wateris wastedover the flood
plainor to the ocean.Presentestimatesindicateit takes nearly135%
of normalannualrunoffbeforeavailablewaterexceedsusefuldemand.This
upperlimitis dependentupona numberof agricultural
aspects,the conditionof the watershed,the amountof carry-overstorage,the mannerin
whichthe waterrunsout of the basin,plus otherhydrologic
and meteorologicalfactorsgoverningthe behaviorof the watershedand the flow of the
river.
Thereare presentlythree main dams in the watershed.Wishonand
Courtright
are storagereservoirsfor powergeneration,
builtand operated
by the PacificGas and ElectricCompany.Pine Fiat Dam in the foothillarea
was builtby the Corpsof Engineersand has a storagecapacityof about
1,000,000acre feet.Value of the dam for both flood controland irrigation
storagehas been well demonstrated
in pastperiodssuchas December1955.
whenextensivedamagewas causedfrom floodingin the watershedsimmediately
south,but was completely
minimizedin the KingsRiverarea.
Pine FlatDam was dedicatedon 22 May 1954,and untilrecentyears,
the Bureauof Reclamation
actedas the administrator
for the storageof
water.The KingsRiver Conservation
District(KRCDI,actingas a public
districtand administrative
group,has dealtwith the Bureauof Reclamation
undera numberof lengthyinterimcontracts.This districtis chargedwith
developing
and improvingthe waterresourcesof the KingsRiverand was
the negotiative
forcein the eventualenactmentof the permanentcontract
with the Bureauof Reclamation.
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The Kings River Water Association (KRWA), representing its
membersincluding 12 irrigation
districts,
has acted as the administrative
body dealing with the distribution
of water below Pine Flat Dam. On 23
December1963, the 28 membersof this association individually
signed permanent contracts with the Bureau of Reclamation, giving the people of the
Kings River area the exclusive and perpetual rights to the use of storage
space in Pine Flat Reservoir subject only to the use of this space for
flood control purposes.
In the 1954/55 water year, following the basic cloud seeding discoveries
at General Electric Research in 1947, the Kings River Conservation District
initiated
an operational research weather modification program designed to
increase the annual flow of the Kings River into Pine Flat Reservoir. The
program has been operated continuously since that time during the winter
seasonal periods from October through April. In more recent years, as a
result of a three-year summercloud seeding research experiment, the Kings
River Conservation District authorized the expansion of the cloud seeding
program to include the remaining months of May through Septemberin those
years whenthe annual riverflow is forecast to fall below c~sable quantities..
II

KINGSRIVERPROJECT
DESIGN

Within the early experiments at General Electric Research, silver
iodide was found to be a most unique and effective ice nucleus. Other substances, such as solid carbon dioxide, dust particles, cupric oxide, metaldehyde, lead iodide and others were found to have similar properties but
silver iodide has remained one of the most efficient.
Once the artificial
nuclei source has been chosen, the design of any weather modification program becomesa matter of organizing the professional level personnel, acquisition and deployment of equipment, coordinating the nuclei delivery system,
monitoring the storm periods, maintaining appropriate operational safeguards,
and establishing proper evaluation procedures.
On the Kings River Project, storm periods have been monitored through
the use of 3cm and 5cm weather radar systems. Operating at 50,000 watts and
250,000 watts peak power, these systems identify the location, movementand
intensity of storms as they moveacross the Valley and into the Kings River
Watershed above Pine Flat Reservoir. Silver iodide nuclei are generated
from both ground based units and pyrotechnic seeding devices attached to
the aircraft.
Voice communication between the radar system and the cloud
seeding aircraft provides the information transfer necessary for proper
application of material during each storm period.
Depending upon specific meteorological conditions, various numbers
of ground generators are ignited in the Sierra foothill
regions and aircraft flight paths are organized to provide a nuclei source in those areas
where proper locations of ground generators are not available. Radar monitoring of the storm situation and the application of artificial
ice nuclei
to the system, continues until all weather activity has passed from the
area. Built-in
operational safeguards include the termination of seeding
whenever flood threats are imminent or high water conditions suggest the
possibility
of damageto the watershed or irrigated land throughout the
Kings River .service area.
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The cloud seeding aircraft has always been operated from the
Fresno Air Terminal on .a 24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week basis during operational periods. Silver iodide ground generators are distributed in
appropriate locations throughout the operational area with one line along
Highway 180 up to the 6,000 ft. level. Another group is distributed further from the target area south of Highway 180, and a third group is installed northward from Piedra to the Trimmer and Shaver Lake areas, and
northeastward to Balch Campand Wishon Dam. Local people in the area operate some of the generators on commandfrom the radar facility
and others
are operated by in-house field personnel.
III

PROJECT
OPERATIONS

Weather forecasts are produced on a daily basis from basic data
provided by the National Weather Service at the Fresno Air Terminal. Each
morning during the operational period, weather data are analyzed by AI
personnel and the meteorologist determines the potential for cloud developments or storm situations suitable for treatment. If no suitable storm
periods are imminent, project personnel are placed on a "standby" status
awaiting results from the afternoon or evening forecast of that particular
24 hour period.
Whenappropriate storm periods or suitable cloud conditions are
forecast to develop within the 24 hour period, operational personnel move
to the "alert" status and await the movementof clouds into the area. As
these clouds begin to develop over the watershed, radar monitoring is
initiated and continues as long as the possibility
of suitable cloud conditions remain.
Oncethe cloud conditions are determined to have satisfactory depth
and water content, all personnel move to the "operational" status and the
application of silver iodide begins from ground generators and/or aircraft sources depending upon the results from a continuous assessment of
weather elements. As the storm period diminishes, personnel and equipment
move back through the alert and standby categories until other storms or
cloud developments movetoward the area.
IV RESEARCH
The operational weather modification program as conducted over the
Kings River Watershed has provided a sound platform for the development of
several basic research and evaluation investigations during the past several
years. In the early summerof 1961, Atmospherics Incorporated entered into
a three-year cost shari.ng research contract with the National Science Foundation. Under NSFC-206, this research was designed specifically
for physical studies of winter storms in the Sierra Nevada Range of California.
The program was primarily focused on ice nuclei measurements, temperature
profiles, photographic storm analysis and identification
Of silver iodide
plumes.
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In 1965, Atmospherics Incorporated negotiated another three-year
cost-sharing
contract with the National Science Foundation. Under NSFC-402, this program was titled
"Physical Studies of Winter Storm Mechanisms
as Related to Cloud Seeding Efforts in the Sierra Range of California".
The program was an extension of the original
NSF supported investigation
and included such items as freezing nuclei plume tracking,
condensation
nuclei measurements, surface windflow studies, physical changes in ice
crystals
during operational
periods, radar scope and cloud photograph
analyses, measurements of air potential
as related to cloud seeding
efforts,
and evaluations
of the long term Kings River Project.
A final
report was filed with the National Science Foundation in February 1968.
In 1967, the Research Foundation of California
State University
at Fresno, under funding from the Bureau of Reclamation, began a series
of field experiments to determine the potential
benefit from seeding summer cumulus clouds over the Southern Sierra Range. This program, called
"Project Sierra Cumulus" was active for three years during the May-September
periods. Single cumulus cells within pairs of cumulus clouds., were randomly
chosen for treatment with silver
iodide. The results from this experiment
indicated that, (i) precipitation
could be initiated
from non-precipitating
clouds, (2) precipitation
could besignificantly
increased from those clouds
already producing rainfall
and (3) the increase in streamflow could
identified
as resulting
from the cloud seeding efforts.
Based on these
independent research results,
the KRCDWeather Modification
Program was
expanded to include summer cloud .seeding operations during those years
when the annual flow of the river was forecast to be less than approximately 135% of normal.
Other research efforts
and statistical
evaluations of the Kings
River Program have been independently conducted by such groups as the
Bureau of Reclamation’s Atmospheric Water Resources Research group formerly
at Fresno, California;
Colorado State University
at Ft. Collins,
Colorado;
the National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.; National Academy of
Sciences and the National Weather Service. The results
of all these investigations
have been reported in numerous scientific
papers and general publications.
Each has confirmed the apparent statistical
results
that during
the 1955-73 period, the Kings River Weather Modification
Program has increased the water supply into Pine Flat Reservoir by a total of not less
than 1,280,000 acre feet.
V

EVALUATIONPROCEDURES

The 1973-74 season completed the 20th consecutive year of weather
modification
operations over the Kings River Watershed. The program has
probably been evaluated on more levels than any other operational
weather
modification
project inthe United States.
One of the early evaluation attempts dealt with the comparison of
rain gauge figures.
Lack of available
data from the upper watershed areas
above 9,000 ft. produced a severe limitation
in this evaluation approach.
As in many cases using rain gauge data, the available
figures did not produce relationships
with high significance
levels.
This difficulty,
coupled
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with the inadequate numbers of rain gauges at high altitudes, excluded.
the use of rain gauge data as a meaningful approach to the evaluations.
As part of these early evaluations, a compilation of all snow survey data was initiated.
This investigation indicated a more s.ignificant
relationship between the precipitation
in seeded and unseeded areas. However, even though the analysis produced rather high positive indications
of the success of cloud seeding on the Kings River, the statistical
confidence levels were considered inadequate. While the snow survey data did
provide strong clues pertaining to the positive effects of the seeding
operations, the approach was abandonedin favor of other more significant
techniques.
An examination of the streamflow records along the Western Slopes
of the Sierra Range yields muchbasic data which are considerably more
meaningful in this type analysis than either the snow survey data or the
precipitation
figures. Applications of statistical
methods have been made
to many of the streamflow figures from streams along both the western and
eastern slopes of the Sierra. The results of these analyses indicate a
very high confidence level may be placed on the results from comparisons
between the flow of the Kings River and combinations of flows from the Merced and Kern Rivers. The use of control streams from areas both north
and south of the target area seemedappropriate in the search for methods
of eliminating bias from years which mayhave contained a predominance of
either northerly or southerly type storms.
The possible bias from persistent storm directions was not the
only item investigated in these early analyses. For example, the total
numberof acres covered by forest fires in both control and target areas
was tabulated, methods of streamflow measurementswere examined, types
of measuring devices and locations of measuring points were investigated
and the historic record of streamflow itself was repeatedly checked. All
the possible items which were thought to have had some abnormal effect
on the flows of either the control or target streams were finally considered minimal or insignificant.
It was thought desirable to keep any statistical
analysis as simple
as possible without resorting to complex transformations of the basic
data or to controversial methodology. Consequently, a straightforward
multiple regression analysis was developed to indicate any possible change
in the flow of the Kings River during the seeding periods. No particu,
lar manipulation of these data has been madeduring the evaluation period,
nor has there been any change in methodology since the first statistical
decision was madeduring the early years of the seeding program.
The primary statistical
formula whic’h produced the highest confidence prediction of the annual flow of the Kings .River in anysingle year
was given by:
Xe = 1.85 C1 (Merced) + 1.72 2 ( Kern) - 124.4
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Where Xp equals the predicted unregulated annual flow of the Kings
River as measured below Pine Flat Dam, C1 equals the annual flow of the
Merced River as measured at Pohono Birdg~ and C2 equals the annual flow
of the Kern River as measured near Kernville.
Whenthis prediction
formula was applied to the Kings River annual
flow during the 19 years of seeding from 1954 through 1973, a significant
positive
effect from the weather modification
program has been noted in
13 of these operational
years. In 6 of the 19 annual periods, a positive
effect was not identifiable
by this statistical
method. In statistical
terms, the overall positive effect is significant
at the 0.01 level.
Expressed in terms of water volume, the 13 positive
years have produced a total of 1,280,200 acre feet of additional
water, an average of
more than 98,400 acre feet per year.
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THE KENYAHAIL SUPPRESSION
PROGRAM
Thomas J. Henderson
Atmospherics Incorporated
Fresno, California

ABSTRACT
Beginning in Octobe~ 1967, an operational
hail suppression program
was initiated
in an area located some 130 miles northwest of Nairobi,
Kenya, East Africa.
The project was supported by private companies which
have approximately 45,000 acres of select tea in production.
Within the
operational
area, average precipitation
is about 71 inches and ha~l on
the ground is experienced on more than 200 days per year. During the
period October 1967 through January 1975, silver iodide was applied by
aircraft
at cloud base in the inflow area identified
to be relevant to
that volume of cloud which gives birth to, and allows growth of, hailstones. Program design included a rate of silver iodide application
sufficient
to Rroduce ice nuclei concentrations
of 100 - 1,000 per liter
effective at -15~C within this important hail producing volume of cloud. A
total of 1582 operational
days and 2,910 seeding flight
hours have been
logged. More than 5,700 individual
cumulus cells have been seeded. In
comparisons of hail damage from seeded and non-seeded cumulus developments., the average damage to tea has apparently been reduced by approximately 40%,
I

GENERAL
BACKGROUND

The Kericho-Nandi Hills area of Kenya, East Africa, is located
some 130 miles northwest of Nairobi. Approximately 45,000 acres of select
tea are in production throughout this area. The estates lie at elevations
between 6,500 and 7,000 ft. msl, but eastward the land rises quickly to
elevations above I0,000 ft. The peaks of Mau (10,002 fto) and Milili
(10,165 ft.)
are along the Mau escarpment some 50 miles southeast of the
main tea growing area. For some 35 miles westerly from the Kericho-Nandi
Hills area the land slopes away to the shore of Kavironda Bay, an arm of
Lake Victoria.
Here, along the shoreline at Kisumu, the elevation is only
3,720 ft. above sea level.
A general location map of the area is shown in
Figure i.
The African Highlands Produce Company (James Finlay Co., Ltd.) and
the Kenya Tea Company(Brooke Bond) represent the largest portion of total
acreage in this area. About 20 other smaller groups, including
those within the Kenya Tea Development Authority,
also have tea acreage in production. With the exception of pruning periods and excessive hail damage, tea
is plucked every 10-15 days each month of the year. Kenya is one of the only
places in the world where the tea plant does not go completely dormant during
some portion of each year.
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FIGURE1
KENYAHAIL SUPPRESSION
PROGRAM
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In July, 1963, the African Highlands Produce Company initiated
an
experimental hail suppression program on a single tea estate of about
1,000 acres in the Kericho area. This program utilized
Italian
anti-hail
rockets fired from 13 positions
on the Kitumbe Estates. These rockets
were fitted
with an explosive head containing about 800 grams of TNT.
No silver iodide or other ice nuclei material was added to the mixture.
In early 1967, a cost assessment was applied to the rocket anti-hail
program.
It was noted that an extension of this program to include all tea estates
of the area would not be economically feasible.
Accordingly,
Atmospherics
Incorporated of Fresno, California,
was asked to design, operate and evaluate a hail suppression program based on past experience in the United
States and the current technology available
throughout the world. On i Oct.
1967, utilizing
aircraft
application
of pyrotechnic generated silver iodide,
this newly designed program began operations in the Kericho-Nandi Hills
area. The program operated continuously
through January 1975.
11

CLIMATOLOGY

The Kericho area of Kenya may possess the highest hail incidence
of any location
in the world. On the average, thunderstorms occur on more
than 200 days per year. Hail reports from numerous stations on the ground,
as well as pilot reports and observations from seeding flights,
indicate that
more than 90% of the individual
thunderstorms contain hail during some period
of their life cycles.
The daily weather pattern is repetitious
with mostly clear mornings
and only a light flow of air at the surface. On most days, small cumuli
are noted over the high country before noon and these often exhibit a vigorous
development by 1400. As vertical
development proceeds to upper levels,
the
cumulus cells begin to move westward away from the mountains out across the
tea estates and forest land. Activity
over the tea area subsides by late
afternoon and nocturnal thunderstorms are noted over Lake Victoria.
By
daybreak, clear skies are again established and the cycle repeats.
This rather persistent
weather pattern produces an average annual rainfall
of about 71 inches in the Kericho-Nandi Hills area. There are extreme
spatial variations
during any single storm day as well as wide monthly and
seasonal variations
in total amounts. In the valley area between Kericho
and Nairobi,
the average annual rainfall
drops to less than 20 inches. Only
a few localized areas in East Africa have annual averages above 80 inches
and these are confined to mountain areas such as Mt. Kilimanjaro,
Mt. Kenya,
the Abadare Range, the Usanbara Range and South Nyanza. The single exception
to this high mountain--high rainfall
relationship
is the area over Lake Victoria where annual totals also average more than 80 inches.
Freezing temperatures near Kericho are oc~asionally
recorded but
average monthly minimum temperatures are near 55 ~ throughout the year.
Average monthly maximum temperatures are about 74~F but days have been
recorded where temperatures climbed well above 80o F. On the whole, it is
pleasant weather with no apparent change in seasons other than the high
rain periods of Ap.ril-May and October-November, about a month following
the times when the sun is approximately overhead.
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The numberof annual hail occurrences at any one point in this area
may vary from a single instance to more than 25. Records have shown this
wide variation to occur over short distances within the tea estates. For
example, many years are noted when a hail occurrence is logged somewhere
within a single 1,000 acre estate and the adjoining estate of the samesize
mayhave recorded as manyas 20 hail instances during the sameperiod.
There is evidence that areas within the total tea estates may be favored
for excessive hail during a single year, but there is no evidence of area
favoritism from year to year. The limited hail records indicate a preference
for hail during the periods February-March and August-September, but hail
does fall every month of the year and single high intensity storms can occur
at any time.
The single most important feature which differentiates
the KerichoNandi Hills area from other hail areas of the world is the fantastic number
of hail days which persists every year.
III

PROGRAM
DESIGN

It is extremely important to note that the design of this operational
program was produced from data obtained during a number of field programs
conducted in the United States during the 1956-60 period and from information obtained in the field while a part of the hail suppression research
projects conducted by Colorado State University in Northeast Colorado
during the period 1961-65. Observations and measurementsmadeduring these
formative years produced a reasonable understanding of the thunderstorm
models and their related commondenomonators necessary for the proper design
of such an applications program. Without these initial
efforts, sponsored
by the private sector in the early period and largely by the National
Science Foundation during more recent years, it would have been impossible
to design and operate this meaningful field program.
The design of this Kericho-Nandi Hills program involves the aerial
application of silver iodide ice nuclei to the inflow areas at cloud base
identified as being important to .that particular volume of cloud which gives
birth to hailstones within each thunderstorm cell. The remaining and much
larger volume of cloud, which does not support the birth and growth, of hailstones, is left untreated. Attempts have been madeto apply material at a
rate sufficient
to produce ice nuclei concentrations of 100-1,000 per liter
effective at -15C within this important hail producing volume. Pyrotechnic
generated silver iodide has been used exclusively during the 1967-70 period.
In more recent years liquid fuel airborne generators using ammoniumiodidesilver iodide solution have been used to supplement the pyrotechnic capability.
During the period 1 October 1967 through 31 December1968, aerial
application of silver iodide was accomplished by a single aircraft.
On
I January 1969, a second aircraft was added to the program. Beginning on
I October 1970, a third aircraft was added for purposes of seeding more of
the total numbers of thunderstorm cells noted on any given day. Inasmuch as
the total tea growing area is large, and storms are often too numerousfor
total coverage by three aircraft,
many of the individual cells are left un-
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seeded. However, a priority
is established
cells,
as noted by radar, are seeded first
in order of decreasing intensity.
IV

in which the most intense
and subsequent cells are seeded

OPERATIONS

During the past few years in the Kericho-Nandi Hills area, there
appears to be an increase in total days in which hailstorms are present.
Of greater importance is the fact that each hail day is producing greater
numbers of thunderstorm cells per day. A flight
summary of operational
days, seeding flights,
and other flights
during the 88-month period, October
1967 through January 1975 is shown in Table I.
Of particular
interest
might be the numbers of seeding events and
numbers of individual
hailstorm cells seeded during this 1967-75 period.
This summary is shown in Table 2. Note that during the first
three-year
period the numbers of seeding events d~d not equal the total seeding flights
for any individual
year. In those years, a single seeding flight
may have
conducted seeding operations in both the Kericho and Nandi Hills area.
When this occurred, two seeding events were logged for each seeding flight.
V

EVALUATION

Almost all evaluations of weather modification
programs eventually
direct their attention
to a single primary question: "What would the
particular
weather event have produced if no weather modification
effort
had been attempted?" If a realistic
answer to that question is possible,
then the data obtained from a treated situation
can be compared to the
extrapolated values and the differences
attributed
to the modification
effects.
The production of a hailstone is complex and the storm which produces it does not easily lend itself
to a meaningful project design or subsequent evaluation
procedure. However, the considerable
knowledge gained
Trom applied research and operational
projects conducted during the past
years has enhanced one’s ability
to understand thunderstorms and related
hail mechanisms. The area of Kericho-Nandi Hills has provided a unique
test bed for the design of a modern hail suppression program and the direct
application
of current cloud seeding technology.
One of the most powerful "indicators"
which can give us a reasonable
estimate of effects from seeding is an assessment of hail damage to tea.
Inasmuch as tea is plucked from each bush every 10-15 days, growth and production curves related to each estate provide a means of estimating loss
in the field
after eachhail instance.
This estimate is subsequently compared to the actual amount of finished tea obtained from that particular
plucking round and, if necessary, adjustments made in the original
estimate damage figures.
The tea estate managers seldom know if any particular
hail producing cumulus cell has been treated, so there is little
chance
the damage figures can be manipulated prior to the submission of each
data tabulation.
Consequently, the tea bushes act as nearly infinite
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hail indicators
hai I fal I.

with each leaf responding in some way to the individual

Whilea strictrandomized
designwas not appliedat the outset,the
choiceof whichpotentialhailstormcell to seed in the case of more than
one cell in eitherof the targetareas,is based solelyon severity.The
actualstormseverityis expressedin termsof greatestgrowthrates,
highestinflowvelocity,and strengthof precipitation
echo from the radar
site. This intentional
choicefrom the most severecell may allowsome
bias to creepinto any comparisons
of damagefrom seededand unseededstorms,
but the biaswouldmore than likelypenalizeany indicationof hail damage
reduction.In any case,many of the individualcumuluscellsare necessarilyleft unseeded.Much of the time thereis no physicalconnectionbetweenthe individualcellsbecauseof targetarea dimensions.
It is further
unlikelythat any dynamicinteraction
existswhichwouldplay an important
role in evaluations
dealingwith seededand unseededcumuluscells.
Duringthe 88-monthperiodfromOctober1967 throughJanuary1975,
therehave been 5,705seededstormcellsand 3,569haveproduceda reported
hail instance.A totalof 2,195instanceshave been reportedfrom cells
that have not been seeded.Averagedamageper hail instancefor this 88monthperodis 3,082Kg from seededcellsand 4,280Kg from non-seeded
cells.The hail damagesummaryfor seededand non-seededcellsis shown
in Table3.
To computethe possiblereductionin damagein termsof finishedtea,
let us firstconsiderthe 1,269seededcellswhichproduceda hail instance
and assumetheywouldhave produceddamageequalto the non-seededinstances
if they had not been treated.The differenceof 1,198 Kg per hail instance
when multiplied
by 1,269is equalto a reductionin damagein this categoryof about1,520,262Kg of made tea.
Therenow remainsthe possiblehaildamagereductionfromthe cells
whichdid not producea hail instance.Assumethat only half of these
wouldhave produceda hail instanceif not seededand the damageonly half
the averagenotedfrom non-seededcells.With these conservative
estimates
in view,the reductionin haildamagefrom seededcellswhichproducedno
hailinstancesis approximately
2,285,520Kg of finishedtea.
For the 88-monthperiodof operations
sinceOctober1967,it now
appearsthe programhas producedan apparentreductionin hail damage
amountingto approximately
3,805,782Kg of finishedtea.
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TABLE1.
- FLIGHTOPERATIONS
SUMMARY
-

Oct-Sept
Periods

Operational Days
with one or
more seeding
flights
184
210
200
232
222
185
126
23

1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
(Oct-Jan)
TOTALS 1,382

Seeding Observation
Flight hours
Total
seeding flight
and
in this
flights hours otherflights category
86
282
310.0
135
91
431
383.0
200
91
400
304.5
197
145
741
640.1
320
267
636
616.4
456
391
367.3
413
235
249
241.4
209
142
.43
45.2
50
33
3,173

2,907.9

1,980

1,090

TABLE2.
- FLIGHTANDSEEDED
CELLDISTRIBUTION
-

Oct-Sept
Periods
1967-68
1968~69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
(Oct-Jan)

SeediDg Flights
Kericho Nandi
197
85
320
111
314
86
492
249
.462
174
126
265
113
136
24
19

Hailstorm Cells Seeded
Kericho Nandi
Total
155
670
515
61
270
209
112
538
426
1488
487
1001
322
1495
1173
769
213
556
403
193
210
78
49
29

2,210

4,133

963
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1,572

5,705

TABLE3.
HAIL DAMAGE
SUMMARY
(Includes nil-damage reports)

Seeded
Oct-Sep
Periods

l:nstances

Damage
per instance (Kg)

Non-seeded
Damage
Instances
per instance(Kg)

1967-68

112

2629

299

3315

1968-69

169

1245

276

3029

1969-70

181

3414

356

3651

1970-71

237

1264

344

3257

1971-72

149

2016

334

5352

1972-73

182

5024

296

6557

1973-74

212

4953

265

4846

1974-75

27

8302

25

5370

TOTALS
AVERAGE

1,269

2,195
3,082 Kg

4,280 K~
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